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ay SORRE ESPONDENTS. - FO ©UR 

E again take pleasure in offering our revised and enlarged CaTALOGUE OF BuLBs, PLants, Smari — oe 

Fruits, Et¢., for the Autumn of 1878, Our-list will be found to embrace all the leading and most 

desirable varieties, it being our constant aim to introduce and send out only such that have 

deserving merits. The Hyacinths will be found worthy of special attention, having been personally selected — 

to secure the essential qualities of size, brilliant colors and free blooming. The single varieties are especially 

recommended for forcing into early bloom in glasses. The collection of Tulips should nct be overlooked; their. - : 

exceedingly brilliant colored flowers are attractive in every garden or-house. : 

QUALITY OF BULBS.—The past.season in Holland haying been Rvoawles to the crowth 
and development of the Hyacinth, etc., our customers may depend on receiving the very best roots obtainable. - 

We import direct from the best growers in Holland, which is determined by personal visits to their establish-— 

ments. Our first and largest importation, which we expect about September 10, by the American Steamship: 

Line, is from growers doing no businessin America; this gives us the benefit of the first execution of our orders, 

and the first choice from their very large stock, while they are obliged to ship our goods at least a fortnight be- — — 

fore their home business commences. These importations are entirely different from the refuse sent out by 

growers having no home trade, who put up their goods in assorted cases for auction, or offer them by the case as.-_ 

“cheap, but which are in reality dear, as they are rarely true to name orcolor, and frequently prove unsound, 

Many sorts, such as Lilies, Gladiolus and Greenhouse bulbs, are grown at our Nursery, and are of fine quality. 

OUR PRICES will be found very low, and in view of the increased cost of mailing we have deter--_— 
mined to adhere to old prices, excepting in the delivering of Hyaciuths, etc., by the dozen and hundred; a 

schedule of prices, delivered pre-paid by Express or Mail, will be found below. We only- deliver free at our = 

low catalogue price when the bulbs are ordered in large quantities at retail by the price per root. The ‘double : 

-increaSe in cost of mailing Bulbs, etc., since March 3d, 1875, compels us to adopt this Tule. 

_ BULBS BY MAIL OR EXPRESS,.—All the Bulbs noted in this Catalogue are delivered bt 
Free at the catalogue price per piece, dozen and hundred, excepting Hyacinths, Polyanthus Narcissus, Crown 

Imperials and Lilies. When ordered at dozen and hundred-prices the-additional charge of 25 cents per dozen: 

and $2.00 per hundred should be remitted to partly cover the expense of delivering and insure pre-payment. 

PLANTS BY MATL, POST- PAID.—No order under one dollar will be filled, and only~ 
small plants can be sent. By our compact and light system of packing-we send to all parts of the country 

-in perfect condition ; it is, however, always more satisfactory, when strong plants are desired and a quantity : 

wanted, to forward by Express at the purchaser's expense. Our plant department is deserying of notice. We. 

are continually receiving, propagating, and sending out all the new things as fast as they ieee in> this 

country and Europe, at hie lowest possible price. 
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TERMS.—AIl orders from unkown correspondents must be accompanied by Posr-Orrick ORDER, ~ 
DRAFT, PRE-PAID Express REMITIANCE, or instructions to CoLLEcT ON DELIVERY, by Express. Collection 

charges to be paid by the purchaser. We decline sending Bulbs, Plants or perishable goods C. 0..D. to distant 

parts, unless the order is guaranteed by your Express Agent, or a part remittance. 

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT tp» all purchasers ordering i in quantity, especially when the eoleition 
of varieties is left to our choice, and shipped at the expense of the purchaser. 

CAUTION .—Do not buy of travelling agents or peddlers. Some of these impostors have represented: : 
themselves as our agents.—BEWARE OF THEM. We employ no travelling agents. Send direct to head-quarters, : 

and then you are sure of obtaining a genuine article at a moderate price. 

ADDRESSES.—Be particular to write your name distinctly, with Post Office, County and State, also. 

the nearest Express Office, when convenient to receive.them in that way. Please notify us-of any chan ge.of- 

permanent address, in order that we may be able to forward our catalogues with regularity. . Address, 

HENRY A. DREER, 
714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.. 

WILiiam. F. aay ; : 
Witiiam H. Smitu- 



ASSORTMENTS OF BULBOUS ROOTS AND PLANTS, 
ER 

INTo. 1. 

FOR GREENHOUSE AND ROOM CULTURE. 

Price per assortment, $10; half assortment, $5.00. 

6 Double Hyacinths, choice named varieties. | 6 Persian Ranunculus, choice named. 
12 Single = ae “ = 6 Double Anemones, cs 
6 Single Tulips, Due Van Tholl < 6 Ixias, i 
6 Double Tulips, named varieties. 6 Oxalis, es - 

50 Crocus, 10 choice varieties. 6 Sparaxis, st “si 
6 Iris, Persian and Pavonia. | 2 Cyclamen, F i 
6 Jonquils, Double. | 2 Tritonias, s « 

No. 2. 

FOR GARDEN AND HOUSE CULTURE. 

Price per assortment, $10; half assortment, $5.00. 

12 Choice named Hyacinths for foreing. | 12 Narcissus, double and single. 
6 Mixed Double ly “ Garden. 12 Snowdrops, “ “ = 
6 ““ Single = ‘ 6 Ranunculus, assorted colors. 
6 “ Single Tulips = = 6 Anemones, a “s 
6 “-~Donhle ps ad - 6 Saffron Croeus, Autumn flowering. 
6. «Banas = nf 6 Lily of the Valley. 

12 Due Van Tholl Tulips, single and double, 2 Lilium Auratumsg, 

50 Crocus, assorted colors. 2 Japan Lilies, spotted. 
12 Tris, = == 2 Crown Imperials. 
6 Jonquils, double and single, 2 Fritillaria Meleagris. 
6 Polyanthus Nareissus, assorted. 2 Seilla Sibericas. 

No. 3. 

FOR GARDEN AND HOUSE CULTURE. 

Price per assortment, $3. 

6 Named Hyacinths, double and single. 6 Narcissus, assorted. 
12 Mixed Tulips, - S o 6 Snowdrops. 
3 Mixed Parrot Tulips. ; 2 Anemones. 

25 Mixed Crocus. 2 Ranunculus. 
3 Spanish Iris. 2 Iris Germanica. 
The above assortments (invariably our selection) will be mailed, upon a remittance (postage 

pre-paid), to any part of the United States. 

Five Dollar Collection of Plants. 
We will send, carefully packed, the following varieties (at price named) of Winter-flowering 

and Ornamental Plants ; the varieties to be our selection. These plants are too large to send by 
mail, and will only be forwarded by express at purchasers’ expense: 

1 Chinese Azalea, large with buds. 1 Heliotrope. 
1 Camellia Japonica, % sg 2 Chinese Primroses, 2 varieties. 
2 Bouvardias of sorts. 1 Mahernia Odorata. 
1 Flowering Begonia. 3 Winter-flowering Tea Roses. 1 Draceena. | 4 = ¢ Carnations. 
1 Calla, or Lily of the Nile. | 1 Poinsettia. 
1 Ixora. 

HENRY A. DREER, 
Wreykide F Dares 714 Chestnut St., 7 hiladelphia, Pa. 
WiLiiam H. Smiru. 



HARDY SPRING-FLOWERING 

BULBOUS ROOTS, 
Cheir Nature ad € reatment. 

PLAN WED CROW OCTOBER LTO DECEWKSBER. 

—+ 2 © & >____ 

Bulbs belong to a particular division of the vegetable kingdom; they are all, with scarcely a 

single exception, very ornamental, and hence desirable for the very large size of their flower in 

proportion to the entire plant, and for the brilliancy of their colors. By far the greater number 

of bulbs fiower in the spring, and produce their flower stems immediately after they begin to 

grow; and shortly after they have flowered they cease growing and remain dormant and without 

leaves during the remainder of the year; hence, almost all bulbs require to be planted in the 

autumn—a faet which most amateurs are apt to overlook, and frequently send their orders out of 

season. They require a free, dry and somewhat rich soil, into which the roots may penetrate 

freely. A bulb is essentially a bud, and contains within itself the germs of the leaves and flowers 

which are to be produced the following season; thus, in one sense, they are of more easy culture 

than any other class of plants, because the germ being previously formed, and the nourishment 

being provided in the body of the bulb, it is only necessary to supply heat and moisture to cause 

them to develop; this is fully exemplified in the Hyacinth, Narcissus, Crocus, early Tulips, and 

some other bulbs, which ean be flowered when placed over water in glasses or in wet moss. The 

Hyacinth is the especial favorite for forcing in glasses, and full directions for their management 

will be found under the head of Hyacinths. 

SOIL.—The proper compost for Hyacinths, Tulips, Crown Imperials, Iris, Ranunculus, Ane- 

mones, Crocus, and many other bulbs, is the following: one-third sand, one-third well rotted cow 

manure, and one-third good garden mould. 

TIME OF PLANTING.—The preferable season for planting all hardy bulbs, is from October 

te December; but they can be set out at any later time, so long as the bulbs remain sound. 

DEPTH AND DISTANCE.—Hyacinths, large Lilies and Pxonias, should be planted at the 

depth of four inches; Crown Imperials and Polyanthus Narcissus, five inches ; Tulips, Double 

Narcissus, Jonquils and Colchicums, three inches; Bulbous Iris, Crocus, small Fritillarias, Gladi- 

olus Byzantinus and Snowdrops, two inches; Ranunculus and Anemones, one inch; always 

measuring from top of the bulb. The rows should be about ten inches apart, and the bulbs t@ be 

placed from four te eight inches apart in the rows, according to their size. As the cold weather 

approaches, give the bed a good covering of leaves, hay, old manure or tan, to prevent the frost 

from penetrating to the bulbs. Early in the spring, as soon as the shoots are pushing through it, 

the covering should be earefully removed, and the earth slightly stirred with a garden fork. 

TAKING UP AND PRESERVING.—Take up Bulbous Roots about a month after the blos- 
som is completely over, in the following manner: when the plants put on a yellowish decayed 
appearance, take up the roots, eut off the stem and foliage within an inch of the bulbs, but leave 
the fibres, ete., attached to them; spread them in an airy room for two or three weeks to dry, 

after which wrap each root carefully in paper, (as the air is very injurious to bulbs i ) 0% cov 
them with perfectly dry sand. “ a 

Bulbs intended for blooming in pots during the winter season, should be planted during the 
months of October and November, aud be left exposed to the open air (covered with a few inchs 
of tan or soil) until they begin to freeze, and then be placed in the greenhouse or a room where 
fire is usually made. They will need, occasionally, moderate watering until they begin to grow, | 
when they should have an abundance of air in mild weather, and plenty of water from he 
eaucers whilst in a growing state; and should be exposed as much as possible to the sun, air ‘nia | 
ght to prevent the leaves from growing too long or becoming yellow. 
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THE HYACINTH, 
— 1 29S Os, 

Among hardy bulbs the Hyacinth stands (deservedly so) foremost on the list; it is not only 

a general favorite for the garden, but has become exceedingly popular as a winter Hower, from 

the facility with which it may be forced into bloom, either in pots or glasses filled with water, 

Nothingcan be more delightful, either for beauty or fragrance, than a stand of these iovely 

flowers, in the parlor or drawing-room, during the winter months. 

METHOD OF BLOOMING HYACINTHS IN THE WINTER SEASON IN GLASSES. 

For this purpose, Single Hyacinths and such as are designated 

earliest among the Double, are to be preferred. Single Hyacinths 

are generally held in less estimation than Double ones ; their colors, 

however, are more vivid, and their bells, though smaller, are more 

numerous; some of the sorts are exquisitely beautiful; they are 

preferable for flowering in winter to most of the Double ones, as 

they bluom two or three weeks earlier and are very sweet scented. 

Hyacinths intended for glasses should be placed in them during 

October and November, the glasses being previously filled with pure 

water, so that the bottom of the bulb may just touch the water; 

then place them for the first three or four weeks in a dark closet, 

box or cellar, to promote the shooting of the fibres, which should 
fill the glasses before exposing them to the sun, after which expose 
them to the light and sun gradually. If kept too light and warn 
at first, and before there is sufficient fibre, they will rarely flower 
well. They will bloom without any sun, but the colors of the 
flowers will be inferior. To insure vigorous growth a favorable ex- 
posure to light and occasional fresh air, when mild, are essential. 
The water should be changed as it becomes impure; draw the roots 
entirely out of the glasses, rinse off the fibres in clean water, and 
wash the inside of the glass well. Care should be taken that the 
water does not freeze, as it would not only burst the glass, but 
cause the fibres to decay. Whether the water is hard or soft, is not 
a matter of much consequence—soft is preferable—but must be 
perfectly clear to show the fibres to advantage. 

Avoid a low water mark in the glasses by keeping it to a level 
with the base of each bulb. Never place the glasses upon a mantel- 
piece or shelf within the influence of fire heat during the process of j 
growth. To stimulate and strengthen the growth, dissolve a pinch of sulphate of ammonia 
occasionally in the water after the bulbs are exposed to light. 

THE TREATMENT OF HYACINTHS IN POTS. 

For the growth of Hyacinths in pots, the most favorable planting season for early bloom is 
September, and for a succession, at intervals up to January. The size of pots is regulated by the 
space or convenience for placing them; when limited, and a rich massive effect is wished for, 
those of six or eight inches in diameter are recommended, in which three or four bulbs may be 
placed, but where more convenience is had, a succession of single or double bulbs in smaller pots 
inay be admitted—two bulbs in each is very effective, and generally preferred; the colors of such 
may be regulated according to taste. In potting, use the soil as already described. each bulb 
should remain one-third above the surface of the soil, and the base of each bulb should rest upon 
a strata of clean river sand. After potting place them where intended to remain, upon a dry 
surface of ashes or sharp gravel, in the rotation of their intended periods of bloom, (each later 
potting plunged beyond the previous ones,) and thus arranged, water the whole well to imbed 
the bulbs firmly within the soil, allowing them to remain until the bulbs and surfaces are again 
dry (for one or two days); then cover the whole over to the depth of three or four inches with 
half-dried tan, sawdust, sand or soil, for six or eight weeks, in which position the preparatory 
root-growth is made, necessary to a vigorous development of their flowerscapes. After the period 
arlverted to, less or more, the first potted bulbs may be taken up, the soil and sediment carefully 
brushed off, and removed to a gentle hot-bed, or a warm genial greenhouse or room where the 
bloom will progressively expand, care being taken to screen the leaf-growth made in darkness 
for a few days. A short difference of a week or fortnight between the periods of potting will 
produce a elie ahaa difference in the periods of bloom. They are very effective when 
wnassed in Fern Dishes, Window Boxes, or in pots ten inches in diameter and six inches deep, 
either all of one color or assorted according to fancy. 



4 DREER’S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF BULBS. 

DOUBLE HYACINTHS, 
For Beds and Border eulture. Those marked early are suitable for growing in pots and 
glasses, and force very readily, but are not so early as the single varieties. 

Size of Bulbs. Some of the most beautiful varieties of Hyacinths, especially among the 
double-flowering sorts, produce but small bulbs; but the sinall size of the bulb does not 
diminish or increase the size of the spike or the beauty of the flowers. 

RED—of various shades. 
EACH EACH 

ALIDA CATHARINA. Delicate satiny NOBLE PAR MERITE. Dark rose, pink 
rose ; earliest, and very double flowers... 25) stripe; earliest, fine spike...............++ 30 

Touquet RoyvaL. Rose, dark centre... 25 | PANORAMA. Brightrose, carmine centre; 
LOUQUET TENDRE. Dark crimson; Carl ys VELY AOU eee etce then eset. okene 25 

early, and superior truss of flowers...... 25) PRINCEOF ORANGE. Brightrose; early, , 
Ca@UR FIDELE. Pink, with violet eye... 20| fine pyramidal truss.................0.+.2. 30 
COMTESSE DE LA COSTE. Light rose, PRINCESSE ROYALE. Red, violet cen- 

with violet centre; early, extra flowers. 20) tre; early, extra fine truss.................. 25 
CZAR NICHOLAS. Delicate rose; early. 20) REGINA RUBRORUM. Red; very early 
FREDERICK THE GREAT. Light rose; AMG SHOW ya HOW EEStece ese neces saccesspsoeseeee 30 

early, extravlarge fHoweEs!.)..c--. -s-c-00>- 50| REGINA VicToriIA. Dark rose; ear- 
GROSSFURST. Pink, violet centre; very liest, very double, extra fine flowers.... 20 
double mlaree sbelllsi..:-sccecsesos cess esaccs 20 | RoUGE VERMEIL. Vermilion red; extra. 30 

LorD WELLINGTON. Bright red; early, Sans Souci. Bright red; extra fine 
__ largest and finest bloom...........:.......-. 30 FOMes MTN RY WATS sodeaeespscot censdenosecceseces 35 
J” ESPERANCE. Beautiful rose with nan- SiR JOSEPH PAXTON. Deep crimson; 

keen reflex, weny early;......-c21e<-0c-:- pose 24 early, extra fine showy flowers............ 35 
Louis NAPOLEON. Fine deep red, early 40 | SUSANNE MARIE. Bright, dark rose; 
MEDEA. Dark rose; late, extra fine..... 30 long compact spike, extra fine............, 65 
GLORY OF THE NETHERLANDS. Dark TEMPLE D’APOLLON. Light rose; early. 25 

Fed’ fimeglargelbells::. esse teeey tees 25 » WILHELM II. Dark red; earliest......... 25 

WHITE—of various shades. 
EACH EACH 

ANNA MARIA. Violet centre; early...... 25| LA VIRGINITE. Rose centre; early...... 20 
BouquET Royal. Pure white, large LoRD CASTLEREAGH. With purple; 

HOW EYSie avec seek odes ese osc eee . 40 OXULA MMe! TOWELSiesscs sete ceene sees ebeees 30 
BUCENTAURUS. Yellow centre; earliest MATHILDA. Blush; earliest, fine........ - 30 

ain AIM ORL iUSS 45.22 s7ccnc.seeme teen eee . 25 | MINERVA. With purple; early............ 25 
Castor. Pure; extra fine flowers......... 3. | Miss Kitty. Blush, with violet centre. 39) 
Duc DE BERRY. Pure white) lates... Vso) NANEITE Ure: CAL Yc. ..cs-aescdesae cr: 25 
DUCHESSE DE BEDFORD. Pure; early, Non Pius UttTra. With deep violet 

EX Crap MOW CUS enacts erie eclewoe esacnneeees 30 eye; very double, large bells.............. D5 
GRAND MONARQUE DE FRANCE. Blush PRINCE OF WATERLOO. Pure; early, 

with rose centre, immense bells.......... 35 extra fine large bells and truss............ 40 
GLORIA FLORUM. With purple; early. 25 | SCEPTRE D’OR. Yellow centre; late.... 30 
HEROINE. With yellow eye................ 4) | SULTAN ACHMET. Blush; large bells... 25 
JENNY LIND. With purple eye; earliest 30 | TRIUMPHE BLANDINE. Blush; early... 30 
LA DEESSE. Pure; large truss............ 30 | VENuS. Yellow eye; extra fine truss.... 40 
La TouR D’AUVERGNE. Pure; earliest 3(! VirGo. Rose centre; early..............000 30 

BLUE— of various shades. 
EACH EACH 

ALBION. Deep, very double, large pyra- LorD WELLINGTON. Deep, with lilac 
midal truss of flowers; late..............0+ 25 stripe; early, medium truss............... 25 

BLOCKSBERG. Porcelain; early, large MADAME MARMONT. Azure, shaded 
bellstandishowiys t(russite teense sesae eee L830 with white; earliest and fine truss...... 40 

CHARLES, CROWN PRINCE OF SWEDEN. MIGNON VAN DRIJFHOUT. Dark; early. 30 
Dark; early and superb flowers......... 30 | OTHELLO. Shining black, inner petals 

COMTE DE ST. PRIEST. Porcelain, su- violet; early, extra fine bloom............ 30 
Petbeflowers Meee ee 490 | PASQUIN. Porcelain; early, large......... 30 

ENvOYE. Light, violet centre; early... 25 | POURPRE SUPERBE. Dark purple........ 25 
GARRICK. Deep, shaded with violet; PRINCE ALBERT. Black, large flowers; 

early, extraitin eres sac eee eae eee caenee 40 CAVIYA CRUEL At edie ce nae eee vote cas ovece csc Dy 
GENERAL ANTINK. Light, shaded with PRINCE FREDERICK. - Lilac; early....... 30 

violet; early, fine truss..................... 25 | REMBRANDT. Dark; large bells.......... 30 
GLOBE TERRESTRE. Light; large........ 30 | RICHARD STEELE. Azure, violet centre; 
EMPEROR ALEXANDER. Dark; extra CAL hypalic times meee tee reac sca sesack cs ees 

AITO AATO WETS ieee eee ae aera 30 | RupoLpuHus. Light; pretty truss......... 30 
KING OF THE NETHERLANDS. Dark; SHAKSPEARE. Porcelain, gray stripe ; 

full and’ comipact.7..2:60 Ae ca teaeck 25 Canhysplendid spike fen. .2sc0s0 0 eee Oe 
LAURENS COSTER. Deep, shaded with VAN REENEN. Porcelain; very fine..... 40 

violet; early, extra large flowers.......... 50| VAN SPEIJK. Lilac, very large flowers; 
LorD RAGLAN. Black centre; early.... 50 CALIVEMOMPLA IMC ce ceoscctens caccss CoocebG sven 40 

s 



DREER’S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF BULBS. ? 

DOUBLE HYACINTHS.— Continued. YELLOWW—of various shades. 
2 EACH EACIL 

BELLE SouFRE. Bright; early............ 30: LA GRANDEUR. Golden; large truss..... 50 
BovUQUET D’ORANGE. Orange; early... 35| Louis D’OR. Bright; early.................. 30 
Crassus. Orange, rose centre; late...... . ) 40)|-OPHIRE D'OR: Bright; late.../.0.12004.55. 30 

GoreTHE. Nankeen; early, superiortruss. 30 | PURE D’OR. Orange; early..............00. 50 
JAUNE SUPREME. Nankeen, white cen- | VAN SPEIJK. Bright, with violet cen- 

tre ; early, large fine flowers......... Rectet, 40 ERE AVELY MG GIUSS. 0 ceccccocescseses covesveds 50 

i‘ A SINGLE HYACINTHS, 
Single Hyacinths are, by some, held in less estimation than double ones; but on a closer 

acquaintance with their fine qualities, they will be found more deserving of cultivation. 
They are desirable for their early flowering, especially in pots or glasses; their colors are 
more brilliant, and they excel the double in their fine odor and greater profusion of bells. 

RED—of various shades. 
EACH EACH 

AGNES. Dark rose; bright.............. . 25| LORD WELLINGTON. Rose, large bells, 
AMY. Dazzling carmine; large spike... 20 early and extra fine trusS...............c00 30 
ANNA PAULOWNA. Rose; fine truss..... 20! MADAME Hopson. Crimson, with car- 
APPELIUS. Crimson ; compact spike.... 25 | mine stripe; showy spike.................. 25 
BELLE ELEONORE. Dark; handsome... 20} MADEMOISELLE RACHEL. Brilliant; 
CHAPEAU DE CARDINAL. Deep rose, extra large truss and flowers.............. 25 

turning to orange; extra fine, early..... 30} MARIA THERESIA. Deep rose, striped.. 25 
CoUNT OF NESSELRODE. Dark rose; MARIA VAN REIGERSBERGEN. Dark, 

beautiful large truss, early.............000 25| beautiful flowers; early..........c0.0. seeet ADS 
DIEBITSCH SABALKANSKY. Brilliant MONSIEUR DE FAESCH. Crimson......... 2 

carmine; late, very showy spike......... 25 | MR. MACAULAY. Deep pink, shading 
DUCHESS OF RICHMOND. Bright rose, to white edge; superb large truss......... 60 

shaded with white; compact spike....... 30 | NORMA. Pink; early, extra large bells. 95 
ELDORADO. Bright; perfect form....... . 25|ORNAMENT DE LA NATURE. Rose; 
EMMELINE. Pink; very large truss...... 20 extra fine large bells and truss........... 35 
GIGANTEA. Pink; large bells, and mag- PROSPER ALPINI. Crimson; late, supe- 

nificent truss........ pn ee Snes 30 RUGE: WACOM ERUAS 2 oe Ca evsdece sens naissccevnse sds 30 
GLORY OF THE NETHERLANDS. Pink; REINE DES JACINTHES. Dark, extra 
RE RE No ctan par cayimarns vive onineas seman « 20 fine flowers and compact spike........... 50 

HoMERvs. Bright rose, striped; early ROBERT STEIGER. Brilliant carmine; 
and extra fine....... Tee SANE $e ee: MERA ES . 40 early and showy large truss............04. 25 

HONNEUR DE HILLEGOM. Dark; early. 35 | SOLFATARE. Orange-scarlet, with white 
JOSEPHINE. Dark red, large flowers; eye, large spike and extra fine bells.... 40 

Carly; extra filie CPUS6.2251202.. 6..ascese cance 40 | SULTAN’S FAVORITE. Pink; showy 
LA BALEINE. Light rose, large bells SpA e:@f HOW CLS is io<saace sacs setuseds dedudolavs 95 
BB spike tescrcscoss2sts5si5cssc08 dose dees eseess 25 | UNICA SPECTABILIS. Pink; magnifi- 

LA BELLE QUIRINE. Crimson............ 25|{ cent flower and large spike................ 30 
L’AMIE DU C@&UR. Crimson; fine........ 25 | VERONICA. Dark; early, large spike... 30 
Lorp Gray. Light rose; choice bells, VON SCHILLER. Deep; extra fine large 

and large truss, earliest................066 30 bells and showy trusS............0000 badtee 50 

WHITE—of various shades. 
EACH EACH 

ALBA MAXIMA. Pure; early, immense JENNY LIND. Pure; early, very hand- 
bells, and splendid truss of flowers...... 40| some spike..........s000 Sor AAL ee See Aes 40 

ALBA SUPERBISSIMA. Pure; large...... 25 |LA BELLE BLANCHISSEUSE. Pure; 
BARONNESSE VAN DER DUIN. Pure; large’ belis:t 322 eos aaaeon aback a oteas . 30 

very fine large flowers..:.......cs.cceos secee 30 | LA VESTALE. Pure; extra fine truss.... 3 
BARON VAN THUYLL. Large and beau- MADAME DE TALLEYRAND. Pure; fine 

tiful spike of pure white flowers, early. 40| large compact truss of flowers........... - 30 
Brtee FLeve. Padre Pes. iG . 20} MADAME VAN DER Hoop. Pure; Jarge 
BLANCHARD. Pure; early, long spike.. 40 bells and**fne'spike.i2..9t:122J.cdsc. Save 35 
CLEOPATRA. Blush; large truss of im- MAMMOTH. Rosy white; large bells..... 30 

mense bells........ sis g tease eeeonces eres once 25 | MARY STUART. Pure; extra large bells. 40 
CROWN PRINCESS OF HOLLAND. Pure; Miss AIKIN. Rosy white, large flowers 

pretty, compact fruss...i.. 1 eeicecki sce es 30 and teuss's Carly: 2.424122... soe-Rel dateverenonn 35 
ELFRIDE.  Pinkish reflex; beautiful Miss NIGHTINGALE. Pure; extra fine.. 40 

dance Dells and trussts! Beek ic 30 | MONTBLANC. Pure, very large flowers ; 
GRANDEUR A MERVEILLE. Rosy white, extra fine spike.......... Beet sesend soe 50 

large, extra fine truss ......00cecseseeseconee 25 | MozART. Rosy white; large bells,early. 50 
GRAND VAINQUEUR. Snow white; ex- Mrs. BEECHER STOWE. Pure; very 

tra fine, great profusion of bells......... 30 fine'showy spike-t20h. th. <2) as. dees ei25 
GRANDE VEDETTE. Pure; extra large.. 30! PAIx DE L’EvROPE. Pure; large flowers. 30 
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SINGLE HY ACINTHS.— Continued. WHITH—of various shades. 
EACH 

PUCELLE D’ORLEANS. Pure; finespike. 25! STATEN GENERAL. Pure..........00secseee "20 
QUEEN VICTORIA. Pure; large,compact. 30} THEMISTOCLES. Pure; fine spike......... 25 
REINE D’HOLLANDE,. | Pure; early....... 303 TULLIA., Pinlgishy wihit@sei.cowscevsekeo ese 20 
RovussEAU. White, pink shaded; early. 20| VESTA. Rosy white; extra fine bells..... 20 
SEMIRAMIS. Rosy white; fine truss...... 20| VOLTAIRE. Blush; large bellsand truss. 25 

Blue—of various shades. 
’ i EACH EACH 

Arcus. Deep, with pure white eye; LA PRECIEUSE. Light; extra fine bells. 3, 
extra fine large truss........-..0-00+ eeeeeeeee 25 | LEoNIDAS. Pearl, shaded sky blue; 

BARON VAN THUYLL. Deep; very beautiful Jarcetbellis,..o-0s ee ieaeee ek ’ 40 
large spike of beautiful bells, early...... 25} L7 UNIQUE. Beautiful flower of. deep 

BELLE AFRICAINE. Shiny black......... 30 purplish amaranth.) 222.. 9s ea eee 25 
BLUE AMARANT. Deep, light stripe..... 25 | MARIA. Purple, with deep blue corolla; 
CAMPER. Light; very early............000 25 large, fine-arranged truss.............. re 5) 
CHARLES DICKENS. Clear lilac; violet Mimosa. Deep violet, changing to 

stripe; pyramidal truss........+...00.sesee 20 black ; extra fine spikes. Ceereeeas 25 
COURONNE DE CELLE. Porcelain; large. 925 | MONSEIGNEUR VAN VREE. Shining vio- 
Emicus. Indigo, violet stripe and white let; beautiful bells on a short truss..... 50 

eye; early and fine flower... ..........0+004 20 | Nimrop. Light blue, with violet reflex. 35 
Emiuius. Light; early, fine truss........ 30 | ORONDATES. Light blue, with distinct 
EMPEROR FERDINAND. Deep; fine ribbon of bright blue; large truss, early. 30 

WGUSSoecseecisc conv esaaer aeesieme deleniaicteteeemae biel -» 95! POLLUX. Porcelain... ...2./22.5... .-s000--o040 25 
GENERAL LAURISTON. Azure, with PORCELAIN SCEPTRE. Pale sky blue, 

white eye; early, handsome flower...... 39 | deeply shaded; large spike of flowers.. 30 
GRAND Litas. Porcelain, changing to PRIESTLY. Pearl, very fine truss......... 30 

lilac ; excellent, large flower............... 30 | PRINCE OF SAXE WEIMER. Dark; supe- 
GRAND VEDETTE. Porcelain, shaded rior spike Of floWEYS.........0.. ceseceerseeee 30 

sky-blue; extra fine spike...............006 30 | PRINCE WILLIAM I. Shining black on 
HAYDN . Purple, large flowers; extra... 50| violet ground; pretty truss, early........ 39 
L’AMIE DU C@&uUR. Deep violet; pretty. 30 | REGuLuS. Light, azure-blue stripe...... 25 
La Nuit. Glittering black ; early, extra UNCLE Tom. Shiny black; extra......... 25 

large-and fire truss:ias -3.\..tvedsens das ses 95el VOLTATRES )Azure Dl Weiss. :.csiee cons otenes 25 

YELLOW— of various shades. 
EACH EACH 

ALIDA JACOBA. Clear; compact truss. 25] L’INTERESSANTE. Deep; large, showy 
ANNA CAROLINE. Pale; late...........00: 40,| bells and spike...............200.+senese-cnaeee 40 
ENGELINE. Clear; fine spike.............. 40 | L’OR D’AUSTRALIE. Pure; extra large. 49 
FLEUR D’OR. Pure; fine flowers.......... 20 | OVERWINNAAR. Clear, compact truss... 920 
HEROINE. Bright; late, large bells...... 25 | RHINOCEROS. Orange; fine flowers...... 25 
IpA. Deep; large flowers, new, extra.... 60 | Victor Huco. Bright; beautiful large 
KING OF HOLLAND.  Orange............+.. 30 spike of flOWeTS.........ce0000 cesses cseensscoes 40 
LA PLUIE D’Or. Pure; fine truss......... 20 

NAMED HYACINTHS. 

Very choice varieties, with names and colors—our selection $4.50 per doz. $30 per hundred. 

Choice varieties, with names and colors—our selection. $3.00 per dozen. $20 per hundred. 

The following varieties have been selected with special reference to producing exact effect 

in planting in masses or marginal lines, and are extensively used in ornamental gardening. 

$2.00 per dozen. $14 per hundred, in 20 sorts. 

DOUBLE. SINGLE. 

ALIDA CATHARINA. Delicate satiny rose. | AMY. Dazzling carmine. 

BovuquET TENDRE. Dark crimson. La BELLE QUIRINE. Crimson. 

CzAR NICHOLAS. Delicate rose. LoRD WELLINGTON. Rose. 

GrossFuRST. Pink, violet centre. EMMELINE. Pink. 

ANNA MARIA. White, violet centre. CLEOPATRA. Blush white. 

DUCHESSE DE BEDFORD. Pure white. SEMIRAMIS. Rosy white. 

LA VIRGINITE. White, rose centre. THEMISTOCLES. Pure white. 

LORD CASTLEREAGH. White, with purple. Vesta. Rosy white. 

ENvoyeE. Light blue, violet centre. CHARLES DICKENS. Lilac, violet stripe. 

GENERAL ANTINK. Blue shaded violet. Emicus. Indigo, violet stripe, white eye. 

KING OF THE NETHERLANDS. Dark blue. | L’AMIE DU Ca@uR. Deep violet. 

LorRD WELLINGTON. Deep blue, lilac stripe. | POLLUX. Porcelain blue. 

MIXED HYACINTHS. 

The following varieties are for out-door culture, in beds, groups, borders, or for florists’ 

eut flowers, grown in pots. Each color embraces many shades, from the lightest to the 

darkest ; purchasers can have them either in double or single varieties, as may be desired. 
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MIXED HYACINTHS.— Continued. 

SEPARATE COLORS, WITHOUT NAMES. 

15 cents each. $1.50 per dozen. $10 per hundred. 

"Red and pink, of shades, double. Red and pink, _ of shades, single. 
Blue and poreelain, “ 2 Blue and porcelain, ‘“ . 
White and rosy white, “ = White and rosy white, “ “ 

“ce ce Yellow, 

Double Yellow. 20 cents each. $2.00 per dozen. $14 per hundred. 

EARLY ROMAN HYACINTHS. 

The earliest for forcing, for florists’ cut flowers, with small spikes of single wh’‘te bells, 
bulbs usually producing several spikes. 15 cents. $1.25 per dozen. $8.00 per hundred. 

MIXED MINIATURE HYACINTHOS. 

This variety is of interest to those who desire to cultivate them; the bulbs, being small, 
still produce fine spikes of flowers of various shades and colors, and can be grown in all the 
ways we recommend for other Hyacinths. 10 cents. $1.00 per dozen. 

MUSK AND OTHER HYACINTHS. 

This class is for garden culture, and fine for edging; also adapted for pot culture. 
EACH EACH 

BELGICUs C@ERULEA. Blue..............00 g | MuscarRIA MINOR (Musk). Blue and 
BOTRYOIDES ALBA (Grape). White... g| yellow; sweet-scented...........0....ceeeeee 25 
BOTRYOIDES C@RULEA (Grape). Blue. g} PLUMosus (Feathered). Purplish blue.. 
MONSTROSUS CcGERULEA. Blue............ 8 | © Fine for bouquets.......c.sc.-coseeces ossceee 

HYACINTHS IN PACKAGES. 

The following are put up in packages, with names and colors marked, and are lower in 
price than the same quality of roots when selected from the catalogue. They are all choice, 
tree-blooming varieties. 
Packages with colors marked Nos. 6, 7, and 8 are unnamed. 

No. 1.—$1.25 per package. GRANDEUR A MERVEILLE. Rosy white. 

Contains 6 double. LA VESTALE. Pure white. | 

Caan NicHoLas. Delicate rose igs) Ma Rs eae 
REGINA VICTORIA. Dark rose. 7 ; g ; 
ANNA Maria. White, violet centre. > 
LA VIRGINITE. White, rose centre. No. 5.—$1.50 per package. 
Envoye. Light blue, violet centre. Contains 3 double and 3 single. 
KING OF THE NETHERLANDS. Dark blue. BovgueT D’ORANGE. Orange. 

No. 2.—$1.50 per package. | LonD WELLINGTON. Deep blue, lilac stripe. 
| PRINCESSE ROYALE. Red, violet centre. 

Comtesse G dowd bte. | GRAND VAINQUEUR. Snow white, 
BOUQqueEeT ROYAL. Rose, dark centre. ° KING OF HOLLAND. Orange. 

Bouquet TENDRE. Dark crimson. PRINCE OF SAXE WEIMER. Dark blue. 
JENNY LIND. White, with purple eye. 
PRINCE OF WATERLOO. Pure white. & k 
BLOCKSBERG. Porcelain blue. No. 6.—$1.00 per package, 
MIGNON VAN DRIJFHOUT. Dark blue. Contains 6 double. 

Red and pink, blue and pcrcelain, white No. 3.—$1.25 per package. ait rony etait 

Contains 6 single. 
MARIA THERESIA. Deep rose, striped. ae eae oe i 
MONSIEUR DE FAESCH. Crimson. Nos 7-91.00 per package- 
THEMISTOCLES. Pure white. Contains 6 single. 
VeEsTA. Rosy white. Red and pink, blue and porcelain, white 
BLUE AMARANT. Deep blue, light stripe. | and rosy white. 
LA PRECIEUSE. Light blue. 

No, 4.—$1.50 per package. No. 8.—$1.00 per package. 

Contains 6 single. Contains 3 double and 3 single. 
Lorp Gray. Light rose. Red and pink, blue and porcelain, white 
ROBERT STEIGER. Brilliant carmine. and rosy white. 

Hyacinths when ordered to be sent by mail require a remittance of 20 cents per dozen, 
and $1.75 per hundred, additional for postage, but at the prices per single bulb, or in pack- 
ages, are muiled or expressed tree to any part of the United States. 
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TULIPS, 
The Tulip is the most celebrated, 

popular, brilliant (and has always been 
prized by florists as the most decora- 

/ Of HHH) Pe tive) and showy of spring flowers ; and 
| a MP  vnot simply for effect alone, as many of 
Yi) Wp Na Yip, , the choice kinds have a delicacy of pen- 

MM WY cilling and richness of tinting which ex- 
cel all other plants. They are of easy 
culture, both in the conservatory or par- 
lor, and the open garden. They will 
thrive in almost any soil. A sandy soil 
enriched with rotted cow-manure is, 
however, preferable ; and being perfectly 
hardy, they can well claim a prominent 
rank among hardy bulbs. 
* Their cultivation is yet so limited, that 
their real beauty is not generally recog- 
nized. A few bulbs scattered here and 
there produce but little effect, but when 
planted in masses, or in small groups, 
they become at once grand and brilliant, 
and eclipse, in real variety of coloring 
and picturesque effect, almost any other 
flower. Our collection is unusually fine, 
embracing all the choicest varieties. 

EARLY DWARF DUC VAN THOLL TULIPS. 
The Duc Van Tholls are admired for their neat dwarf habit of growth,and brilliant colors. 

They are the earliest of all Tulips, and are especially adapted for pot culture, for winter 
blooming. The best effect is produced by planting in large pots, six, twelve, or more bulbs 
of the different colors. 

For early flowers out of doors, they can also be highly recommended, and produce a pretty” 
effect when planted in masses. The varieties are all single, except the Double Red, which 
is red, yellow bordered, and very attractive. 

/ j / i 
‘il 

EACH. DOZ. EACH. DOZ. 

CRIMSON® omuivelyienstess-ceeceeceescnces 08 $0.80 | VERMILION. Velvety..............00. 10 $1.00 
GOLD STRIPED. Beautiful........... 08 0:80). WHITE, | Puree iccoteut eons 15 1.50 
IOS SHNLADIY.cosepe noone ospone cobondonde 10 1,00 |, YELLOW. Bright.nc. cco. ss\..cces sence 15 1:00 
SCAREED | Brilliantsses scenes ce 10 1.00 

SINGLE RED. Yellow bordered. 8 cents. 80 cents per dozen. $5.50 per 100. 

DouBLE RED. Yellow bordered. 5 cents. 50 cents per dozen, $3 per 100. 

EARLY SINGLE TULIPS. 

These are well-known ornaments of the garden,-as well as the greenhouse. Forced in 

pots, they are very gay and fine; and for bedding in mixtures, or in separate colors and 

sorts, no spring flower is equal to them in brilliancy. 
EACH. DOZ. EACH. DOZ. 

ADMIRATION. Dark brown.........- 08 $0.80 | EMANUEL. Pure white................ 15 $1.50 

ALIDA MARIA. Whiteand crimson. 15 1.50 | GLOBE DE RIGAUD. Violet, white : 

ArRTIS. Beautiful vermilion......... 05 0.50 Sbrdpoerepe-sseeetcocser etees caeeenenneesens 15 1.50 

BELLE ALLIANCE. Bright scarlet. 10 1.00 | GOLDEN PRINCE. Golden yellow.. 05 0.50 

BRIDE OF HAARLEM. Brilliant KEISERSKRON. Yellow, with red.. 10 1.00 

carmine, striped with white........ 20 2.00 | LAc VAN RHEIN. Violet, silveredge. 05 0.50 

Brutus. Scarlet, yellow bordered. 08 0.80 LA PRECIEUSE. Rose and white... 98 0.80 

CANARY Breb. Rich yellow, large. 10 1.00 | MILTIADES. Blush white......... we 05 0.50 

CHRYSOLORA. Deep yellow, earliest. 10 1.00| PARAGON GULDENBLOEM. White, 

CLAREMONT GOLDEN. Red, gold striped with yellow...........++...+++ 05 0.50 

Striped, CXtYA......ccececeesececeserseeees 15 1.50| Pax ALBA. Pure white............... 08 0.80 

CLAREMONT SILVER. Red, silver PoTTEBAKKER WHITE. Large..... 10 1.00 

Use") DELO Se roeecino duncan dondacoes cedocar Gado 08 0.80 | PoTTEBAKKER YELLOW. Large... 10 1.00 

COMMANDANT. Orange red.......... 08 0.80 | PRINCE OF AUSTRIA. Orange red. 10 1.00 

COULEUR DE CARDINAL. Deep red, PROSERPINE. Deep rose, very 

spotted with violet.........--...+seeees 08 0.80 large, and extra fine ...............66+ 20 2.00 

COULEUR PONCEAU. Crimson...... 05 0.50 | Rosa Munpt. True rose, fine flower. 05 0.50 
Duc DE HAARLEM. Red and yellow 08 0.80 | RosE GRISDELIN. Rose, very fine. 05 0.5) 

Duc D’ORANGE. Gold with orange. 05 0.50 | STANDARD GOLDEN. Redand gold. 15 1.50 

DUCHESSE DE PARMA. Crimson, STANDARD SILVER. Red and white. 08 0.80 . 

with orange border.........1-sseeeeere 05 0.50! THOMAS MOORE, Orange............ 05° 0.50 
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EARLY SINGLE TULIPS.— Continued. 
EACH. DOZ 

VAN DEN VONDEL. Dark red and 

EACH. DOZ, 

WATERLOO. Brilliant scarlet ; extra. 08 $0.80 

white, large, extra fine..........--++ 20 $2.00 | Early Single Tulips, mixed, without 

VAN DER NEER. Violet, large, fine. 20 2.00| names. $3 per 100........- 0.00. 2+ 5 0.50 
VERBOOM. Scarlet, fine form....... 08 0.80 | Late Single Tulips (Beiblumen), 

VERMILION BRILLIANT. Splendid mixed, white grounds. $4 per 100. 06 0.60 

bright vermilion, very fine......... 15 1.50 Late Single Tulips (Bizarden), 

WovuwERMAN. Dark violet, large. 20 2.00) mixed, yellow grounds. $4 per 100. 06 0.69 
‘WAPEN VAN LEIDEN. White, car- | Late Single Tulips (Roses), mixed, 

Mine SPOtted......seesseeeeceeeeeereeeeees 08 0.80, white grounds. $4 per 100......... 06 0.60 

PARROT TULIPS. 

Large flowers, with fringed edges, most bril- 

liant crimson and yellow, with shades of bright 

green, curiously intermixed and variegated; 
unique and picturesque; are fine for borders, 

and when planted in masses produce a beauti- 

ful and striking effect. 
EACH. DOZ. 

ADMIRAL OF CONSTANTINOPLE. Red, 
streaked with Orange..........0.ss--ee0s 06 $0.60 

GLoriosa. Yellow, striped with red.. 06 0.60 
PeRFECTA. Yellow ground, shaded 

and spotted with scarlet; feathered.. 06 0.60 
Rusro Major. Large red flower...... 30 3.00 
MIXED. Of various colors. $3 per 100. 05 0.50 

EARLY FLOWERING DOUBLE TULIPS. 

This class of Double Tulips can be forced in pots; besides, they are a real ornament for 
the garden, as their large, early, fine-colored flowers and dwarf habit make them very de- 
sirable for bedding, and our list comprises all the best varieties. 

EACH. DOZ. ! 

ALBANO. Rose, merging into white. 15 $1.50 
BLANC BORDE POURPRE. Purple, 
WES DRTC TOG sos iosalscnssons ances 05 

COURONNE D’OR. Golden yellow.. 08 
COURONNE DES RoskEs. _ Bright 

rose; very double flower............. 10 
DUKE OF YORK. Violet, white edge. 05 
Duc VAN THOLL. Red, yellow edge. 05 
EXTREMITE D’OR. Red, yellowedge. 15 
FRANCIS JOSEPH. 
ee ee A a 

EACH. 

LEONARD DA VINCI. Crimson and 
| yellow; extra fine flower............ 15 

0.50 | MURILLO. Rose, with white; extra. 08 
0.80 PURPLE CROWN. Velvety crimson. 05 

REGINA RuBRORUM. Dark red, 
1.00 striped with creamy yellow......... 20 
0.50 | Rex RuBRoRUM. Bright scarlet... 05 0.50 
0.50 | Rosine. Rosy lilac; pretty........... 05 
1.50 | RozENKRooN. Dark violet, very 

Crimson and | fine DIOOM. 2.40. ..210+ seseeenes seseerecees 
0.80 | SALVATOR Rosa. Red and rose.... 15 1.50 

GLoRIA SOLIs. Scarlet, orangeedge. 05 0.50 TITIAN. Brownish red, yellow edge. 08 
GLORIOSA SUPERBA. Scarlet........ 05 0.50 | TOURNESOL. Red, citron edge...... 10 
GRISDELIN SUPERBE. Lilac, with | TOURNESOL. Yellow, orange reflex. 10 
OTA Ces ee tak BO 0.80 | VELVET GEM. Dark brown, extra 

HELIANTHUS. Brown and yellow. 1.00 Bie BOWER aiciecs ote ors ae 15 
IMPERATOR RUBRORUM.. Scarlet.. 1.00'| YELLOW Rose. Yellow; fragrant. 05 
La CANDEUR. Pure white; extra. 0.80 | Early double mixed varieties, $4 
Le BLaAson. Rose, white shaded... ou jit a (1 uepkae i ESE eRE® oa See - 06 

LATE FLOWERING DOUBLE TULIPS. 

These are best adapted for planting out in the garden, and will not bear forcing as well as 
those marked “early.” And for a succession, they should be planted in every garden. 

“ DO EACH. DOZ, 

DOZ, 

EACH. 

ADELMONDE. Purple..............000 
BELLE ALLIANCE. Violet, with 
UNE ter -orecrane-osondavencosuarone 08 

BLUE FLAG. Purplish violet........ 08 
BUONAPARTE. Salmon red.......... 05 
CONSTANTINIA. Yellow and gold.. 08 
COURONNE IMPERIAL. Cherry red, 

blue reflex, variegated with white. 10 
GARDE D’HONNEtR. Violet, white 

striped 
MILTON. 

eee ee eee eee eee eee ee ee eee ee eT 

08 $0. 
Z. | 

0 | MARRIAGE DE MA FILLE. White 
ground, flaked with cherry red.... 10 $1.00 

0.80 | OVERWINNAAR. Violet, with white 
AO by  Biriyles... 4) apes aes es 10 1.00 
0.50 PONIA GOLD. Scarlet, gold stripe. 08 0.80 
0.80 | ROSE EGLATANTE. Yellow, varg. 05 0.50 

| RED Crown. Lively carmine...... 05 0.50 
1.00 SALAMANDER. Yellow, red spotted. 05 0.50 

| Late double mixed varieties, $3 
TE BOC AOD 05 iciae cnccasson ah cee eae 05 0.50 

_ 0.50 | 
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THE. CROCUS, 
: As one of the earliest ornaments of the flower garden, 

Yfzypps it is a universal favorite, being neat, dwarf and com- 
ViVi pact, and varied in all the essential shades of color for 

producing harmony of effect. The principal adaptation 
of this bulb consists in its suitability for planting near 
the edge of flower borders, etc., so as not to require re- 
moval, or in forming lines or edges entirely of such, 
which, after blooming, may be removed; as the leaves’ 
show maturity of growth by fading in color. 

The principal months for planting are October, No- 
vember and December, in ordinary rich garden soil, 
placing the bulbs about two inches deep, and four to six 
inches from the edge ; each group of six to eight bulbs 
being planted in its own relative color, or in blended 
varieties. These improve for some years if not dis- 
turbed. To secure a succession of blooms in pots, com- 
mence early in the first-named month with six or eight 

bulbs in each well-drained pot, using the same rich soil, and planting about an inch deep, 
and, thus planted, place the pots on a surface of ashes, covering them over one inch deep 
with soil, taggor dry leaf-mould, until the leaves appear through the soil, when they may 
be removed 1 the house. 

CROCUS—SPLENDID NAMED VARIETIES. 

30 cents per dozen. $2.00 per 100. 

\ 

—S ~ = ~ 

SS AS 

WHITE. BLUE. STRIPED. 
CAROLINE CHISHOLM. ALEXANDER. ALBION. 
CHARLOTTE CORDAY. BARON VON BRUNOW. GALLIO. 
COMTESSE DE MORNY. GRAND VEDETTE. LA MAJESTUEUSE. 
GROSSFURST. Non PLus ULTRA. MADAME MINA. 
Mont BLANC. ORESTES. | VERSICOLOR ALBERTINE. 
VIRGIN QUEEN. PRINCE ALBERT, WALTER SCOTT. 

CROCUS—FINE ASSORTED VARIETIES. 
20 cents per dozen. $1.25 per 100. 

Large White. | Large Striped. Large Yellow. All colors mixed.$1 per 100, 
Large Blue. Large Purple. Cloth of Gold. Saffron. Autumn flowering. 

SNOWDROPS, 
The‘pretty Snowdrop, “in habit white and plain,” is the 

first of all flowers to herald the approach of spring. Long 
before any other flower, it shoots up its slender stem, and dis- 
plays its white, drooping corols, while the spotless snow still 
covers the shady recesses of the garden. They flourish well 
in any soil, and bloom best if not transplanted oftener than 
every three years. Being dwarf, they should be set near the 
edge of walks, where they show to advantage. They also 
flourish well in sand or moss, or in pots or baskets. 

PER DOZ. PER 100. | 
Double; Howerin gi. /5.<: 25-2. arebaqedeeacy.qseeceeeeeone 50 = $3.50 
Single bg Bis Ait Rts ina kcias a add cabecra eke me ee 25 1.75 

LucosjuM AsTivuM (Large Snow-Flake). Flowers white, 
with bright green spots, resembling the Snowdrop, but 
much larger. 10 cents. $1.00 per dozen. 

LILY OF THE VALLEY, 
One of the most charming of our spring flowering plants, whose slender stems set with 

their tiny bells, diffusing a delicious odor, have rendered it a universal favorite. Also largely 
used for forcing in the winter, for the cut-flower trade. 

EACH. DOZ. EACH. DOZ 

CONVALLARIA MAJALIS FLORE CONVALLARIA MAJALIS. Single, 
PEENO: Wouble, whitte:...:..00...0. 10 $1.00 White Ged ceeectcc ht Roe ne 06 $0.60 

CONVALLARIA MAJALIS FOLIIS CONVALLARIA MAJALIs, Single, 
VARIEGATIS. Single, white; gol- white, fine large pips, 3 years old, 
den-striped foliage.........c0csceeseees 30 3.00| selected for forcing; deliverable 

after Nov. ist. Per 100, $4......... 08 0.80 
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NARCISSUS, 
All the varieties are extremely hardy and popu- = x 

lar as a border flower. The Single Narcissus, of 
which we give an illustration, is quite an attrac- 
tive flower, the central cup being of a very ditfer- 
ent color from the six petals. Some have the 
petals of alight yellow and the cup orange; 
others have the petals white and the cup yellow; 
while the Poet’s Narcissus is snowy white, with 
rel cup. The Double varieties are very desira- 
ble. The well-known Daffodil is of this class. 
Its true name is Van Sion. Orange Pheniz is 
sometimes ealled Butter-and-Eggs, as the large 
petals are yellow and the short ones orange. 

The Polyanthus Nareissus are very attractive 
and showy flowers, producing on a tall stem large 
clusters of white and yellow cup-shaped blos- 
soms, and are particularly admired for their 
sweet jasmine perfume ; they contrast finely with 
the Hyacinth, for garden, pot, or glass culture, ff 
and require the same treatment. Wa i /// 

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS. 

Named, $1.50 per dozen. Mixed, $1 per dozen. 

Lr 

EACH | EACH 

AURORA. White, orange cup...........000 15 GRAND Primo. White, citron cup....... 15 
BASELMANN MINOR. White, yellowcup. 20 GRossFURST. White, large citron cup... 15 
DMO... WING oS ecee enenndctasetase 15) LUTEA Mason. Yellows. <:.2) cciis.-. 5.00 15 
DouBLE ROMAN. Double white flowers. 15 PRINCE OF ORANGE. . Yellow.............. 15 
DuBivs (Paper white). Pure white...... 15 SOLEIL D’OR. Yellow, orange cup....... 15 
PRVORIvE... Yellow... «..sceswweeeneSe0secies . 15|STATEN GENERAL. White, citronecup.. 15 
GLORIOSA. White, orange cup............ 15‘; Mixed varieties. i. ..2425 22s taecias ss R08. 10 
GRAND MONARQUE. White, citron cup. 15! 25 cents per doz. additional for postage. 

DOUBLE NARCISSUS. 

Named 8 cents. 80 cents per dozen. Mixed 6 cents. 60 cents per dozen. 

ALBA PLENO ODORATO. White; fragrant. | ORANGE PH@NIX. Orange and yellow. 
INCOMPARABLE, Yellow and orange. VAN Sron (Yellow Daffodil). 

SINGLE NARCISSUS. 

EACH. DOZ. | FACH. DOZ. 
CAMPERNELLE (Great Jonquil). | TRUMPET MaAJor. Golden yellow. 10 $1.00 
Wellow + fracrant ic. cos s.icn-020:--2- 05 .50| TRUMPET MINOR. Bright yellow.. 10 1.00 

PoETicus. White, with red cup... 05  .50. Mixed varieties....... ao nedipapencudteteoas de 06 60 

JONQUILS. 

Very fragrant and fine for forcing in pots, also fine for garden culture. 

EACH. DOZ. | EACH. DOZ. 

Double Yellow. Extra size bulbs... 15 $1.50 | Single Yellow.........0...scce0 cesses seeees 05  .50 

\RIS (Fleur-de-Lis). 
The Iris is a very extensive and beautiful family. 

They are splendid for borders. All the varieties here 
mentioned are hardy, except those marked tender, 
which are better adapted for pot culture, 

EACH. OZ. 
English mixed Varieties......0. 2.001 ssseeesesessees 08 $0.80 
Spanish ‘“ ©. on ga haspanadesassbeidiaexessd 05 0.50 
Pavonia. White, spotted blue; tender........ 08 0.80 
Persian. White and blue; fragrant, tender. 25 2.50 
JAPONICA. From Japan; tender............... 50 5.00 
KEMPFERI. Mixed varieties...... ...cecccseesse 25 2.50 
PUMILA C@ERULEA. Blue; dwarf............... 10 1.00 
SustanA. Blush-tinted brown, veined and 

spotted with black............c12+seeceeseceeeeeere 50 5.00 
TUBEROSA. Violet, marked with black...... 10 1.00 

5 
1 

IBERICA. Red, richly veined and spotted... 75 8.00 
RETICULATA, Blue.iscses cesses seceeeeeeeeseeeseess 7a 8 
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IRIS.—Continued. IRIS GERMANICA. 

These are neat, robust, hardy evergreens, with large ornamental flowers of rich and ele- 
gantly-blended colors, exquisitely striped with dark violet, purple, or bronzed lines, upon a 
lighter ground. Not rising more than two or three feet in height, they are admirably 
adapted for gardens. 

20 cents each. $2.00 per dozen. 

CHEREAU. Buff, lower petals dark blue. MULTICOLOR. Orange, lower petals dark 
HONORABILIS. Orange, lower petals brown. brown. 
INCOMPARABLE. White, lower petals purple. | PAJOL. Purplish lilac, lower petals dark. 
JULIETTE. White, violet edge, shaded with | RapH#L. Nankeen yellow, lower petals 

blue. purple with white veins. 
HERICARTIANA. Pale blue, lower petals} SULTANE. Yellow, lower petals crimson 

dark blue and purple. veined with white. 
MADAME CHEREAU. White, edged with | VIRGINAL. White, lower petals veined with 

violet. purple. 
WALNERI. Lilac, lower petals dark blue. 

CROWN IMPERIAL, 
A very showy plant; is quite hardy, and 

when the bulb is once planted in any common 
garden soil, it needs no other culture. Autumn 
is the proper season for planting, as the bulbs 
will not keep long out of the ground. Plant 
one foot apart, covering them five inches, 

EACH 
Wawlles Ried setae tas scoctc cess sseiocucosectsaeee ee $1.50 
Woulole: VellOw:...2--s-<eosonsesseccstned -aoceeees 1.50 
ingle Oran Pes; pesesas aces ceisc score dee a> poe 00 
Single: Beds: totus. ccearthor ds rcekeescomeun on oseens 25. 
Single, variegated foliage, red.............0... 00 
UM OL OMVE ONS Codecs concede corsssssaecvGavadceeenes 50 
Single, mixed, $2.50 per dozen............... «. 20 

MINIATURE VARIETIES. 

FRITILLARIA MELEAGRIS. Mixed chec- 
quered@lily. Si per dozen....... 55+ .s.cte-sce 10 

FRITILLARIA PERSICUM. Large clusters 
of purple flowers, glaucous blue foliage... .25 . 

Crown Imperials require 25 cents per dozen additional, for postage. 

HERBACEOUS PONIES, 
This interesting genus contains many magnificent flowering plants. They are tuberous- 

rooted and quite hardy. To insure a bloom the first season, it is necessary to plant in the 
autumn, The following are among the most desirable large flowering, embracing all shades 
ef color, from pure white to a deep crimson ; and many varieties are delightfully fragrant. 

EACH EACH 

ALBA PLENA. Double white................ 30 | OFFICINALIS RUBRA. Dark crimson... 25 
ANEMONE FLORA FLAVESCENS. White, ODORATA. White, yellow centre.......... 50 

Vellow, Comte ss seeeare se seeleepaen eres aca ne wae 30 Rorrsi.) Dark Crimsoneies.)) pedassedecseates 25 
BARON J. D’ROTHSCHILD. Pale rose..... 50| QUEEN VICTORIA. ose............+--c0-0 50 
BLANC RosEA. White, red centre....... . 50| ROosEA.. DELECTA PULCHRA. Rose, 
COMTE DE PaRIs. Rose, buff centre..... 30| shaded with buff...............sccsesserceeees 50 
DUCHESSE D’ORLEANS. Dark rose, TENUIFOLIA. Dark crimson; very 

tinged with buff......... Pecebed a sapeaes saseeneoule 30| double and showy, with peculiar fine 
EDULIS SUPERBA. Dark rose; fine...... 30 CULICAVES ss csp nc cacedssjsenrestens se-ese eter 50 
FRAGRANS. Dark rose; fragrant......... 25 | VIRGINALIS.; Pure! whites..- 22: -bye.c-.se 50 
ELUNE: SPimlgy araekantes.s240..0050-dseoeee 25 | WHITLEYI. Pure white; fragrant........ 25 
LINGULATA. Pure white’:..........<..--..<5 50 | 12 new French varieties. $4 per dozen... 50 
MAIDEN BLUSH. Pink; extra fine....... 50 | 12 choice named varieties of our own 

| selection. $3 per dozen. 

PHONIA ARBOREA (Trce Peonia). From $1 to £2, according to size. 
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LILIUM, 
The Lily has always been 

a favorite flower. Some of 
the varieties are truly mag- 
nificent. The Lilium Aura- 
tum is the great Lily from 
Japan, and called the ‘‘Gold- 
en-banded Lily.” This is 
the king of lilies. The flower 
is from eight to twelve inches 
across, composed of six deli- 
cate white ivory petals, each 
being thickly studded with 
rich chogolate crimson spots, 
and having a bright golden 
band through the centre of 
each petal, with an exquisite 
vanilla-like perfume. Our 
Auratums are grown on our ih diy 
ewn nursery grounds, and Wh R| ss “EN 
are fine healthy flowering (Ww {'f/# S Ye \ 
bulbs. As the bulbs acquire yfyf} 
age and strength, the flow- 
ers obtain their maximum 
size and number. Upwards 
of twelve flowers have been 
produced on a single stem. 
It is perfectly hardy in dry 
soils, and should be planted 
five inches in depth;. also 
admirably adapted for pot 
culture. The Japan Lilies, 
Lilium Lancifolium, are 
among the most beautiful 
and delightfully fragrant, im- 
parting a vanilla perfume, 
and are suited for either pot LILIUM AURATUM (GOLDEN-BANDED LILY). 
culture or the garden; their 
period of blooming is during the months of July and August. Our list will be found to 
embrace all the best and leading varieties. They are all hardy, and the bulbs can be planted 
either in the autumn or spring, although autumn is preferable; and a covering of manure will 
be found beneficial, but must be removed early in the spring. The ground should be thor- 
oughly drained for Lilies. 

EACH, D0z. 
AURATUM (Golden-banded Lily). White, with rich crimson spots, and golden 

band through the centre of each petal. Strong flowering bulbs................4., $ .75 $7.50 
Resa Al, NCR ENE IN 9. 5. wi 5 aid sede nh Sa vee vensmeiadad Yalnda cae mepemp tnnppine wrmeinnte 50 5.00 

BLOOMERIANUM. Yellow spotted. New California Lily ...............00:cccsesseesees - £93 8.00 
BULBIFERUM AURANTIACUM. Orange red; cup-shaped flowerS......c0..s.seeceeeee 30 3.00 
CANDIDUM FLORE PLENO. A double white variety, very ShOWY..... ......-.0se+0 40 4.00 
CANDIDUM SIMPLEX. The well-known white garden lily ; snow white, fragrant. .20 2.00 
CANDIDUM FLORE ALBO SPECIOSUM. White, crimson spotted............c.ceeeee 30 3.00 
CANDIDUM FLORE ALBO STRIATUM. White, purple spotted...............-cessseee: 40 4.00 
CHALCEDONICUM (Turk’s Cap). Brilliant scarlet reeurved blossoms; very ef: ‘ 

fective for bedding................ eer cchiny dn neni Mop atemenpeo <adcadndeonsaaan aan diventes 75 8.00 
EXCELSUM (Testaceum Isabellinum). Delicate light buff color...........ccceeeeee 50 5.00 + 
PGStUNE.... Wich Peep scarlet Spoted. Wit DIACK.. 20.0 :.0i00 6.0 svnssutieosnesees sneanvadens 00 5.00 
HwuMBOLTI. Golden yellow, spotted with scarlet brown; flowers drooping on 

long peduncles ; California Lily........ Baca dere delat azine enol q-1s's= cops eacrenseaoareato ken 75 8.00 
LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM. Splendid white........ Bote doen ope cea lace g asa dieepalaeeaas 00 5.00 
LANCIFOLIUM RosEUM. White, spotted with rose................csescesssceareeneaseeeses a2 Dieyge 300 
LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM. White, spotted with crimson ; superD...........cc00seceeees 25. 2.50 
LANCIFOLIUM PUNCTATUM. White, spotted with delicate salmon ; broad petals. .75 8.00 
LANCIFOLIUM MONSTROSUM ALBUM. Pure white; large clusters of flowers.... .50 5.00 
LANCIFOLIUM MONSTROSUM RUBRUM. White, crimson spotted ; large clusters 

Re EARN LON foe etre ade pete ie eselen socin sine ene ronsraavn dnvens vaedde saat tereet ates 050 5.00 
LONGIFLORA JAPONICA. Large and beautiful, snow-white, trumpet-shaped 

blossoms ; also desirable for forcing as a bouquet flower ........c.sseseseeeeee coneees » 20 2.00 
PARDALINUM. Yellow and red; beautifully spotted. New California Lily...... .50 a 

Qo 8. ParyouM. Rich dark yellow, with red spots. $6 ‘<6 ‘ of 
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LILIU M.— Continued. 
EACH DOZ. 

SuPERBUM. A beautiful red-spotted drooping lily...........cccssessesveescceseeeceeeneees $ .20 $ 2.00 
THUNBERGIANUM ATROSANGUINEUM MACULATUM. Orange red, blotched...... 30 ©=8.00 
THUNBERGIANUM AUREUM MACULATUM. Very large orange-spotted flowers ; 

the finest dwarf variety, only 10 inches high... 2.20. ......2-ceccocessersoncsecssaccoase 30 = 3.00 
TiGRINUM (Tiger Lily). Orange salmon, spotted with black................ccces ceases 20 ©=.2.00 
TIGRINUM FLORE PLENO (Tiger Lily). Orange red, spotted with black; 

double SHowmpetimmers rec... Sis sc sace haat sar coeeaeemen casera enne longa ns sweet 50 5.00 
TIGRINUM SPLENDENS (Tiger Lily). Flowers as large again as the old variety, 

and of a deeper color. eco. cake cece reee cai cae a, Gul eae scr ecer se awa cceet vas 30 3.00 
UMBELLATUM ERECTUM. Yellow, with brown and dark orange; very showy... -30 3.00 
UMBELLATUM GRANDIFLORUM. Orange scarlet; very fine, free flowering....... 30 3.00 
UMBELLATUM INCOMPARABLE. Orange scarlet; finest and most showy 

Variety Of the abo Vier Merete ee eNO, 1. Mis cueauibieoecssecsdethestecst vetoes csleccess 30 = 3.00 
WASHINGTONIANUM. Flowers erect, white, shaded and spotted with pink and 

crimson.” California lily aes cares. eres n- « o<ccasisvettetanc cosscacastotecsseecs core teen sees “5 8.00 
WASHINGTONIANUM PURPUREUM. White, shaded with purple...............-..00 1.00 10.00 

Lilies require a remittance of 25 cents per dozen additional, for postage. 

MISCELLANEOUS HARDY VARIETIES. 

AMARYLLIS LONGIFLORA ALBA. White; long foliage...............scssscecoecceceees 50 5.00 
AMARYLLIS LONGIFLORA ROSEA. Rose; long foliage............0.0s0ccscsceses voveveees 50 5.00 
AMARYLLIS Lourea™, Yellows: bloomsiini, thes mbm ee .0.....ccceesesecdasknccvenaastes 2542250 
APpiIos TUBEROSA. A climber, with fragrant reddish-purple flowers...............5+ 30 = 3.00 
ARUM DRACUNCULUS (Dragon Plant). Long brownish flowers, foliage resem- 

bling jas palms te ccecs were 0a: Mee aance dc. u a sto ance CARMEN EERE. avec ns oShc deuce eodtion astends 25 2.50 
BRODIL#A CONGESTA. Showy blue flowers ; bloom in the summet................06 10> a1:00 
BRODIZA GRANDIFLORA: Large flowered, sky-blue, .2.1........ccscseccseoeececencnsiens 10 1.00 
BULBOCODIUM VERNUM. Dark purple flowers, resembling the Colchicum....... 10 =1.00 
CoLCHICUM AUTUMNALIS. A pretty species, flowering in November, with violet 

flowers resemibhimg tle) Crocuspe ss coe: vas acndeaselsciegaeascaeses shee soca Gaet elects duces /sScne stele 10,» 00 
CoLCHICUM AUTUMNALIS ALBUM. A white variety of the above...,................ 20. 2.00 
CORYDALIS BULBOSUM. Red; dwarf, pretty early-flowering plants................ 320 « 2:00 
DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS (Bleeding Heart). A tuberous-rooted plant; blooms 

in the spring...... HBOS 0 CadedN dpacod anc HA GU GEER BS DnEn Eo reEe He SSO RuEEBEEE JNBHis er hatnine samp arenas 25 ©=2.50 
FUNKIA JAPONICA ALBA (Day Lily). Pure white, lily-like, fragrant flowers.... .50 5.90 
BUNKTATAPONIOCALC GE WEE AY Nelle MOWERS. .o2ccinsccsencuecne snccctaeene- scceeeimceen eee 25 2.50 
GERANIUM TUBEROSUM. Rosy lilac flowers, and handsome pinnated foliage.... .20 2.00 
GLADIOLUS BYZANTINUS. Reddish purple, yellow stripes; planted in Novem- 

Bere S4-per WOO We es See |, a ene ae eae ons es enirtatd sees wersetosaiert cd 10°» 2200 
GLADIOLUS COLVILLI. Scarlet and purple; fragrant, planted in November; 

also sood formoremp tor winter: bloom, "p4per 100:.2..:.-. .<....--.cesseaene seas dears 10 = =1.00 
GLADIOLUS COMMPIENTS AMR USS Wihibe ssc hccdacc. care rsal Sects secccusveccceooos seu utecnen 10 eGo 
GLADIOLUS! COMMUNISMoWBE As) Hoel tatscnn sorts sees 0es eka .ovese vice osdeudeleses Gesleseen 10 SareuD 
GLADIOLUS RaMosus. Rose and crimson flowers; also a very showy winter- 
blooming bouquet flower; by planting at intervals in pots, you can havea 
succession’ of bloom from Decem bertiotAprilte. sce... sceless ten. coeece dete. cateeneee 20. 2:00 

GLADIOLUS RAMOSUS QUEEN VICTORIA. Crimson, with white throat............. 20 2.00 
HEMEROCALLIS KWANSO FOLIIS VARIEGATIS FLORE PLENO. From Japan; 

beautiful variegated foliage and double flowerS................cccecseccee sesessecceesenes 1.00 10.00 
HEMEROCALLIS KWANSO, FLORE PLENO. From Japan; double orange- 

colored Howersis er et eee ORS RA Se Rule ines ot a ae DOM HDL00 
ORNITHOGALUM UMBELLATUM. Silvery white, green outside; opens only in 
SLUG ANS) G8 oY sprsepannys acme toiadmcn onan sonra a insco or onccr cc obSe TG ote ee So 20562200 

ORNITHOGALUM PYRAMIDALE. A spike of white flowers; foliage handsome 
blooms Warm ir 22 ee ee tect neers aes ecec ae ee oe Tes, LE IOUS cae anaes 50 ~=5.00 

ScILLA SIBERICA. Brilliant intense blue flowers, produced on a short, erect 
spike: fine tor:pot' eulliumets sactiess-ccussstone me eea este eordwea desea Oe pees ~LOUee.00 

SCILLA HYACINTHOIDES. Beautiful blue flowers.................c000sssceececuee scccssece 10 = 1.06 
NYMPH/ZA OpDoRATA. One of the best of our native Water Lilies; fragrant 

white flowers, but occasionally tinted with pink ; for ponds or aquariums...... "50 5.00 

— 

DREER’S GARDEN CALENDAR FOR 1879. 

PUBLISHED BY JANUARY Ist, 

Is designed to furnish brief practical directions for the cultivation of vegetables, fruits 
and flowers; also descriptive lists of the best and newest varieties, with numerous engrav- 
ings and illustrations. Will be mailed to all applicants. 
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GREENHOUSE BULBS AND TUBERS. 

ACHIMENES, 
Showy flowering greenhouse bulbs, blooming profusely from May to October; are most 

effective when four or more bulbs are planted in each pot; require light, rich soil, plenty of 
air, and slightly shaded from the sun. 3 
NAMED VARIETIES. 30 cents. $3 perdozen. Mixed varieties, 20 cents. $2.00 per dozen. 

AMARYLLIS, 
Splendid flowering bulbs, suitable for the greenhouse or room culture. They should be 

grown in pots, well drained, in a soil of equal parts of peat, leaf-mould and loam. They are 
showy lily-shaped flowers, producing from two to four on @ stalk, and bloom early in the 
spring. 

EACH ! EACH 

Attica. Dark crimson, shaded green...$2.50 VITTATA. White, striped with bright 
JOHNSONI. Scarlet, striped with white ; 0. a>, od let 2 ec $1.50 
Se De ie | gale ei BE is oa 2.00 Hybrids of Vittata, white ground, striped 

PRINCE OF ORANGE. Bright orange; Wan Wes, HI RTs 1.50 
large and handsome......................... 2.00 | Hybrids of Vittata, red ground, striped 

Choice Hybrids, imported from Ghent... 1.25| with white.................. Lenipvanielrnacuapesse 1.25 

CALADIUMS, 
This class of beautiful variegated foliage 

plants, margined and delicately traced with va- 
rious rich colors, and elegantly spotted and mot- 
tled, are exceedingly handsome when alone or 
intermingled with other plants. As a decorative 
plant, they are unequalled, for the greenhouse or 
conservatory in the summer months. They re- 
quire a moist, warm temperature ; great care must 
be taken in their earlier stages of growth, to pre- 
vent decay of the tubers, or damping off. The 
tubers can be best preserved during the winter in 
charcoal dust in a warm room, and must be 
started, in the spring, in a warm house or hot- 
bed with bottom heat; also do well planted ina 
shady situation out of doors in June. 

30 cents. $3.00 per dozen. 

AUBER. Green, spotted, white and pink. 
BARON ROTHSCHILD. Green, spotted and veined 

with orange crimson. 
BEETHOVEN. White, mid-ribs rose. 
BELLEYMEI. Green, mottled with white. 
BicoLor PIcTURATA. Arrow-shaped leaf, with 

rosy-crimson centre. 
BICOLOR SPLENDENS. Deep crimson, with broad 

green margin. MEYERBEER. White, mid-ribs red. 
BoHEMICUM. White with gray and pink. MILTon. Red veins, gray centre, crimson 
BRONGNIARTI. Large green and crimson. spots. 
Docc DE RatTipos. Green shaded white, NAPOLEON III. Green, crimson centre. 

with crimson spots. NEWMANI. Green, spotted rose. 
ENCKEI. Green, spotted with pink. REINE VicTORIA. Dark green, spotted with 
ENDLICHERIANUM. Green, large rose centre. white and crimson. 
H#MATOSTIGMA. Green, crimson centre. Rossini. Pale centre, pink ribs, red spots. 
HERCULES. Gray centre, and red spots. RUBRA MACULATA. Green, orange spots. 
HOULLETT. White, gray and green. WicutTt. Light green, crimson and white 
LAUCHEANA. Metallic green. spots. 
MAXIME DUVAL. Green veined and spotted 

with crimson. 

ALOCASIA JENNINGSI. 

This magnificent plant requires similar treatment to that given to Caladiums. It grows to 
a height of two feet or more, producing leaves eight to ten inches long, and nearly as wide. 
The ground color is glaucous green, set off with large oblong blotches of black. 25 cents. 
$2.50 per dozen. 
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F é CYCLAMEN. 
Few plants are more showy than the Cyclamen; 

blooming in the winter and early spring. months in 
“ti Lay, the greenhouse, the flowers being singular in shape, of 
\ various colors, with beautiful foliage. The soil should 

Wa be very light and rich, containing a good part of peat 
ity ”) and sand, with well-rotted cow manure. They re- : _ ip quire frequent watering while growing. 

SH i Coum. Bright crimson, blotched with violet...... 50 
Hf EUROPEUM ALBUM. Pure white............c00+.0+ SN) 

EUROPEUM ROSEUM. Rose colored............:.00+0 30 
HEDER#FOLIUM RUBRUM. Rosy purple; large 50 
ELE DERAHOLTUM, ALBUM. «cece. -ce-leccsenchdeasccenrs 50 
PYRENAICUM ODORATUM. Red; fragrant......... 30 NS 2 S 

iN Ry ah SQ PeERsICcUM (Aleppicum). White, with crimson 
NW GisiNiig Rael Centre. $4 per GOZEMN............s00csceccesereceesceenes 40 

) ANE PERSICUM ALBUM. Pure white..............s000se0e 50 
“4 PeRsicuM RosEuM. Rose-colored..........sseeee = OO 

PERSICUM RUBRUM. Deep Crimson........0. s-s00 60 
PERSICUM GIGANTEUM. Very large white flowers, Violet €YE€......c:s00seseeeeeeees sees eeeeees 1.00 
PERSICUM MACULATUM VARIEGATUM. Spotted and variegated...........cscesssees secon -. 60 

A beautiful early summer-flowering plant for the greenhouse or conservatory, with large 
bell-shaped flowers, of the most delicate and brilliant colors. There are two varieties, one 
_with erect or upright flowers, and the other with drooping or pendulous ones. The tubers 
should be planted in February or March, in a rich, light soil, and kept in a warm, moist 
atmosphere. A selection of the best and latest introductions. 30 cents. $3 per dozen. 

Xin, 
The best season for planting these beautiful flower-bulbs is during the autumn months, 

for early spring blooming; being small, they are most effective when planted in stores of 
three, four, or six in each pot of four or six inches in diameter, they are too small to grow 
as single specimens 

EACH D0Z. EACH DOZ 

Named. warieticns. Ge tee s.c ON $100| Mixed ‘varieties: /c.cocs¢asescase,. vi eS 

OXALIS., 
These are profuse bloomers, and very attractive in the greenhouse or conservatory during 

the winter. Plant three or four bulbs in a pot; the pots should be kept near the glass to 
prevent the foliage from growing too long, and require frequent watering while growing. 

EACH. DwZ. EACH. DOZ. 

Name@’ varieties.:ccccccccccoceetcettt ss 10 $1.00 | Mixed varieties...... Ree eirccasssoadbic Sietoy i SL) 
CERNUA FL. PL. Double canary yellow, fine large flowers.............0cccsccconeseeeee Ld 1.00 

Gp AW IEC 

A beautiful class for greenhouse culture, flowering from February until May. Their 
treatment is similar to the Ixia. 

EACH. DOZ. 

Named ivarletiesiniteesecsen eset 15 $1.50 

MISCELLANEOUS VARIETIES, 
For growing in pots for the greenhouse or conseryatory. 

EACH. DOZ. 

Mixed. Warietiess...icc...cocotssenesaesens HO) SUEOO 

EACH. DOZ, EACH. DOZ. 

ANOMATHECA CRUENTA.  Beau- TROPZOLUM SPECIOSUM. Tine 
tiful small brilliant red flowers... 10 $1.00 large scarlet flowers; a slender, 

BABIANA. Mixed varieties, showy, rapid-growing climber............... 50 
and resembling the Ixia............. 10 1.00 | TrRopmoL_um TRiIcoLORUM.  Scar- 

BABIANA. Named varieties........... 15 1.50! Jet, yellow and black; same as 
ORNITHOGALUM AUREUM. Flowers CREB DOV Cs .c35555 00S Sen tee 60 

splendid golden orange; called LACHENALIA. Mixed varieties; 
the Star of Bethlehem.. ........... . 00 5.00} showy fleshy leaves, and erect 

TRITONIA. Mixed varieties........... . 10 1.00; stems with racemes of pendent 
DRULONTAS Named iv arietiesss:. cucu lon leo 0) | matlonmenss. cet =e eu sies ah eee 50 5.00 
EUCHARIS AMAZONICA. Flowers like pure white stars, 4 inches across, very 

fragrant. It does well in loam, peat, and a littlesand, enriched with old manure 50 5.00 
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SUMMER AND AUTUMN-FLOWERING 

BULBS AND TUBERS, 
For Planting in the Spring. 

Bulbs ready for delivery in October, and planted from April to June. 

AGAPANTHYUS, 
A noble plant, belonging to the bulbous-rooted section, with evergreen foliage. A large 

plant, under good treatment, will frequently send up a flower stalk three feet high, crowned 
with a head of twenty or thirty flowers, which come into blossom in succession. It blooms 
during the summer, and forms a fine ornament to an architectural terrace, or a lawn. 

EACH 

UMBELLATUS (African Blue Lily). According to size, 25 cents t0.............s00+seeeee e014 $1.00 
Asus. White flowers............. According to’size, 50 cents £0........02... 200. scsee+ +000. 1.00 
FOLUS VARIEGATUS. Variegated foliage................::ssscccsescseses sesesesee cececsaceiesses 1.00 

AMARYLLIS, 
ForMOsIssIMA (Spreikelia). Commonly known as 

the Jacobea Lily. Beautiful crimson-velvet col- 

ored flowers, having a most graceful and charming 

appearance, flowering about the first of June. 25 

cents. $2.50 per dozen. 

VALLOTA PURPUREA SUPERBA. Somewhat of a 
misnomer as regards color, for the flowers are of 

a brilliant scarlet, resembling the Amaryllis, the 

bulb throwing up its strong stems about one foot 

high, with from five to eight of its lily-like flowers; 

very ornamental for bedding out, or cultivation in 

pots. Unlike many other bulbs, it requires no sea- 

son of rest, but can be kept constantly in a growing 

condition. The soil should be equal parts of peat, 

leaf-mould, and loam, and care taken not to over- 

pot, as they flower better when pot-bound. Price 

from 50 cents to $1.00, according to size of bulb. 

ANEMONE, 
A charming flower, with brilliant colors, and exceedingly rich stripes; both double and 

single are equally desirable. Yo be planted in the open ground in early spring, and bloom 
in July. Aiso good for pot culture in the house, if planted in November or December. 

DOUBLE ANEMONES. 

VALLOTA PURPUREA, 

8 cents each. 80 cents per dozen. 

ADMIRAL ZOUTMAN. Blue. 
AGNARIUS. White; very large. 

y COULEUR DE SANG. Bright scarlet. 
DUCHESSE DE LORRAINE. Red; large flower. 
FEU SUPERBE. Dazzling fiery red. 
L’EcLAIRE. Large, very fine scarlet. 
ORNAMENT DELA NATURE. The best dark blue. 
REINE DES PAys-BAs. White and rose. 
Mixed varieties. 5 cents. 50 cents per dozen. 

SINGLE ANEMONES. 
8 cents. §&0 cents per dozen. 

Scarlet. 
HorerTensis. Red. 
HorTenxsis. Violet. 

_. Mixed varieties. 5 cents. 50 cents per dozen, 

ANEMONE FULGENS. Flowers large, of a dazziing vermilion. 30 cents. $3 per dozen. 
ANEMONE JAPONICA. Dark rose. 20 cents. $2 per dozen. 
Dovus.e FrexcH CHRYSANTHEMUM FLOWERED. Splendid yar. mixed. 20 cents. $2 per doz. 

2 
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4 AMORPHOPHALLUS RIVIERI, 
A new Ariod, of easy out-door culture, producing a solitary palm-like leaf on a rose and 

olive-green speckled stem, two to three feet high. The tubers, maturing the second year, 
produce flowers like the “Calla Lily;” the outside of a similar color to the leaf stalk, the 
inside deep blood-red, veined with black. Tubers are planted out in May, and kept over 
winter like Dahlia roots. Tubers, from 25 to 75 cents each. 

CANNA (Mndian Shot Plant). 
The very great improvement in this orna- 

mental class of tubers, obtained of late years 
in the large foliage, beautifully shaded with 
various bronzy tints, as well as in the richly- 
colored flowers of more than double the size of 
the old varieties, makes this class very desira- 
ble, particularly for our hot climate. The roots 
can easily be wintered in a dry cellar. 

The following list has been selected as the 
best from avery large collection of new and 
old varieties. 
25 cents. $2.50 per dozen. 

ADELE LEvALots. Short broad foliage, rich 
crimson flowers. 

ANNEL DiscoLor. Bright bronzy maroon 
foliage. 

BIHORELLI SPLENDENS. Flowers large, crim- 
son searlet; foliage with dark purple shade. 

BONNETI EXCELSA. Olive-green and purple 
foliage; very large orange-red flowers. 

BONNETTI FLORIBUNDA. Flowers large, 
orange red; foliage shaded purple. 

-BRENNINGSI. Broad green foliage, orna- 
mented with broad bands of yellow; con- 
stant variegation. 

COQUETTE. Green and bronze foliage, the largest orange flowers. 
Dr. GROMIER. Dark green foliage; large deep crimson flowers; height 5 feet. 
MARECHAL VAILLANT. Rich maroon foliage. 
Mons. ALLEGATIER. Large green and bronzy purple foliage; very large orange-red 

flowers; height 4 feet. 
NIGRICANS. Flowers large vermilion; dark-leaved variety. 
ORNEMENT Du GRAND ROND. Bronzy green foliage, large scarlet flowers; 5 to 6 ft. 
PREMICES DE NICE. Tall green leaves; golden yellow flowers. 
PRESIDENT FAIVRE. Foliage splendid bronzy maroon, flowers large brilliant crimson. 
RENDATLERI. Flowers large orange; foliage green and purple. 
Souv. DE BARRILLET-DESHAMPS. Green shaded with maroon; large crimson flowers. 
SUPERBA. Large dark-green foliage; orange-crimson flowers; height 44 feet. 30 cents. 
TRICOLOR. Flowers blood red; foliage tricolored green, red and creamy yellow; dwarf. 
ViIcTOR LEMOIN. Dark bronzy green leaves; very large orange flowers; height 5 feet. 

COLOCASIA, OR CALADIUM, 
ESCULENTUM. One of the most beautiful and striking 

of the Ornamental Foliage Plants in cultivation, 
either for culture in large pots, or for planting out 
upon the lawn; it will grow in any good garden soil, 
and is of the easiest culture; when full size, it stands 
about five feet high, with immense leaves, often 
measuring four feet in length, by two and a half in 
breadth ; very smooth, of a light green color, beauti- 
fully veined and variegated with dark green. The 
root should be preserved in dry sand, in a eellar, 
during the winter, ina very warm, dry place. 25 to 
50 cents. $2.50 to $5.00 per dozen, according to size 
of bulbs. 

BATAVIENSIS. With deeper green foliage than the 
above, and dark red stems. 25 to 50 cents. 

JAVANICA. Dark bluish green foliage. 50 cents. 
GIBSONI. A very striking novelty in the style of 

C. Esculentum ; large leaves, nearly black, marbled 
with green; a splendid plant for either pot:culture-or planting out. 25 to 50 cents. 
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DAHLIA, 
Of this attractive flower we have several hundred varieties, and are constantly adding 

all the newest and best as they are offered, and rejecting older and inferior kinds. Ofer col- 

fection has received numerous prizes at the exhibitions of the Pennsylvania Horticultural 

Society. We are now enabled to offer white and yellow varieties (for which there has been 

an unusually great demand) in quantity. The roots will be ready for delivery about the Ist 

of November. 

12 choice new and rare varieties, with names.............. Spdns wa ctities dese Sate oD OO 

ji. 7 “i Liliput, “ og: eaten A eer ea eee SE 5.00 

12 ‘“ older, but first-class, ~ CO ee as ae eee gians panndnterie eaoae = 3.00 

100 “ mew and old varieties, “ Seger miitircec aaa TIE Peppa nes 25 ae 20.00 

Single roots, 25 to 50 cents each. For varieties and description, see “ Dreer’s Garden 

Calendar.” TREN CH HYBRID GLADIOLUS, 

They are the most stately and effective of the whole 
genus ; being of a robust erect growth, with green 
sword-shaped leayes and magnificent flower scapes, 
rising from three to five feet in height. The colors 
comprise the most brilliant of orange, scarlet and 
vermilion tints, upon yellow and orange grounds, 
including a graduated scale of intermediate shades, 
from white, with rosy-blush and salmon rose tints, 
to a salmon red and nankeen; from blush-white, 
with purple crimson throat and marginal streaks of 
pink, to light rosy salmon grounds, with flakes of 
deep carmine. A succession of bloom may be 
had from July to September by planting at intervals 
from April to June, reserving the strongest bulbs 
for the latest planting. Their culture is very simple ; 
they will grow in any ordinary garden mould, but 
succeed best in good earth, manured with well-rotted 
manure, and in a sunny situation. The bulbs are 
taken up in the fall and placed in a dry cellar, pro- 
tected from frost. 

GLADIOLUS—IN ASSORTMENTS. 
Where the choice of varieties is left to us, the pur- 

chaser will generally fare better as to quality and 
price—as we have often a large stock of some of the 
finer and high-priced varieties, which we can in- 
clude in the following assortments. 

INVARIABLY OUR SELECTION. 
No. 1— 12 good old varieties, with names.....$ 1.50 
No. 2— 12 choice old varieties, = qanse | 260) 
No. 3— 12 very choice varieties, “ ese 9-00 
No. 4— 12 new and rare varieties, ‘“‘ eos OD 
No. 5—100 choice, 50 varieties, “4 ---. 20.00 
No. 6— 12 mixed varieties..... per 100, $5...... 75 
No. 8— 12 very fine white and light colors, 

per 100, $8........ OO os ert TS ag atace oe Re 

Will be forwarded by mail, carefully packed, without additional cost, except those quoted 
by the hundred, for which $1.00 must be added for postage. For varieties and description, 
see “Dreer’s Garden Calendar.” 

MADEIRA; OR, MEXICAN VINE. 
10 cents. 75 cents per dozen, * 

Of rapid growth ; suitable for covering arbors and trellis work. Flowers feathery white, 
with a fragrance resembling Mignonette. Also known as the Mignonette Vine. 

TIGRIDIA; OR, TIGER FLOWER, 
15 cents. $1.50 per dozen. 

Native of Mexico; producing flowers of exquisite beauty and singularly curious shape, 
the colors gorgeous and perfectly contrasted. Planted in masses, they make a beautiful 
effect, blooming from July to October. Preserve the bulbs during the winter in a dry place. 
CONCHIFLORA. Orange, with crimson spots. PAVONIA. Rich scarlet, spotted with yellow, 
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DOUBLE TUBEROSE, 
One of the most delightfully fragrant and beautiful of the 

summer-flowering bulbs, throwing up tall spikes of double white 
flowers, two to three feet high, which remain in bloom a long 
period. It is now an indispensable article in making up a bou- 
quet or basket of flowers at any time during the year, as, by 
skilful management, a succession of flowers can be obtained. 
For early flowers, they can be started in February or March, in 
the greenhouse or hot-bed, and for a succession they can be 
planted at intervals as late as July. For flowering in the open 
borders, they can be planted about the 1st of May; they will 
then bloom in September. The bulbs we offer this season are 
very fine, and certain to flower. 

1st size—10 cents each. $1 per dozen. $5 per 100. 
2d size—8 cents. 80 cents per dozen. $4 per 100. 

NEW DWARF “PEARL” TUBEROSE. 
The individual flowers are much larger than the common va- 

riety ; desirable for pot culture and foreing, as a bouquet flower. 
10 cents. $1.00 per dozen. $6 per 100. 

VARIEGATED-LEAVED TUBEROSE. 
A new variety, with variegated foliage, striped with light yel- 

low; very attractive when planted in masses. Flowers single 
and very fragrant. 20 cents. $2.00 per dozen. 

TRITOMA; OR, RED-HOT POKER, 
oN splendid half-hardy summer and autumn flowering plant, with stately flower scapes and 

magnificent terminal dense spikes of rich orange-red flower tubes. They may be taken up 
in the fall and potted, and placed in a cool greenhouse, pit, or cellar. 

UVARIA GRANDIFLORA. The finest variety. For blooming plants, from 25 cents to $1, 
accerding to size, 

PRINCE DE GALITZIN. Yellow and black. 
Bright dazzling red. 

SsRAPHIQUE D’ALGIER. Light yellow. 
ROMANO. 

BELLA DONNA. Violet spotted. 
CRAMOISY SUPERBE. Crimson, large flower. 
COMMODORE NAPIER. Yellow with brown. 
FEUERSAULE. Redand yellow. — 

RANUNCULUS, 
For symmetry of form and brillianey of color in 

almost all the varieties and hues which are recognized 
among flowers,the Ranunculus is probably unequalled 
by any other; for itsculture it requires a good depth 
of rich garden soil. The tubers are rather tender, and 
should be planted out of doors in early spring; they 
bloom in June. Also, can be grown in pots, and 
forced into early bloom in the greenhouse, if planted 
in November or December. 

TURKISH. 

6 cents. 60 cents per dozen. 

BLACK TURPAN. Blackish brown. 
HERCULES. Pure white. 
MERVEILLEUSE. Orange yellow. 

TURBAN GRANDIFLORA. Variegated. 
Mixed varieties. 5 cents. 50 cents per 

dozen. 

PERSIAN. 

8 cents. 80 per dozen. ; 

JAUNE SUPREME. Deep yellow; extra. 
REINE VASTHY. White and rose. vi 
ROSE DES DAMES. Rosy. 
Mixed varieties. 5 cents. 50 cents per dozen. 

DOUBLE FRENCH. Splendid double varieties; colors mixed. 10 cents. $1 per dozen. 
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Ornamental and Winter-Blooming Plants, 
SUITABLE FOR THE GREENHOUSE, CONSERVATORY, OR WINDOW-GARDEN. 

(For sorts not noted here, see “ Dreer’s Garden Calendar.”’) 

ABUTILON. 

Ornamental leaves, flowering freely in the greenhouse or garden. 30 cents each. 

AUREUM NIVEUM VARIEGATUM. JOHN HOPKINS. 
BOULE DE NEIGE. VEXILLARIUM PICTUM. 
DABWINI. 

ACACIA. 

Plants of graceful habit and abundant bloomers; leaves useful for decoration. 50 cents 
to $1. 

CULTRIFORMIS. PARADOXA. boahe 
LINEARIS, PUBESCENS. $1 to $2.50. 
LOPHANTHA. 

ACALYPHA TRICOLOR. 

Large foliage, irregularly mottled with crimson and flamed with red. 75 cents. 

AGAVE. 

No plants are more decorative or more effective than these; and for the conservatory in 
winter, or lawn and garden in summer, presentiug a highly picturesque as well as tropical 
aspect. 
AMERICANA, of all sizes. 50 cents to $10. 

VARIEGATA, of all sizes, variegated. $1 to $10. 
VERSCHAFFELTI. One of the finest and rarest varieties, with short, almost heart-shaped 

leaves, and black spines. $1.00 each. Large, $5.00. 

ALLAMANDA. 

Of sorts. 50 cents to $1. 

ALOCASIA. 

MACRORHIZA, large green leaves. 50 cents. 
VARIEGATA, mottled green and white leaves. $1.00. 

METALLICA, large, dark, bronzy leaves. $1. 

ANTHURIUM SCHERTZERANIUM. 

Producing beautiful scarlet floral spathes, each of which remains two to three months 
fresh and brilliant. $1 to $2. 

ARALIA. 

GUILFOYLI. A very showy plant of erect habit; green foliage, margined with white, 
deeply serrated. $1.50. 
PAPYRIFERA. An effective and picturesque plant, with very large palmate leaves on 

long stems, covered all ever with a silvery pubescens. Fine for sub-tropical gardens. 
25 to 50 cents. 

ARDISIA. 
CRENULATA. A very ornamental greenhouse shrub, bearing red berries. 25 to 50 cents. 

With berries, 75 cents to $1. 
CRENULATA ALBA, white berries. 50 cents. 

ASPIDISTRA ELATIOR. 
VARIEGATA. A desirable yariegated-leaved plant for baskets, ferneries, ete. 50 cents. 
PUNCTATA (rare). $1. 

ASTILBE JAPONICA (Spirea Japonica). 

This is one of the prettiest of herbaceous plants, growing about eighteen inches high, 
with neat foliage and dense spikes of pure white feather-like flowers. For winter forcing 
and flowering it is very valuable; the foliage, as well as flowers, being alike ornamental. 
25 cents to $1. 

AUCUBA JAPONICA. 
Blotched, dark green and yellow foliage. 25 to 75 cents, 
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AZALEAS. 
Too much cannot be said of this splendid and striking flower. During the flowering 

season, which is April and May, the heads are covered with attractive and beautiful blooms, 
which vary in color from the most delicate white to brilliant rose and carmine, spotted and 
striped. Of late years they have become popular window-plants, and most justly too; for, 
with their profuse masses of flowers, they make every window or balcony a bower of bloom. 
For a succession of bloom, which can be kept up from February to May, store in the cellar, 
and bring them one by one to the window, where they will be forced into bloom. We have 
a splendid collection of the finest and rarest varieties. Good plants, 50 cents. $5 per dozen. 

TRAINED SYMMETRICAL HEADS. Strong. $1. $10 per dozen. 
e = ‘ Extra strong and fine. $2. $20 per dozen. 

A. AM@NA. A profuse flowering variety; bright crimson flowers. 25 to 50 cents. 

BEGONTIA (Ornamental-leaved). 
Soft-wooded plants, of great beauty. In great variety. 30 cents. $3 per dozen. 

BEGONIA (Winter-flowering Varieties). 
Very valuable sorts, constantly in bloom, of dwarf habit and glossy leaves. 30 cents. 

$3 per dozen. : 
Fouiosa. Light pink flowers. SANDERSONI. Scarlet flowers. 
MULTIFLORA. Rosy pink blossoms. WELTONIENSIS. Waxy pink flowers. 

WELTONIENSIS ALBA. White flowers. 

BLETIA TANKERVILLIZA. 
{ An easy-growing orchid, producing large showy flowers in long spikes. 75 cents to $1.50. 

'* BOUVARDIAS. 
Large plants. 35 cents. 

HumBotpt1 CoryMBiFLoRA.—}¥ natural size. 

HUMBOLDTI CORYMBIFILORA. The present variety will be found the greatest acquisition 
yet made to this now charning tribe of plants. Its free growth, large flower truss, pure 
snow-white color and rich aromatic odor by day and night, produced at a season when 
flowers are most valuable and most sought for, leaves out no feature that is essential to a 
miscellaneous group of autumn and winter-flowering conservatory plants. The splendid 
flowers of the purest white are borne on corymbs containing & to 10 and more; tube nearly 
three inches in length, and measuring across the florets about 12 inches (our own measure- 
ment), exhaling a mild orange-like fragrance while in bloom, é 

DAVIDSONI. One of the best white-flowered varieties. 
ELEGANS. Salmon-scarlet. Extra large and fine. 
LEIANTHA. Fine scarlet. 
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CALLA. 

ZETHIOPICA. This favorite “ Lily of the Nile” should be in every collection, the flowers 
being particularly useful for Christmas and Easter decoration. 25 to 50 cents. 
ZETHIOPICA NANA. A dwarf- growing variety similar to the above. 40 cents. 

CAPE JASMINES 

Are desirable for their pure white andgdelightfully fragrant flowers: blooming in May, 
June and July, at a season when pure white flowers are scarce, they are highly prized in 
Brides’ Bouquets, Wreaths, ete. 25 cents to $1. 

GARDENIA FLORIDA. G. CAMELLIA FLORA. 
= FORTUNI. G. RADICANS. 

CAMELLIA JAPONICA. 

The following list comprises the most popular varieties of this favorite winter-blooming 
plant. The prices vary, according to size, from 75 cents to $10 each. 

ALBA PLENA. Double white. | LANQRETHI. Beautiful pink. 
ALBA PLENA FIMBRIATA. Fringed edges. | LEILI. White, with light rose streak. 
ALEXINA. Blush, striped rose. MAGDALENA LESHI. Crimson, spotted with 
CALEB CoPE. Blush rose. white. 
CANDIDISSIMA. Creamy white. Mrs. Cope. White, with pink stripe. 
CHALMERI. Clear rose. PRINCE ALBERT. Blush, striped. 
DUCHESSE D’ORLEANS. White, striped with | QUEEN OF DENMARK. Crimson, shaded 

crimson. with rose, 
DUNLAP’s WHITE. R. J. DowninG. Flesh color. 
FEASTI. Delicate salmon and rose, REINE DE FLEURS. Crimson. 
GILEsI. Red and white, fine. Sacco MAGNIFICA. Pale rose, 
HENRI FAVRE. Salmon rose. SARAH Frost. Rosy crimson. 
IMBRICATA. Crimson, spotted white. SHERWOODI. Light crimson. 
JEFFERSONI. Deep crimson. TRICOLOR. Blush, crimson and rose, 
JENNY LIND. White, with occasional flakes | WILDERI. Clear rose, fine. 

of rose. WILLIAM PENN. Dark red. 
JOAN D’ARC. Rose, spotted white. WILLIAM IV. Fine rose. 
LaDy HuMeE’s BLusH. Peach color. | 

CAMELLIA STOCKS FOR GRAFTING. Strong. 100, $16. 

CARNATION; Monthly or Remontant. 

Select list of varieties, expressly grown in pots, and trained for winter-flowering—large 
plants. 40cents. $4 per dozen. 

Asa GRAY. Blash, beautifully striped with; La BELLE. Fine white. 
broad flakes of vermilion. | La PURITE. Deep carmine, free-flowering. 

AsTORIA. Yellow, scarlet-striped. : LovIsE LENOIR. Maroon. 
BETsy. Finest scarlet. LovuIse ZELLER. Pure white. 
BRILLIANT. Rosy scarlet. MAMIE. Fine white. 
BUTTERFLY. Orange. OTHELLO. Dark crimson. 
COVENT GARDEN. Fine scarlet. PRESIDENT DEGRAW. Pure white, free. 
EDWARDSI. Pure white. | RADETZKY. Striped, blush and purple. 
GEORGE WASHINGTON. White, striped Srar. Pink, mottled with white. 

cherry. VARIEGATED La PURITE. Beautifully va- 
H. W. BEECHER. White, flaked maroon. riegated and striped. 

CESTRUM. 

AURANTIACUM. A pure orange winter-flowering variety of Night-blooming Jasmine; 
delightful odor. 30 cents. 

Paraqui. The Night-blooming Jasmine, with greenish-white flowers. 25 cents, 

CHOROZEMA VARIUM. 

Flowers orange and crimson; free bloomer; large plants. 25 cents. 

CHRYSANTHEMUMS. 

25 cents. $2.50 per dozen. 

A choice assortment selected from a large collection for their free-blooming qualities and 
distinct colors, 
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COLEUS (Select List). 

20 cents each. $2 per dozen. 

After a careful comparison of the many varieties lately introduced, we can recommend 
the following as the best and most distinct. For description, see ‘‘ Dreer’s Garden Calendar.” 

BEAUTY OF WIDMORE, MAROON VELVET. Pictus. A distinet novelty 
BRILLIANT. MULTICOLOR. Orffnge yel-| of a bizarre, and curious 
CHAMELEON. low, bronze crimson, and appearance; green, yellow, 
CROWN JEWEL. chocolate blended; deeply | bright red and dark brown, 
EXCELLENT. cut foliage. deeply laciniated foliage. 
LADY BURRELL. NAPOLEON. QUEEN VICTORIA. 

RAINBOW. VERSCHAFFELTI. V. LEMOINE. ZANZIBAR, 

CROTONS. 

Very showy plants with long, narrow leaves, striped and spotted with yellow, red, ete. 

C. DISRAELI. $1.50. C. Pictus. 50 eents. 
C. INTERRUPTUS. 50 cents to $1. C. VARIEGATUS. 30 to 50 cents. 
C. IRREGULARIS. 75 cents. C. VEITCHI. 75 cents. 
C. MAXIMUM. 50 cents. | C. WEISMANNI. $1.00. 

CYPERUS. 

ALTERNIFOLIUS. A handsome fofiage plant, forming a mass of reedy stems, with broad- 
tufted heads, very desirable as an aquarium plant. 2 cents. 
ALTERNIFOLIUS VARIEGATUS. Similar to the above. Stems and leaves beautifully 

variegated with white. 75 cents. 

CYPRIPEDIUM INSIGNIS. 

An easy cultivated Orchid, of great beauty. 75 cents. 

DAPHNE INDICA ALBA. 

Rosy-white flowers, very fragrant; desirable for brides’ bouquets, ete. 50 cents to 31. 

DIEFFENBACHIA. 

BAUSEI, BARAQUINI. $1.00. PicTa. 25 to 75 cents. 
BRASILIENSIS. $1.50. WEIRI. $1.00. 

DRACAINA; or, Dragon Tree. 

One of the most desirable of our ornamental foliage 

plants for decoration, either in or out-doors, as it does 

not appear to suffer under the dry atmosphere of 

rooms; and, ina partially-shaded situation, stands 

remarkably well during the summer out of doors. 

Its bright-colored crimson and searlet-shaded foliage 

renders it very useful for the window-garden, planted 

as a centre-piece in a Rustie stand, Jardinier, or 

Window-box, or for summer decoration in vases, 

ornamental beds, ete. It thrives best in a light rick 

soil, composed of leaf-mould, sand, loam, and thor- 

oughly decomposed manure. The color of the foliage 

is improved by mixing small bits of chareoal with 

the soil, and using the same also for drainage. 

AUSTRALIS. Light green drooping foliage, | NIGRESCENS ELEGANS RUBRA (New). A 
- very ornamental. 50 cents. very neat and compact-growing variety, 
CoOPERI. Violet and maroon, weeping! with short bronzy-green crimson leaves. 

habit. 75 cents. 50 cents. 
FERREA. Crimson maroon foliage. 50 cents} TERMINALIS. The most useful variety for 

to $1. decoration. Extra strong plants, $1. Large 
FERREA STRICTA. 75 cents. plants, 20 inches high, extra fine, 50 cents. 
GUILFOYLEI. Green striped. $1 to $2. $5 per dozen. Fine plants, 12 inches, 30 
INDIVISA. Narrow dark green foliage. 50]/ cents. $3 per dozen. 

cénts. VEITCHI (Cordyline Speciosa). Long, nar- 
NIGRESCENS. Greenish-black foliage. $1. row, serrated, recurving foliage; pale violet 

RUBRA. $1. - midrib. $1 to $3. 
. 
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EPIPHYLLUM (Cactus). 
These are both curious and beautiful plants; very showy flowers. Grafted plants on the 

Pereskia stock are more desirable than on their own roots. Of sorts including varieties of 
Night-blooming Cereus. 50 cents to $1. 

ERANTHEMUM PULCHELLUM. 

A pretty blue-flowering plant, blooming in April. 50 cents. 

EUPATORIUM RIPARIUM. 

One of the most valuable of winter-flowering plants, recently introduced, of dwarf habit, 
and remaining a long time in flower. 25 to 50 cents. 

EUPHORBIA. 

Splendid plant for winter-blooming, valuable for cut flowers in baskets and decorating. 
50 cents to $1. 

JACQUINIFLORA. Producing racemes of bright scarlet flowers. 
POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA. Stalks tipped with clusters of bright scarlet leaves. 
POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA CARMINATA (New). Tipped with carmine leaves. $1. 
POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA PLENISSIMA. (New) $1.00 to $2.50 each. See page 31. 

FICUS. 

A fine old plant which is becoming very popular in this country, not only in the hot- 
house, but as a decorative plant for the drawing-room or flower-garden. Its thick leathery 
leaves make it especially valuable in consequence of doing perfectly well in the dry air of 
inhabited rooms; and this will enable many to enjoy a fine-leaved plant in house who have 
no glass-house. 

CHAUVERI. $1.50. PARCELLI. $1. 
COOPERI. $1.50. RADICANS. $1. 
ELastica (India Rubber Plant). 75 cts to $2. | REPENS (creeping). 25 cents. 

FUCHSIA. 

We offer a choice collection of single and double corolla varieties. The varieties marked 
with a * have double corollas. Price, 30 cents. $3 per dozen. For description and other 
varieties, see “‘ Dreer’s Garden Calendar.” 
Sunray. A very showy novelty, the foliage of which, in the spring, is of a rich bright 

e‘imson, white and bronzy green; fine form. 
=ALPHA. | *GEORGE FELTON. MARGINATA. 
ARABELLA. | *GRAF ANDRASSY. | MONTROSE. 
CARL HALT. | INIMITABLE. } | PRINCESS OF WALES, 
CONSPICUA. | Lapy HEYLESBURY. | *=PRINCE LEOPOLD. 
DUCHESS. | *LA NEIGE. | PURPLE PRINCE. 

*ELM CITY. | LUSTRE. | _VIRGILE. 
*EMPEROR OF BRAZIL. | *MARKSMAN, *VoIx Du PEUPLE, 
EMPRESS. | 

. 

FERNS AND LYCOPODIUMS. 

Ferns and Lycopodiums cannot be dispened with in parlor or conservatory decoration ; 
by careful management they add much to the beauty of an apartment. A Wardian case or 
fernery is the best protector against the dry, hot atmosphere. The following is a list of the 
easy-growing varieties suitable for ferneries, Wardian cases, baskets, ete. 25 cents. $2.50 
per dozen, except where noted, 
ADIANTUM. DICKSONIA ANTARCTICA. Australian tree 

AMABILE. fern. 50 cents. 55” eat 
ASSIMILE. (Maiden Hair.) GYMNOGRAMMA TARTAREA. Hardiest sil- 
CONCINNUM LATUM. ver fern. 
CUNEATUM. (Maiden Hair.) CHRYSOPHYLLA. (Golden Fern.) 
DIAPHANUM. 50 cents. LAUCHEANA GIGANTEA. Finest golden 
FARLEYENSE. The most magnificent of fern. : 

Maiden Hair ferns. $1 to $3. OcCHRACEA. Creamy white. 
FORMOSUM. 50 cents. PERUVIANA ARGYROPHILLA. Finest 
GRACILLIMUM. 50 cents. silver fern. 
PUBESCENS. SULPHUREA. (Sulphur Fern.) 
TRAPEZIFORME. 50 cents. WETTENHALLIANA. The finest sulphur 

ALSOPHILA AUSTRALIS. Australian tree fern. 50 cents. 
fern. 50 cents to $2. LOMARIA FALCATA (New). 50 cents, 

ATHYRIUM GORINGIANUM. PICTUM. A| GIBBA CRISPA (rare). 50 cents. 
beautiful variegated Japanese fern. . | LASTRAEA PATENS. 

CHEILANTHES HIRTA. 
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Preris ARGYREA. 

FERNS AND LYCOPODIUMS.— Continued. 

LYGODIUM SCANDENS. (Japonicum.) A|SELAGINELLA CaSIA. Steel blue. 
climbing Japanese fern of great CORDATA. 
beauty. 25 cents to $1. DENSA. 15 cents. $1.50 per dozen. 

NEPHROLEPSIS DAVALLIODES FURCANS DENTICULATA. 15 cents. $1.50 per 
(new). A beautiful and ornamental dozen. 
erested fern of easy culture. DENTICULATA VARIEGATA. 15 cents. 

PTERIS ARGYREA. (See cat, above.) A very $1.50 per dozen. 
showy strong-growing fern; with varie- INVOLUCRATUM. 
gated foliage; excellent for interior or LEPIDOPHYLLUM. 
outside decoration in summer, when MARTENSI COMPACTA. 
planted in shady positions, MARTENSI VARIEGATA. 

CRETICA ALBO LINEATA, PLUMOSA. 
HASTATA. RUBRICAULIS. 
PALMATA. ScCHOTTI. Fine for baskets. 
SERRULATA. SERPENS. 
SERRULATA CRISTATA. 50 cents, UMBROSA. 
TRICOLOR. One of the finest. WILDENOVI. 

SITILOBIUM CIRCUTARIUM. SPECIES from Japan (new). Forming a 
SELAGINELLA (LYCOPODIUM). green rosette with yellow tips. 50 cts. 

ARBOREA. Steel blue; creeping. 
Wardian cases and ferneries tastefully filled with Ferns and Lycopodiums according to 

purchasers’ selection. 

NEW DOUBLE ZONALE GERANIUMS. 
We offer the following Select List of this new and popular section of Zonale Geraniums: 

they have been selected with great care, out of a large collection, for their free habit of 
blooming. The double varieties are useful in many ways where the single kinds are almost 
unserviceable, as the blossoms do not shed their petals so soon, hence they last in flower a 
long time. The following are the thirteen best selected from the latest novelties. Price 30 
cents each, except where noted, The set of thirteen varieties, $3.00. 
ALFREDUS. Salmon pink, striped and flaked | ConRAD KIRCHNER. Brilliant searlet, white 

with blush and white, fine large flowers. centre. 
50 cents. DEPUTY V10x. Dark crimson shaded yio- 

CANDIDISSIMA PLENA. Very large, full let; immense truss, 
and finely formed flowers of the most pure | ERNEST LAvuTH. Rich violet crimson ; large . 
snowy-whiteness, not becoming tinted with truss. 
rose as the flowers get fully expanded. | JEAN Douurus. Fine flowers of brilliant 
50 cents, purplish violet. 
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NEW DOUBLE ZONALE GERANIUMS.— Continued. 

JOHN BowMAN. Pure scarlet; zoned leaf, ; MAD. LA MARECHALE DE MACMAHON. 
fine truss. Enormous trusses of flowers, of a clear 

La CONSTITUTION. Brilliant orange salmon, fresh rose mauve with white centre. 
the most beautiful flower of this shade. M. PLAISANCON. Large truss of very dark 

La CyGNE. Dwarf variety, very perfect crimson purple. 
flowers of pure white. SOUVENIR DE R. Masson. A dwarf variety, 

Map. A. DE CAZANOVE. Large white flow- producing enormous trusses of the most 
ers, prettily tinted with mauve. pure white flowers; very double. 

. NEW ZONALE GERANIUM. 
NEW LIFE—(Cannell.) One of the great novelties. The flowers are vivid scarlet, irregu- 

larly striped with salmon and white, like a carnation, it makes a good truss and pips, and 
is free-flowering. It was awarded a first-class certificate by the Royal Horticultural 
‘Society, London. $1.50 each. 

ZONALE GERANIUMS (Select List of the Latest Novelties.) 

Of the latest importation, all of unusual high standard and merit. Price, 25 cents. $2.50 
per dozen, except where noted. The set of 22 for $3.00. 

ADMIRANDA. A novel flower, blush, base | MAD. QUINET. Purest white, dwarf. 
of petals salmon scarlet. Martius. Rosy cherry, with violet crimson 

AMAZONE. Lilac mauve, sprinkled with shadings. 
carmine dots; large truss. Mons. BOUCHARLAT. Carmine lake, shaded 

APOLLON. Rich crimson, marked and edged with orange salmon. 
with scarlet and lilac. OLIVAR. Magenta, tinted with violet and 

BLACK DIAMOND. Rich dark crimson. edged with scarlet. 
CAMERON. Magenta purple, upper petals| PABELLON. Deep cherry, shaded with 

shaded with vermilion. orange scarlet. 
CERES. Violet magenta, upper petals shaded | PALLAS. Enormous truss of rosy pink. 

with scarlet. PeTRUS. Rich violet crimson, shaded sear- 
‘Dr. SCHWEINFURT. Purple scarlet, upper let. 

petals shaded vermilion. PRINCESS OF WALES. Immense truss of 
GASPAR. Large truss of rich crimson scar- orange salmon. 

let. PRocLES. Cherry, shaded vermilion. 
LEVANA. Rich deep pink, large truss. URANIE. Magenta crimson, shaded with 
LEVESON GOWER. Largest salmon flower, violet. 

size and form of Rienzi. | VICOMTESS DE NADAILAC (Cannell.) Mon- 
LONDON (Cannell). Truss large; color daz- strous orange scarlet truss of the very 

zling scarlet. | largest size. 

ZONALE GERANIUMS from our large and choice collection, see ‘‘ Dreer’s Garden Calen- 
dar,” $2 per dozen. 

NEW DOUBLE-FLOWERED IVY-LEAVED GERANIUMS. 

The growth and habit equal the best ivy-leaved geraniums; flowers very deuble; partic- 
ularly suited for baskets and specimen pot planis. 25 cents; $2.5U per dozen. 

Ka@nIG ALBERT. Violet rose color. Lucie LEMOINE. White, tinged rosy lilac, 
La FIANCEE. Bright lilac. 

SCENTED-LEAF GERANIUMS. 
20 cents. 

Rose, three varieties, Lemon, Nutmeg, Apple, Peppermint and Fern leaf rose. For 
Bronze, Silver-edged, lvy-leaf, and other Geraniums, see ‘‘Dreer’s Garden Calendar.” 

TRICOLOR GERANIUMS. 

This section, so universally admired for their brilliant-colored foliage, are admirably 
adapted for parlor or window decoration, not suffering under the dry atmosphere of a room 
so much as many other plants; the only requisite is to keep them clear of dust and not too 
warm. The following selection comprises the best of this class: 

Happy THoucHT. Dark green, cream | Mrs. J. C. MApprn. Silver edge; the best 
yellow disk. 25 cents. white-flowered variety. 30 cents. 

IvaLIA UNITA. Silver edge, dark zone,| Mrs. PoLLocK. Bright bronzy-red zone, 
shaded with bright carmine. 30 cents. golden edge. 25 cents. 

LaDy CULLUM.  Golden-yellow, orange- | PRINCE SILVERWINGS. Crimson zone, fine 
crimson zone. 50 cents. straw-colored edge. 30 cents. 

Mrs. JOHN CLUTTON. Cream edge, fine | SopH1A DUMARESQUE. Dark crimson zone, 
dark crimson zone. 30 cents. fine broad golden margin. 25 cents. 

SUNSET. One of the best tricolors. 25 cents, 
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HELIOTROPES. 

The Heliotropes are among the most popular flowers, indispensable for winter bouquets. 
20 to 35 cents, according to size. 

BOULE DE NEIGE. Blush white. JULIETTE. Bluish lilac. 
CHIEFTAIN. Lilac, large truss. Mr. LIVINGSTONE. Bluish violet. 
ETOILE DE MARSEILLE. Bluish purple. NELLY. Blush white. 
GRANDIFLORUM. Pale lilac. VIOLET QUEEN. Violet. 

HOYA CARNOSA. 

The old and popular Wax Plant, excellent for dry dwelling-rooms. 25 to 50 cents. 

HYDRANGEA HORTENSIS. 

A well-known and favorite old plant, producing large heads of pink flowers in great 
profusion; the color of which can be changed to a beautiful blue by mixing the iron scales 
or sparks from a blacksmith’s shop among the soil. It thrives best in a shady situation 
with a plentiful supply of water; with slight protection it has endured the severest winters 
around Philadelphia. 25 cents to $1. 

HYDRANGEA HORTENSIS VARIEGATA. An exceedingly ornamental plant, with beauti- 
fully-variegated foliage; fine for shady positions. 50 cents to $1. 

IMPERATRICE EUGENIE. Rose, shaded with white and blue. 25 to 50 cents. 
HORTENSIS OTAKSA. A Japanese variety lately introduced; beautiful large glossy 

foliage, large heads of pale pink flowers. 25 to 50 cents. 
PANICULATA GRANDIFLORA. A hardy variety lately introduced, of great merit. 

Elongated flowers of snowy white, often a foot long. 50 cents. 
SPECIOSA. A new variegated variety, cream-colored leaves, broad green margin. 75 ets. 
STELLATA PROLIFERA. A new and rare variety from Japan. Double rose-coloxed 

flowers changing to a coppery shade. 50 cents. 
THos. Hoce. The new pure white Hydrangea, good flower and growth. 25 ets. te $1. 

IMANTOPHYLLUM. 

MINIATUM. Resembling the Amaryllis in foliage; bearing large clusters of conspicuous 
buff orange-colored flowers. 50 cents to $1. ; 
CRYTANTHIFLORA. $1. 

IRIS FQG:DIDISSIMA. 

A highly ornamental and rare variety of “ Flag,” graceful foliage, ornamented with bands 
of creamy-white; an excellent pot-plant. 50 cents. 

IXORAS. 

Exceedingly showy plant, bearing large clusters of splendid flowers in white, rose, orange, 
etc., which remain a long time in bloom during the winter and spring months. 

AMBOINENSIS. $1. CrROCATA RUTILANS. Salmon. 75 cents. 
BLANDA. White. 50 cents. JAVANICA. Orange. 50 cents. 
COCCINEA. Crimson. 50 cents. RosEA. Rose. 50 cents. 
CoLEI. $1. 

JASMINUM GRANDIFLORUM. 

This favorite variety, known as the Catalonian Jasmine, is a valuable winter-blooming 
variety. The flowers are pure white, and deliciously fragrant. 25 to 50 cents. 

J. SAMBAC. Very fragrant. 50 cents, 
J. SAMBAG, fl. pl. 75 cents. 

LAGERSTRGiMIA. 

InpIcA. The old and popular Crape Myrtle, pink flowers. 25 to 50 cents, 
INDICA ALBA. A new white Crape Myrtle. 25 to 50 cents. 

MAGNOLIA. 

Fuscata. A favorite green-house shrub, fragrant flowers. 75 cents to $1.50. 

MAHERNIA ODORATA. 

Sometimes known as Honeybell; small yellow bell-shaped flowers, very fragrant. 25 to 
50 cents, 
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MUSA ENSETE. 

The noblest of all plants is this great Abys- 
sinian Banana. The fruit of this variety is not 
edible, but the leaves are magnificent, long, 
broad, and massive, of a beautiful green, with 
a broad crimson mid-rib the plant grows luxu- 
riantly from 8 to 12 feet high. It is used with 
success in the parks of Europe, and our expe- 
rience last summer on our own grounds proves 
that it stands the rain and storms without 
laceration. In our hot summers it luxuriates 
and attains gigantic proportions, producing 
really a tropical appearance, and should find a 
place in every collection, where there is a con- 
servatory or greenhouse, for planting therein 
during the winter, from the fact of its present- 
ing an ornamental appearance among the other 
plants ; and being easily removed, presentg the 
same grand effect on the lawn, terrace, or flower- 
garden, when bedded outjn the summer. Those 
not having the above convenience, by cutting 
the leaves off, can store it in a light cellar dur- 
ing the winter, with a covering of soil, or 
planted in a tub, water sparingly. When 
planted out in the summer with good drainage 
it cannot receive too much water. We have 
been successful in raising a fine lot of these 
plants from seed, which enables us to place this splendid plant within the reach of every one. 

Extra specimens, 4 years old. $20.) 

- 

Large plants, 5 feet high. $35. > Net. 
Small plants, 1 to 2 feet high. $3. ) 

MARANTAS. 
The Marantas are all showy and beautiful plants, admirably adapted for the window-box, 

Wardian case, etc. 

BARAQUINI. 50 cents. MICANS. 25 to 50 cents. 
BICOLOR. 50 cents. | PRINCEPS. 75 cents. 
FAScIATA. 50 cents. ‘ REGALIs. $1. 
LINDENI. $1.50. | Rosea Picta. $1.50. 
MAKOYANA. 50 cents. | WVIRGINALIS. 75 cents. 
VAN DEN HECKEIL. 59 cents. | ZEBRINA. 450 cents. 

MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARAGOIDES (Smilax). 

A climbing plant, unsurpassed in the graceful beauty of its foliage, and its peculiar wavy 
formation renders it one of the most valuable of all plants for vases or hanging-baskets. 
For wreaths, festoons aud dressing the hair, it has become a great favorite, and is exten- 
sively cultivated in Boston and New York for this purpose. 30 cents. $3 per dozen. 
Extra strong, 50 cents. 

MANDARIN ORANGES. 

The favorite miniature orange. 50 cents to$2. . Myrtle-leaved orange. $1 to $2, 

MIMULUS MOSCHATUS HARRISONI. 

A new musk plant of stronger growth and larger foliage than the M. Moschatus; it pro- 
duces large and showy bright yeilow flowers, spotted with crimson. The foliage has the 
same agreeable fragrance as the old musk. Of easy culture and free flowering. 25 ceuts. 

OLEA FRAGRANS. 

A favorite greenhouse shrub, delightfully fragrant; the scert is sufficient to perfume a 
large conservatory. $1. 

NEW OLEANDERS. 

NERIUM ATROPURPUREUM PLENUM. 50cts.| N. NEW DOUBLE WHITE. 5) cents. 
N. FLavicmM DcUPLex. 50 cents. | N. Prov. DURAND. 50 cents. 
N. MaApDoNAa GRANDIFLORUM. 30 cents. PUNCTATUM PLENUM. 50 cents. 
3 —— * extra strong. $1.) N. PURPUREA PLENA. 30 cents, 

‘A 'A 
- 
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PALMS. 

The following is a select list of rare and handsome varieties, which we can recommend of 
easy culture for apartments, conservatory decoration, and vase plants during the summer: 

ARECA AUREA. Golden stems. $5. | JUBA SPECTABILIS. A magnificent variety. 
ARECA LUTESCENS. Fine yellow stems. $3.} $5. 
ARECA RUBRA. Handsome red stems. $4. | LATANIA BORBONICA. (Chinese Fan Palm.) 
ARECA VERSCHAFFELTI. One of the most} 50 cents to $3 and $5. 

elegant varieties. $5. LivIsTONA - HOGENDORPI. A fine fan 
PRITCHARDIA FILAMENTOSA. $1. palm. $4, 
CARYOTA URENS. $1. ” LIVISTONA OLIVFORMIS. A rare fan 
CHAMZDOREA AMAZONICA. $65. palm. $5. 
CHAMZROPS EXCELSA. <A handsome fan | OREODOXA REGIA. $2. 

palm: $1 to $3. - ~ PHGNIX DACTYLIFERA. (The Date Palm.) 
CHAMZROPS GIESBRECHTI. $1. $2.50 to $8. 
CHAMROPS HUMULIS. $2. PH@NIX RECLINATA. $3. 
CORYPHA AUSTRALIS. (Australian Fan | PTYCOSPERMA ALEXANDRE. $2. 

Palm.) $2 to $5. SEAFORTHIA ELEGANS. $3 to $5. 
Cycas REVoLutTA. (Sago Palm.) $2.50 to| THRINAX ARGENTEA. $1. 

$10. TRITHRINAX MAURITIZFORMIS. $5. 

NEW AND CHOICE SPOTTED AND FANCY "PELARGONIUMS. 

Imported from the finest European collections. 30 cents each. $3 per dozen. 
ADMIRATION. ELIGIBLE. MEXICO. 
ANTAGONIST. q EMPEROR OF RUSSIA. Mrs. BRADSHAW. 
BALTIC. ENDYMION. NESTOR. 
BERTHA. EUGENE DUVAL. NIAGARA. 
CASTANET. GRACE. PRINCE CHARLIE. 
DONNA MARIA. GUSTAVE MARLET. SPLENDOR. 
Dr. ANDRE. HEBE DE BEAUTIFUL. HOLBEIN. 
DUCHESS. INVINCIBLE. WATCHFUL. 

For description and other varieties, see “Dreer’s Garden Calendar.” 

NEW REGAL OR DOUBLE PELARGONIUMS. 

A new and showy type of Pelargoniums; although they are not double they present that 
appearance from an extra number of petals and full form. 

Capt. RAIKES. Rich velvety vermilion-crimson; very large. 75 cents. 
PRINCE OF NOVELTIES. Dark crimson, light margin. 40 cents. 
QUEEN VICTORIA. Vermilion, spotted maroon; edged with white. 50 cents. 
BEAUTY OF OxTON. Very rich maroon tinged with rose; light margin. 50 cents. 

PANDANUS UTILIS. 

A very ornamental variety of the so-called Screw Pine, with dark olive green leaves. A 
fiae decorative plant for the parlor or conservatory. Strong plants, $1. 

DOUBLE PETUNIAS. 

Having made the cultivation of the Double Petunia a specialty for more than ten years, 
we confidently believe, after comparison, that the collection we offer is not approached by 
any in this country or surpassed by any in Europe. 

Fine stock plants, named, 25 cents. $2.50 per dozen. 

DOUBLE PETUNIA SEED, carefully hybridized with the best varieties; a fair percentage 
will prove double. 25 cents per packet. 5 packets, $1. 

PHORMIUM TENAX (New Zealand Flax). 

Long sword-like evergreen leaves, suitable for ornamental groups or vases; nearly 
hardy. $1. 
VEITCHI Fotis AUREO VARIEGATIS. A highly ornamental variegated variety of easy 

culture. Strong specimens. $2 to $3. 

PITCAIRNIA SPLENDENS. 

Pineapple-shaped leaf; very singular. Scarlet or pink flowers. 50 cents. 

PLUMBAGO. 

Free-flowering shrubs, producing flowers in great profusion. 

CAPENSIS. Light blue. 25 cents. RoseaA. Rose. 60 cents. 
LARPENTA. Dark blue. 25 cents. ALBA. Pure white. 25 cents, 
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POINSETTIA PULCHHBRRIMA PLENISSIMA. 

This remarkable Poinsettia is unquestionably the greatest acquisition in winter-flowering 

plants“ever introduced. Its gorgeous bracts, reproduced in profusion from the repeated 

branchings of the flowering stem, form a massive head of brilliant color unsurpassed by 

any flowering plant in cultivation. “The Journal of Horticulture” of December 16th, 1875, 

announcing the flowering of the plant in Europe for the first time, remarks: “The head, 

which we particularly noted, was 16 inches in diameter, and from the base to the apex of 

the cone of drooping bracts was 11 inches in depth. The bracts in this head were fifty in 

number, arranged in seven separate cymes which had sprung from the primary base. The 

colcr is superlatively brilliant, as if a delicate tint of orange floated over the intense scarlet, 

imparting a more dazzling appearance than is possessed by the old species. If the designa- 

tion, ‘A Cone of Fire,’ is applicable to any plant in existence, this is the one.” Strong 

flowering plants. $1 to $2.50 each. 

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA. Stalks tipped with clusters of bright scarlet leaves. 50 

cents to $1. , 

PoOINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA CARMINATA (New). Tipped with carmine leaves. 50 cents. 

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA Magor. Large round bracts. 50 cents. 

PRIMULA (Chinese Primrose). 

This florist’s flower is held in great esteem, and one of the most desirable winter-blooming 

plants, flowering in great profusion during the winter and early spring months. Our stock 

is very fine. 25 cents. $2.50 per dozen. 

ALBA FIMBRIATA. White fringed. | FIMBRIATA ERECTA SUPERBA. Vermilion. 

ALBA STRIATA. Striped. | PUNCTATA ELEGANTISSIMA. Spotted. 

RosEA FIMBRIATA. Rose fringed. 

KERMISINA PLENO. (Seedlings.) Double, rosy carmine. 50 cents. 

ALBA FIMBRIATA PLENO. (Seedlings.) Double, white fringed. 50 cents. 
FLORA PLENO ALBA. Double, white; fine for cut flowers. 50cents. $5 per dozen. 

POMEGRANATES. 

These beautiful plants, of dwarf symmetrical growth, can be advantageously used as 

bedding plants or for pot culture, which, with the facility of keeping over winter, makes 

them very popular plants. 25 to 50 cents. 

PUNICA GRANATUM RUBRO PLENO. Double crimson; abundant bloomer. 

ALBO PLENO. Double creamy white. 
LEGRELLEI. Double creamy white, edged aurora. 

CAMPSIDIUM FILICIFOLIUM. 

An elegant climbing plant from the Fejee Islands, resembling a climbing fern in growth, 

ete.; golden flowers. 75 cents. 

DOUBLE TUBEROSE BULBS. 

Grown in pots for winter blooming. 

DovsLe. Strong flowering bulbs. $1.50 per dozen. 
PEARL. The new dwarf-growing double-flowering variety. $2.50 per dozen, 
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RHYNCOSPERMUM. 

JASMINOIDES. A beautiful greenhouse plant, with glossy evergreen foliage, and masses 
of pure white Jasmine-like flowers, delightfully fragrant ; in bloom about May and June. 
It is of aclimbing habit, and presents a beautiful appearance when properly trained; is 
also a very desirable flower for bouguets, etc. 50 cents each. 
VARIEGATA. Variegated foliage. 50 cents. 
AUREA VARIEGATA (new). 50 cents. 

RICHARDIA ALBA MACULATA. 
A dwarf variety of the “Calla Lily ;” flowers smaller, leaves covered with pure white 

spots. 25 cents. 

ROSES. 
Our collection of Roses is now admitted to be one of the most complete, having been 

enriched, by direct importation, with the latest popular sorts. The repeated award of the 
highest premiums by the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society is sufficient evidence of their 
merit. 
EVER-BLOOMING ROSES cannot be secured unless the plants are kept in a vigorous grow- 

ing condition. To derive the greatest enjoyment from rose-culture, beds should be prepared 
exclusively for their benefit, by throwing out the sub-soil and replacing with a good com- 
post, so that the roots in running down may find nourishment. 
A fresh loamy soil, enriched with well-rotted cow-manure, we have found the best, and 

their fertility preserved by yearly top-dressing with well-rotted manure. 
Our Roses are pot-grown on their.own roots, and not forced into unnatural growth: being 

pot-grown renders them more desirable for sending to a distance; as they retain the ball of 
roots and soil, the purchaser runs no risk in transplanting. Their natural growth is likewise 
not checked, in planting out, by sudden changes of temperature in the spring; but the 
plants go ahead, giving perfect satisfaction in every way. 

WINTER-BLOOMING ROSES. 
Only certain varieties are adapted for this purpose, principally among the class of Tea, 

Noisette and Bourbon Roses. The following twelve are the best for winter flowering and 
forcing, grown in pots expressly for this purpose, selected especially for their free-blooming 
and fragrant qualities. $5 per dozen. 

AGRIPPINA. Deep crimson. _| MAD. MARGoTTIN. Dark yellow, rose centre. 
BoN SILENE. Purplish carmine, orange | MAD. DE WILLERMOZ. Creamy white. 

shade. MARECHAL NEIL. Bright golden yellow, 
CANARI. Yellow. large fine form. 
CORNELIA Cook. Very large buds of per- 

fect form; color, creamy white. 
DAVID PRADEL. Rosy lilac. 
ISABELLA SPRUNT. Sulphur, white shade. 
OLYMPE FRECINEY. White. . 

-MARHCHAL NEIL ROSE. 

No yellow rose yet introduced equals Marechal Neil. The flowers are of the largest size, 
highly fragrant, and of the richest and deepest golden yellow, remaining in perfection 
several days. It is a vigorous grower, and a plant with several hundred blossoms is one of 
the finest objects among flowers. 
We are able’to offer an unusually fine and large stock of pot-grown plants. 
Extra large plants. $1. $9 per dozen. Fine strong plants. 75 cents. 

Good plants, 4 to 5 in.pots. 50 cents; $5 per dozen. 
LAMARK. Pure white. This variety, as well as M. Neil, are adapted to training on the 

rafters of the greenhouse. 50 to 75 cents. 

CHOICE SELECTION OF HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES. 

40 cents. $4 per dozen, except where noted. Extra size plants charged in proportion. 

NIPHETOS. Purest white color, fragrant, 
long, large buds. 

SAFFRANO. Saffron yellow. 
SOUVENIR D’UN AMIE. Large rose, very 

fragrant. 

$6 per dozen. 

ARDOISE DU CHALET. Purple, with car- 
mine. - 

AURORA BOREALE. Brilliant red, large 
and full. i 

Barow HAUSSMANN. Splendid carmine. 
BARONNE ROTHSCHILD. Fiery scarlet. 
CARDINAL PATRIZzI. Dark velvety crim- 

son. 50 cents. 
CHAMPS DE Mars. Fiery crimson. 
CHARLES LEFEBVRE, Crimson, shaded 

with purple, fine. 

CHARLES ROUILLARD. Large, perfect form, 
rose. 

CHARLES VERDIER. 
edge of petals white. 

CLOTHILDE ROLAND. Fine cherry. 

Large, beautiful rose, 

-CoMTE.Litra. Velvety purple. 
COMTESSE D’OXFORD. Deep carmine, fine 

form. 
DUKE OF EpiInsuRGH. Brilliant scarlet 

culmsou) shaded maroon, large, full and 
ne. 
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ROSES.— Continued. 

FANNY PETZHOLD. Light rose, shaded with La REINE. Clear rose, large and cupped. 
white. LAURENTIUS. Crimson, shaded with black. 

GZANT DES BATAILLES. Brilliant crimson. -PAUL-NERON. Dark rose. 
GENERAL HatTPouLt. Bright red. | LEoPoLpD I. Brilliant fiery red. 
GENERAL JACQUEMINOT. Brilliant red, Lovisz Woop. Brilliant crimson. 75 cents. 

large size. | MADAME LAURENT. Rosy carmine. 

GENERAL WASHINGTON. Brilliant red, free MARIE Raby. Splendid crimson, extra fine. 
bloomer. | PAUL VERDIER. Fine clear rose. 

GLORIE DE DvucHER. Crimson red. | PRESIDENT LixcoLn. Deep scarlet. 
JuLes MARGoTTIN. Carmine, shaded with | Prince EUGENE BEAUHARNAIS. Fi iery red, 

purple. | shaded with purple. 
La France. Large, satin rose, light edge, | RoI D’EsPAGNE. Brilliant red, fine form. 

free bloomer, delightfully fragrant. This | SOUVENIR DE CHAS. MONTACLT. Bright 
rose cannot be too “highly recommended ; red. 
is one of the very best of the class. 50 Ta | VAN Hovutte. Brilliant dark crimson. 

BOURBON ROSES. 

This class contains some of our choicest, ever-blooming roses; they require but a slight 
protection during the winter. 40 to 50 cents each. $4.50 per dozen. 

APPOLINE. Pink. | Paxton. Rose, shaded with crimson. 
Hermosa. Bright pink, free bloomer. | PEERLESS. Cherry. 
Hermosa (climbing). Color of Hermosa, | SOUVENIR DE MALMAISON. Blush, large, 

climbing habit. | and fine. 
IMPERATRICE EUGENIE. Large, full, rose PRINCE NAPOLEON. Large rich carmine. 

color. . 
Mrs. BOSANQUET. Large blush, free bloomer. 

BENGAL, CHINESE, OR DAILY ROSES. 

30 cents. $3 per dozen. 

AGRIPPINA. Deep crimson. LAWRENCIA (miniature). Crimson. 
ARCHDUKE CHARLES. Changeable. Louis PHILIPPE. Crimson and rose. 
CeLs. Blush. LucuLuus. Dark crimson. 
Doucuer. Pure white. MADAME BREON. Deep rose. 
EvGENE BEAUHARNAIS. Crimson, Prnk Datty. Pink. ‘ 
InpDIcA ALBA. White daily. SANGUINEA. Crimson. 
LAWRENCIA (miniature). Pink, La Supers. Tosy lilac. 59 cents, 

TEA ROSES. 

A favorite class for their delightful odor, as well as free-blooming qualities. 40 tu 50 
cents. 34.50 per dozen, except when noted. 

ADRIENNE CHRISTOPHLE. Yellow, copper | MADAME DAMAIZIN. Salmon color. 
and apricot, shaded with rosy peach. | NIPHETOS. Pure white, verv fine. 

AMERICA. Creamy yellow. | MADAME MARGOTTIN. Dark yellow, with 
ALINE SisLEY. Light purplish rose. | rose centre, edge of petals white ; very fine. 
Bon SILENE. Purplish carmine, orange MapAME WILLERMOZ. Creamy white. 

shade. MARECHAL NEIL. Bright golden yellow, 
BouGERE. Large rose. large and fine form, with thick, leathery 

DAviID PRADEL. Rosy lilac. tion for many years. 50 cents to $1, ac- 
DEVONIENSIS. Creamy white. | _ cording to size. ' 
DzvonrIeNsis (climbing). Flower similar, OLYMPE FRECINEY. White, shaded with 

to old Devoniensis; plant of climbing yellow. 

CANARI. Pale yellow. | petals, opening well. The finest acqu'sl- 

habit. 75 cents. | REINE DE PorTUGAL. Very large and 
EsTHER PRADEL. Salmon rose. _ double golden yellow, shaded with coppery 
GLORIE DE Dison. Blush and yellow. | rose; vigorous and free : ;rare. 50 cents. 
HoMERE. Rose, salmon centre. SAFFRANO. Saffron yellow. 
IsaBELLA SPRUNT. Sulphur, with white Somprevuit. White, tinged with rose. 

shade. SOUVENIR D’UN AMIE. Large rose, very 
JEAN PERNET. Creamy yellow, with deep | fragrant. 

yellow centre; rare. | SOUVENIR DE MAD’LLE JENNY PERNET, 
LAURETTE. C reamy white, yellow centre. | Pale flesh, shaded with rose and yellow. 
MapAME BRAvEY. Pure white. TRIUMPH DE LUXEMBURG. Coppery rose. 
C. Cook. Large creamy white, | 
Dovucuas. Rich crimson, 

3 
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NOISETTE ROSES. 

These Roses are free blooming, flowering in clusters, of taller habit than the foregoing 
classes; some of them are very fragrant. ‘Those marked with a * are adapted for training 
to trellises and pillars. 40 to 50 cents each. $4.50 per dozen. 

AMIE VIBERT. Pure white, MADAME HERMANN. Fine rosy salmon. 
ARISTIDE. Pale buff. ; *MONSTROSA. Blush. 
*BEAUTY OF GREEN Mount. Deer rose. OPHIRE. Buff. 
CELINE FORRESTIER. Yellow. SORLOFF. Pink. 
*FDLLENBERG. Crimson. *SiR WALTER ScortT. Deep rose. 
*JAUNE DESPREZ. Rosy buff. “SOLFATERRE. Yellow. 
*LAMARKE. Creamy white. - *SUPERBA. Blush. 
La PACTOLE. Pale yellow. “WASHINGTON. White. 

MOSS ROSES. 

75 cents. $7.50 per dozen. 

BLANnc. White. __ GLORIE DE MOSSES. Fine rosy pink. 
CRESTED Moss. Pink. Henry Martin. Brilliant carmine. 
ENGLIsH Moss. Very mossy. WILLIAM Loss. Purplish violet. 

PRAIRIE ROSES. 

Very hardy climbers. 40 cents. 

BALTIMORE BELLE. Blush. ” 
GEM OF THE PRAIRIES (new). A hybrid between the Queen of the Prairics and the 

Hybrid Perpetual Madame Lujjay. It possesses the climbing qualities of the Prairie Rose, 
with the richness of color and delicious fragrance of the Hybrid Perpetual. 50 cents. 
PRAIRIE QUEEN. Deep rose; the strongest grower and most hardy. 

ROSES.—Miscellaneous Classes. 

50 cents. The varieties with a * are climbers. 

ForTUNE’Ss DOUBLE YELLOW. Yellow, |*LAURA Davoust. Blush. 
shaded with crimson. MADAME PLANTIER. Pure white, hardy, 

*GLORIE DE ROSAMENE. Bright crimson, and fine for cemetery lots. 
semi-double, free bloomer. | WHITE MICROPHYLLA. Creamy white. 

*GREVILLE ; or, Seven Sisters. In clusters; | **WHITE MUSK CLUSTER. Pure white. 
changeable. YELLOW PERSIAN. Purest deep yellow. 

NotE.—The size, quality and price of these Roses should not be conflicted with some 
offered that are mere cuttings, and never make plants, unless in the hands of the most ex- 
perienced gardener. 

SENECIO MACROGLOSSUS. 

A new ‘Parlor Ivy” of a metallic green hue, veined with silvery grey; thick fleshy 
leaves, resembling the English Ivy. 30 cents. $3 per dozen. 

TACSONIA INSIGNIS. 

Large flowers of luminous crimson color, tube blue mottled with white. $1.50 each. 

STEVIA ODORATA. 

Of easy growth, blooming profusely from December to February ; close, compact spikes 
of white flowers. Large strong plants, 25 cents. 

VIBURNUM TINUS (Laurustinus). 
White flowers, buds rose colored. 25 to 50 cents. 

VERBENAS. 

An unusually fine collection, comprising all the best and latest introductions, as well as 
several dozen of our own selection from our extensive beds of seedlings, covering an acre, 
at Riverton, New Jersey. Especial care has been taken to select the most thrifty and 
free-growing kinds (free of rust), and most distinct in color. ; 
NAMED VARIETIES. $1.50 per dozen. $7.50 per hundred. 
UNNAMED VARIETIES. $1 per dozen. $5 per hundred. 
Our NEw STRIPED VARIETIES in 12 distinct colors. $2 per dozen. $8 per hundred. 
EXTRA QUALITY SEED, saved from our own beds. 25 cents per paper. $5 per ounce, net. 
DREER’S AMERICAN STRIPED. 25 cents per paper. 
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DOUBLE VIOLETS (Viola odorata). 

All the varieties should have a slight protection of leaves during the winter. A better 
plan to insure early spring-flowering is, to plant in cold frames in the fall. They thrive 
best, during the summer, in a shady situation, with a rich, deep soil. 20 cents each. $2 per 
dozen. Clumps for winter-flowering, 30 cents. $3 per dozen. 

DovuBLE WHITE. Exquisitely fragrant. BELLE DE CHATENAY (new). Very double, 
Kina oF VIOLETS. Large, double dark blue. white, fragrant and free. 30 cents. $3 
NEAPOLITAN. Light blue, large and exqui-| per dozen. 

sitely fragrant. |MarRIE Lovrise. Deep violet blue; very 
ScHG@NBRUN. Single, deep blue; fragrant. | fragrant and free flowering. The best for 
QUEEN OF VIOLETS. Large, double white, forcing. 

shaded blue. PRINCESS LOUISE. Fine double white. 
QUEEN VICTORIA (New). Large single blue WHITE CZAR (new). Single white, very 

flowers, fragrant and free-flowering. free. 

YUCCAS. 

These are very effective and decorative in the conservatory in winter, or lawn, garden, 
and vase in summer. 

ALG@FOLIA. Green. 30 cents. $3 per! ALG@FOLIA VARIEGATA. Beautifully vari- 
dozen. egated golden green and pink striped. 

ATROPURPUREA. Dark brownish green. $1 to $5. 
$3. _Recurva. Very gracefully recurved leaves. 

FILAMENTOSA. 50 cents to $1. er 4 25 cents to $1. 

GREENHOUSE CLIMBERS. 

The following select list of Climbers will be found very useful in training up the rafters, 
or on wires, in the greenhouse, for winter decoration and flowering. 

ADHATODA CYDONI#FOLIA. Purple flowers, | PASSIFLORA PRINCEFS. $1. 
50 cents. . RACEMOSA. 50 cents. 

BIGNONIA VENtsTA. A rapid climber, pro- | TRIFASCIATA. Variegated. 50 cents. 
ducing large clusters of brilliant orange RHYNCOSPERMUM JASMINOIDES. Pure 
flowers. 50 cents to $1. white, Jasmine scented. 50 cents. 

CLERODENDRON BALFoURI. Robust twi- AUREA VARIEGATA (new). 75 cents. 
ning habit,with glossy leaves and numerous ARGENTEA VARIEGATA. 50 cents. 
flowers. Calax pure white and corolla SMILAX (Myrsiphyllum Asparagoides). 25 
brilliant scarlet. 50 cents. cents. 

PASSIFLORA ALATA. Pale blue, crimson | TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMI. Rich scarlet. 50 
cup. 50 cents. cents. 

Cca@zRULEA. Bluecup. 50 cents. THUNBERGIA LAURIFOLIA. 50 cents. 
DECAISNEANA. Blue, red cup. 50 cents. | TROPOLUM LOBBIANUM GEANT DES Ba- 

TAILLES. Crimson. 25 cents. 

PLANTS FOR HANGING-BASKETS, VASES, WARDIAN CASES, 
FERNERIES AND WINDOW-BOXES. ; 

Suitable for the Winter season. 

ABUTILON VEXILLARIUM PicTUM. 25 cents. | MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARAGOIDES (Smilaz). 
AcCORUS GRAMINZUS VARIEGATUS. 25 25 cents. 

cents. NERTERA DEPRESSA. Miniature light-red 
AGRosTIS GLAUCA. A fine blue grass. 25 berries. 30 cents. 

cents. PANICUM VARIEGATUM. Green, white and 
BeGoniAs. Of sorts. 35 to 50 cents. rose, striped grass. 25 cents. 
DRACENAS. (See special list, page 25.) PERISTROPHE ANGUSTIFOLIA AUREA. 25 
DIEFFENBACHIA. (See special list, page 25.) cents. 
Ferns. Ofsorts. (See special list, page 26.) | REINEKIA CARNEA VARIEGATA. 25 cents. 

30 to 50 cents. RUSSELIA JUNCEA. Scarlet flowers. 25 
Ficus REPENS. A small creeper. 20 cents.! cents. 
HYDROCOTYLE LuRIDA. Japanese penny- | SAXIFRAGA FORTUNI. 25 cents. 

worth. 20 cents. FORTUNI TRICOLOR. 25 cents. 
Ivies. Of sorts. (See special list, page 36.) SARMENTOSA. 15 cents. 

25 to 50 cents. SENECIO SCANDENS, or Parlor Ivy. 15 ets. 
LINARIA CYMBALLARIA; or, Kenilworth VARIEGATA. 20 cents. 

Ivy. Pink flowers. 15 cents. TRADESCANTIA ZEBRINA VARIEGATA. 15c. 
LycopopiuM. (See special list, page 26.) VIRIDUS AQUATICA. 15 cents. 
MUHLENBACHIA ROTUNDIFOLIA, VINCA ELEGANTISSIMA VARIEGATA. 25 

cents, 
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HARDY FLOWERING SHRUBS. 

_ These add materially to the beauty of the garden, furnishing a supply of flowers during 
the spring and summer months, many of them of delightful fragrance. 

ALMOND. Double flowering, white and red. 
50 cents each. 

AZALEA PONTICA. 
shrubs, several varieties. $1. 

CALYCANTHUS FLORIDUS. Sweet-scented 
shrub, a great favorite. 50.cents. 

CHIONANTHUS VIRGINICA. White fringe 
tree, very showy. 50 cents to $1. 

CRATEGUS PYRACANTHA. An excellent 
hedge plant, pink flowers. 25 to 50 cents. 

CYDONIA JAPONICA. Thorny shrub, deep 
scarlet flowers. 50 cents. 

Beautiful flowering 

CyTIsus LABURNUM (Golden Chain). Long 
racemes of golden-yellow flowers. 50 cts. 

DEUTZIA CRENATA FLORA PLENA. A dou- 
ble variety, flowers pure white, in droop- 
ing clusters from three to four inches in 
length. 50 cents. 

DeEvuTZzIA GRACILIS. A neat dwarf-growing 
shrub, with panicles of pure white flowers 
blooming in great profusion, equally desir- 
able for pot culture or open ground. This 
variety is much used by florists for forcing 
into early bloom as a bouquet flower. 25 
to 50 cents. 

DEUTZIA SCABRA. Bears a profusion of 
white flowers in the spring. 25 to 50 cents. 

FORSYTHIA VIRIDISSIMA (Golden Bell). 
Beautiful yellow bell-shaped flowers, early 
and profuse bloomer. 25 to 50 cents. 

ForRsYTHIA FORTUNI. A new and distinct 
species from Japan. 25 to 50 cents. 

MAGNOLIA. One of the most attractive and 
beautiful class of plants in cultivation; 
not only the flowers are beautiful, but also 
the foliage. 

MAGNOLIA CONSPICUA. 
white. $2 to $4. 

MAGNOLIA GRACILIS. Dark purple, dwarf. 
50 cents. 

MAGNOLIA PURPUREA. 
00 cents. 

Large Chinese 

Chinese purple. 

MAGNOLIA SOULANGEANA. White, purple 
centre. $2 to $4. 

MAHONIA AQUIFOLIA (Berberry). 50 cents. 
PHILADELPHUS (Syringa). Kuown also as 

the mock orange. 25 to 50 cents. 
PRUNUS SINENSIS. Double white flowering 

plum. 50 cents, 
Ruvs CoTINus (Purple Mist Tree). Showy, 

strong-growing shrub. 50 cents. 
Sprr#A. Beautiful dwarf shrubs, of various 

colors, and blooming at different periods, 
from early spring till autumn. The fol- 
lowing are the most desirable. 25 to 50 ets: 

SPIR#A BILLARDI. Flowers in pink spikes. 
SPIR#A CALLOSA ALBA. Dwarf, free 

bloomer, flowers pure white, in corymbs 
two inches in diameter. 

SPIRHZA JAPONICA. Dwarf, with elegant 
white spikes of flowers. 50 cents. 

SPIRHA PRUNIFOLIA. Double white. 
SPIRHA REEVESI FLORA PLENA. Double 

white, bridal wreath. 
SPIRHA THUNBERGIA. Very dwarf white. 
Syrginea (Lilac). A well-known and 

favorite early flowering shrub, with very 
fragrant flowers. 25 to 50 cents. 

VIBURNUM OPULUS (Snowball). 25 to 
50 cents. 

WEIGELIA. Popular and handsome shrub, 
well deserving a place in every garden, 
being handsomely shaped, good grower, 
and bearing a profusion of bunches of pink 
and white flowers during the spring and 
summer months. 25 to 50 cents. 
AMABILIS. Light pink. 
AMABILIS ALBA. White. 
AMABILIS VARIEGATA. Foliage varie- 

gated, 
GROENEWEGI. Pink and crimson. ~ 
ISOLINE. Pure white. 
RosEa. Deep pink. 

RHODODENDRON CATAWBIENSIS. 

We have a fine stock of this magnificent class of Evergreen Blooming Shrubs, of the most 
beautiful colors and varieties. Plant in groups in a partially shaded situation, in a deep 
soil of sandy loam, leaf mould, and decayed manure. 

$1 to $1.50. $10 to $15 per dozen. tive objects. 
They are most beautiful and attrac- 

HARDY VINES AND CREEPERS. 

These are desirable for covering arbors, trellises, ete., and add much to the beauty of the 
garden. 25 to 50 cents, according to size. 

AKEBIA QUINATA. A climbing plant from 
Japan, with beautiful cut foliage, having 
large clusters of chocolate-colored flowers, 
which are very fragrant. 

AMPELOPSIS QUINQUEFOLIA (Virginia 
Creeper). A very rapid grower, with 
large dark-green foliage, which changes | 
in the fall to scarlet. 

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHI. A miniature foli- 
aged Virginia creeper ; of rapid growth. 

ARISTOLOCHIA SIPHO, or DUTCHMAN’S 
Piper. Large leaves and brownish flowers, 
of a singular shape, resembling a pipe. $1. ' 

BIGNONIA GRANDIFLORA. Large orange 
Chinese Trumpet Creeper. 50 cents. 

BIGNONIA RADICANS, or TRUMPET CREEP- 
ER. A climbing plant, with large trum- 
pet-shaped flowers of a _ reddish-orange 
color, and very showy when in bloom; the 
best for covering walls. 

CLEMATIS FLAMULA (Virgin’s 
Clusters of white fragrant flowers. 

CLEMATIS LANUGINOSA. Pale blue. 
RUBELLA. Rich purple. 
STANDISHI. Deep blue. 

CLEMATIS. Of sorts, see Garden Calendar. 

Bower). 
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HARDY VINES AND CREEPERS.— Continued. 

Hvemcttvs Lupuivus. Hop vine, luxuriant; WISTARIA FRUTESCENS (American Gly- 
covering for an arbor or trellis. cene). 25 to 50 cents each. 

JASMINUM NUDIFLORUM. Yellow hardy | WISTARIA SINENSIS, or GLYCENE. One of 
Jessamine. the most magnificent hardy climbing 

JASMINUM OFFICINALE, or WHITE FLow-| plants of rapid growth; when once estab- 
ERING J ESSAMINE. lished, covers the entire side of a house’ 

PASSIFLORA INCARNATA, or HARDY PAS- in a few years, presenting a magnificent 
SION VINE. With beautiful blue flowers. appearance when in full bloom, with its 

PERIPLOCA GRZCA. Virginia silk vine. thousands of rich clusters or pendulous 
Vitus VARIEGATA. With variegated cut| racemes of delicate violet-blue blossoms, 

leaves, producing clusters of purple ber- richly perfumed. 50 cents. 
ries ; a rapid grower. WISTARIA SINENSIS ALBA. 50 cents. 

HONEYSUCKLES (Lonicera). 
From 25 to 50 cents, according to size. 

BELGIAN, or Monthly. Very fragrant. with the fragrance of the Cape Jessamine, 
CHINESE EVERGREEN. One of the best for} and is covered with flowers from June un- 

covering walls, trellises, etc.; very fra- til November. It is a vigorous grower, 
grant, commonly called Woodbine. and very hardy. 

HALLIEANA. A new white monthly Honey- | SCARLET TRUMPET, or Coral. 
suckle, raised from seed sent from China | VARIEGATED (BRACHYPODIUM AUREA RE- | 
by Dr. Hall, who introduced the variegated | TICULATA). This is one of the recent in- 
Honeysuckle from Japan. Itisevergreen,| troductions from Japan, the foliage beauti- 
resembling ZL. splendida, or, L. flexuoso. | fully variegated. 
Flowers pure white, turning to yellow, | YELLOW TRUMPET, 

IVY (Hedera). 
The most useful and popular evergreen vine. The varie- 

ties marked with a * are the hardiest and most vigorous, 
suitable for covering walls, fences, trees, rock work, and 
rustic work, as well as baskets or vases. The others are of a 
more slender growth, and used principally for hanging bas- 
kets, vases, ete. When grown in pots and trained to screens 
or trellises, they are very desirable plants for vestibule and 
hall decoration ; its refreshing glossy-green foliage will bear 
a large amount of ill-usage. 

ALGERIENSIS. Glaucous green, with large silver blotches. 
50 cents. 

AUREA MACULATA. Foliage blotched with yellow. 50 cents. 
*DIGITATA, or Finger Leaved. (Rare.) 50 cents. 
*HELIX. (English Ivy.) Rapid grower, and most generally 

used, 25 to 50 cents. 
LACINIATUS. Small cut-leaved. 25 to 50 cents. 
*LATIFOLIA MACULATA. Marbled white on the young 

growth; vigorous grower. 25 to 50 cents. 
LoBATA. Cut-leaved; fine for baskets or vases. 25 cents. 

MARMORATA ELEGANS. Small silyery-marbled leaves; fine for baskets. 25 cents. 
R@GNERIANA. Giant-leaved; strong grower. 25 to 50 cents. 
SPECTABILIS AUREA. Young growth veined with yellow; vigorous and hardy. 50 cents, - 

THE GARDENER’S MONTHLY AND HORTICULTURIST, ‘ 

Edited by THoMAS MEEHAN and published by CHARLES H. Manor, 814 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, at $2.10 per year, gives full instructions in the science and practice of every 

branch of gardening. It will pay any one to subscribe for it. Our friends and customers 

may send their subseriptions through us, if they prefer, and we will forward them io 

publisher. 

GARDENERS. 

Persons requiring the services of Gardeners will receive on application the names and 
addresses of such men we believe will give satisfaction ; a register being kept for this purpose. 
We also furnish the addresses of competent Landscape and Jobbing Gardeners, who will 

undertake large or small contracts. 
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SELECT LIST OF SMALL FRUITS. 

ETC. 

In this list we have only introduced such varieties as we can safely reeommend—they are 
all grown on our own nursery grounds, and can be relied on as genuine. 

BLACKBERRIES. 
PER DOZ 

DORCHESTER. The earliest vattiety |. 202th. 1.055 soveccseeaevecccsstoress $1.00 
EARLY WILSON. Large, sweet and productive............ceseeeseceeeeee 1.25 
KITTATINNY. Fruit very large and of superior quality............... 1.25 
LLAWLON, OF NE Wi BGO CHILL B24. ccavetstccsens ..-o0- 00 sdscteoveseerte meddle 1.00 

CURRANTS. 
PER DOZ. 

LARGE RED DuTcH. One of the most productive, strong plants.. $1.25 
CHERRY. Very large....... SESE AARC HCRCS ISS CASES AEEISER RE eR Se GOGH OBUUCG 1.50 
WHITE GRAPE. Great bearéxand) large iits..ic.c: e201. tet ewewereeeds . 2.00 

GOOSEBERRIES. 
PER DOZ, 

HovuGutTon’s AMERICAN SEEDLING. Very productive, not liable 
£o Sami lew *e shops ae de-os oon spe: bees ok le oats Sndomes toe as oununoakeen Sobcbelaemeneees GOD 

ENGLISH VARIETIES. Choice large sorts, from Lancashire... 3.00 

RASPBERRIES. 
PER DOZ. 

BRANDYWINE. Perfectly hardy, prolific, large, bright red fruit; 
a splendidimanrket: Vanlet yc. seressenssnee neeen oneal -seren dan sceeeenenees $1.00 

BRINCKLE’S ORANGE. A favorite variety, not hardy................. 2.00 
CLARKE. Fruit bright crimson; fine flavor; large, hardy.......... 1.00 
EARLY PROLIFIC (Felton). Very early, productive; large, dark 
PTO COLON geaes opancnepeess scoeree ee -ter beeen ce ee eineen anak ance cemeteries 2.00 

HERSTINE. Fruit large, bright red, flavor sub-acid.................+. 2.00 
HORNET. A large French variety, ‘not Jie sly rpsadaosberRdsS doccistindsoce 2.00 
MAuMotH CLUSTER BUACK Cur) an memiiit, lee irl Sakae o 1.00 
PHILADELPHIA. Fruit good size, purplish red; perfectly hardy 1.00 
RELIANCE (Felton). Large fruit, firm, dark red, good flavor...... 2.00 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS. 

The varieties marked H. are Hermaphrodite—those marked P. Pistillate. 

PER 100. 

$3.00 

Ccesce 

@osece 

eocsese 

@eeccce 

ecceece 

@cecre 

@veeee 

Proper time 
of planting, September and October in the autumn; March and April in the spring. For 
sending a distance, the autunin is to be preferred. Plants deliverable after September. 

New Varieties. 
PER Doz. 

CRESCENT SEEDLING. Said to be the most. productive variety 
ever introduced. Berries medium to large, bright red and of 
PANOXVOU) LOE DUR meet eae ewe (ere Aten Arter Geer = ig-udiee Sans 235 quo Gunes Meaeete EEauee $1.00 

CENTENNIAL. A fine, high flavored, large berry for which an 
award was given by the Judges at the Centennial......... ....... 1.C0 

GREAT AMERICAN. This sort has produced a great sensation 
among strawberry growers, and in some locations has come 
up to the description of the originator as the largest Dene in 
cultivation; bright crimson color and good flavor... ee 1.00 

PIONEER. An "early variety ; fruit brilliant, scarlet and pro- 
CO RY Hh ee a AT ESC i a a ae a yar a 1.00 

SHARPLESS SEEDLING. We have seen some very large specimens 
of this sort, which gives promise to become a leading variety. 
Berries very large, generally oblong, clear light red, or good 
quality, vigorous habit, hardy and prolifie ; pot grown $3 per 
dozen. $15 PSL LOO MAIS. | HOGI 1 IDE Ratan eaten Nea Meenas 2.00 

Standard Varieties. 
PER Doz. 

ALBANY (Wilson’s), H. Very hardy and productive; the 
favorite variety for field culture; fruit good size, crimson, 
Driskiactd flavored. 2UAl8 RELL. TL Re ee ee $0.25 

BuLaAcKk DEFIANCE. A hybrid between the “ Triomphe de Gand” 
and ‘Green Prolific.” Shape conical, sometimes flattened ; 
berries very large, color dark crimson; flesh firm and solid, 
sweet, remarkably juicy and of the most exquisite aroma, 
Plants hardy sand pve OKOUssas sss acute ne. weltees secnaeaseeeeee eceete tees .00 

BOYDEN’s No. 30 (Seth Boyden), H. Berries very large, roundish 
conical, with neck ; dark scarlet, flesh firm, melting, sweet 
and of pleasant flavor: very reliable j...cc.cuscoemensctoestererereceeee 00 

Per 100. 

$3.00 

5.00 

3.00 

5.00 

8.00 

Per 100. 

$1.00 

1.50 

1.50 

PER 1000. 

eovece 

aecese 

Bevces 

Per 1000. 

$5.00 

10.00 

8.00 
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STRAWBERRY PLANTS—Standard Varieties.— Continued. 

Per poz. Per100. Per 1000. 

CHAMPION, P. Fruit irregular, globe-shaped, of dark erimson 

eslor and good shape; very large, sometimes 6 inches in 

eeaitanenit MP INE TR dalek 8, 350 2 28 bo aa a8 <p senna emevesanan=-200n-Ben- $0.50 $1.50 $8.00 

CHas. Downinc, H. Vigorous and productive; fruit large. deep 

searlet, firm, juicy, sweet and rich flavor ...........20+ ceseeeeee seeees 50 1.00 6.00 

Dr. WARDER. Large, showy, productive, of exquisite flavor......  .50 A | ail hens ee 

JucunpDA, or 700. Poor grower, except in certain localities ; 

fruit of immense size, glossy CriMSON.. ........+ ceeee+ seeeeeeee teeeeeees 50 2.00 10.00 

LENNIG’s WHITE. White, with a fine blush color..................+. 00 Sie Sek as 

MONARCH OF THE WEsT. Very large and productive; bright 
red color, delicious flaVOr.......cssecceceeeceseeesea cenecepen erence coeeeeees 00 1.50 8.00 

TRIOMPHE DE GAND, H. Good grower; fruit very large, cox- 
comb-shaped, deep red, glossy, and of excellent flavor.......... = we 2.00 10.00 

NATIVE GRAPE-VINES. 
Eaco. Perpoz. Per 100. 

ConcorD. The grape for the million, being perfectly hardy, not 

subject to mildew, a vigorous grower, and productive, strong 

one-year Old VineS.........sssseeeceecesseereatecsse ce snssassnenenmeneneceress $0.20 $2.00 $10.00 

CONCORD. Two-year Old Vine «20... ...ssseeeceeees eeseeenseeeeser tne enecnee .30 3.00 15.00 

CONCORD. Three-year Old Vimes.........--ssseeceecseees seneneene se enes sees 00 5.00 25.00 

Iona. Bunch large, long and shouldered; skin thin, flesh ten- 

der; flavor rich, sweet and vinous; color pale red................ 00 5.00 25.00 

MarrHa. A white grape; seedling of the Concord, and, like its 

parent, of strong growth, perfectly hardy and productive; 

One-year Old VINES .......eseee cesses enneeeceeneceeceesaneueesseceraueesssnens 4s ES See 

MARTHA. Two-year Old ViMeS .......ecsccesseeeeeeceetenseeeenaeasas nee ceenns 15 My § ee 

MARTHA. Three-year Old Vines «1... cesses ceeeeeceesenneneneeeseneenesnscens OCR <-tese@5 *------. 

Also the following varieties, according to age and size, from 50 cents to $1. 

ALLEN’s Hyerip. Light color. HARTFORD ProuiFic. Black, very pro- 

CATAWBA. Light red. ductive. 

CLINTON. Superior wine grape. ISABELLA. Black. 

CREVELING. Black. ISRAELLA. Black. 

CRISTINE, or TELEGRAPH. Black. Ives’ SEEDLING. Black. 

DELAWARE. Red. RoceErs’ Hyprins. Nos. 1, 4,9, 15,36, 39, 41, 

Diana. Light red. 43. 
EUMELAN. Purple. SaLeM. Red. 

FOREIGN GRAPE-VINES FOR GROWING UNDER GLASS. 

We have a stock of all the best varieties, in good healthy condition, grown in large pots, 
expressly for graperies. List of varieties mailed on application. 

One-year old vines, $1.25; two-year old vines, $2.00. 
One-year old vines, extra strong, $1.50; two-year old vines, extra strong, $3.00. 

100.000 MAMMOTH ASPARAGUS ROOTS. 

STRONG TWO-YEAR OLD Roots. 75 cents per 100. $4 per 1000. 
rs THREE-YEAR OLD “ $1 = 5. FF 

CoNOVER’s COLOSSAL ASPARAGUS Roots. $1.25 per 100. $6 per 1000. 

Special rates for large quantities given on application. 

RHUBARB ROOTS. 

Myatr’s Linnzvs, ) These are not seedlings, but propagated from the true varieties. 
Myatr’s VicToRiA.§ 20cents. $1.50 per dozen. $10 per 100. 

HORSE RADISH SETS. 

75 cents per 100. $5 per 1000. 

TARRAGON ROOTS. 

For flavoring. 30 cents. $3 per dozen. 

DREER’S GARDEN CALENDAR FOR 1879, 
PUBLISHED BY JANUARY 1st, 

Is designed to furnish brief practical directions for the cultivation of vegetables, flowers 
and fruit, wit MuMerous engravings and iiustrations. Wut o¢ marlea to our patrons of 
last season without writing and to others on application. 

~ 
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BOUQUETS, CUT FLOWERS, ETC. 
Among other evidences of refinement and culture is the increasing taste and demand for 

natural flowers, for the decoration of churches, dinner and supper tables, weddings, funerals, 
etc. Flowers are acceptable and suita- 
ble for every occasion. We having the 
facilities are prepared to execute orders 
for every kind of floral device or deco- 
ration, having daily a supply at the 
store. They can be packed so as to 
carry safely for one or two days’ jour- 

_ ney by express. In sending your orders 
mention the latest time that will do to 
receive the flowers in your town ; often 
we receive the orders after the time they 
are wanted, or after the express has 
gone, and then have no opportunity to 
send in time, hence the disappointment 
to those sending their orders. The fol- 
lowing are a few of the many designs 
supplied to order: 

BRIDE’s Bouquets. Of choice white 
flowers, with fine lace papers, or deep 
silk fringe, and cord and tassels, $3 
to $10. ~ 

BRIDESMAID’S BOUQUETS. With papers 
and fringe to match in pink, blue, 
ete., $2 to $6. 

HAND Bouquets. For parties, $2 to $5. 

BUTTON-HOLE BOUQUETS, 10 cents to 
25 cents. 

TABLE BOUQUETS, $3 to $10. 

FLORAL DeEsiens. Of various sizes, 
$5 to $30. 

Baskets. Of faney white and gilt 
work, willow or wire, $5 to $20. 

PLATEAUX. Of elegant design, fancy 
white and gilt work, willow or wire, 

: $5 to $20. 
FANcy STRAW Work. Of various designs. small and large, $3 to $20. 
For FUNERALS. Anchors, crosses, crowns, harps, wreaths, etc., of white flowers, each, from 

$3 to $15. 

FRENCH IMMORTELLES, OR EVERLASTING FLOWERS. 
In original bunches as imported, 60 cents. Bunches of assorted colors, .75. The following 

are the colors we import: yellow, green, orange-red, black, spotted, white, rose, solferino, 
crimson, lilac, blue, and violet. 

WREATHS OF WHITE OR COLORED IMMORTELLES. 
9 inches diameter, two rowS.............40 $1.00 | 14 inches diameter, three rows............. $2.50 

10 inches diameter, three rows.............. 1.50 | 15 inches diameter, three rows............. 3.00 
12 inches diameter, three rows.............. 2.00 | 15 inches diameter, four rows........ ..... 4.00 

CROSSES OF WHITE OR COLORED IMMORTELLES. 
Giinehes; ON mMOW ees e-oecse eestten ee eeeeeaete S50 flo mches: VMree, YOWS.|..5...s-.clssrsccsee maser $2.00 

1Ojinches, tworows .:sji723. Seeleceeneee de 75) iSanches, three rows. .....2/25 .sscciee- sens 2.25 
10 inches, three rows. +. _.-.i2.)caeceesteee eed 1:50 | 48 imehes, three rOWS. ....0-tchieesssseehnerles 2.50 
Crosses ‘on Pedestals; 3!sizesi ics. sueeeeetee ee eee ee eee $3.00, 4.00, and 5.00 

DESIGNS IN WHITE OR COLORED IMMORTELLES. 
Bouquets, arranged with ornamental grasses, or all grasses, as may be desired....$0.50 to $5.00 
Anchors, 2 sizes......... PE Ee Se oP ACB ic BCC TO CERRO RE So ontion DARAUESOL 2.00 and 3.00 
Crowns, twO SIZeS).......:.+c5 -c.-0.-beee eee EE) ERE EY. ae ee anes 3.00 - 4.00 
Faith, Hope, and Charity (Cross, Heart, and Anchor, combined)............... +++ 3.50 "i 5.00 
Harps; )2'sizes;” yres, 2. stzestiscr tite teste cae ee renee each, 3.00 ;. 4.00 
DEES es SZ OS a tapiat medicine aceite Sete cine ea eR et Be es 2.00 3.00 
Baskets of various sizes and patterns......... gies cesta came teeientos seseeceseesceeees 0.50 to 5.00 
Fancy Straw Work, of various designs, small:and large, filled with immortelles 

or grasses as may. bedesized, fromjc.5.-y --. -cupsvae-- cute mewtes aasuesenee arama ness 2.00 to 10.00 
Other designs made to order at short notice. 
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GRASSES, BOUQUET MATERIALS, DESIGNS, ETC. 
ORNAMENTAL GRASSES AND EVERLASTING FiLowenrs, of natural colors or dyed, have become 

almost indispensable articles for Florists’ use, as well as amateurs in bouquet making and 
aranging fancy and ornamental designs for Church, House and Parlor decorations. We offer 
the following varieties, put up in small bunches all of one color, natural or dyed, as may be 
desired. Prices fur large quantities, or by the pound, given on application. 

Pampas Grass Plumes, of a beautiful silvery appearance, 12 to 3U inches long, exclusive 
of stem, retaining their beauty fur years. Ours are the finest California Plumes. They can 
be sent by mail with safety, and wheu so ordered, 10 cents extra is required for postage on 
each plume. When received they should be gently shaken over the hot air of a furnace 
register, or in front of a fire for a few moments, which will develop their beauty. 

EACH. PER DOZ. EACH. PER DOZ. 7 
Not PIames... ose tdsewot 75 $7.50 Nola Piames "2s. oer, =< 50 $5.00 * 
Se it eee 60 6.00 No.4, >. 4... .s6932 HR SEY 40 4.00 

Grasses, Agrostis Nebulosa and Pulchella, Apera spica venti, Avena Sterilis, (Animated 
Oats,) Briza maxima, Media and Minor, (Quaquing Grass,) Br mis Brizeformis, Patulus and 
Velutinus, Festuca Rigida, Lagurus Ovatus, (Hairs’ Tail,) Lasiagrostis Argentea, Milium 
Effusum, and Phalaris Canariensis. 

EACH, PER DOZ. EACH. PER DOZ. 
Natural colors.............. 20 $2.00 Dyed of various colors and 

bleached white .......... 25 $2.50 
Grass Stipa Pennata (Feather Grass), White Natural color...... each, 25 cts.. per doz. $2.50 

dyed of various colors. ts || Ve - 3.0) 
“ of mixed varieties and colors. ..... 28 ke BE Dis ahs Le per bunch, ie se 5.00 
“  Fraginitis or Everglades....... Scion inne Ab eee 5 per plume, a5.“ ~ 0.40 
“ Erianthus Ravenne. 2 apes CSE ES .-per plume, 5 to 10 cts., per doz. 0.60 ; 
“ Osceola, or Florida Biante. Gor ie, a Rito dns perlb. 2.50 Pampas GRAss. 
“  UWhiola, or Florida Sea Oats... ..06.c02ceesececes ease rad ee eee per oz., 10 cts., perlb. $0.75 
eee bead end Oats... 25 as ces ec AROS OF ISL OTRLOS. per oz., 20 cts., per ID? V2: 
elena Whens and Oats: \ 2... odes os ar case» <> - aides a eee ae PETER per 0z., 25 °‘ 2.50 
Florida Moss, long and graceful, of a grayish color......-...----.220-..--e++8- *3 20 
French Moss, dyed green, for making up Immortelle work, etc.....per bunch, 20 cts.. per doz bunches 2.00 
Fern Leaves Pressed, for decorations of rooms, etc...........-- 20 ec ee cece ec eeecees per doz. fronds 25 to 50 

* Hartford or Climbing, in beautiful long sprays. ...-. sSeee tet chs TS ah each 10 cts., per dozen 75 
Autumn Leaves, in long sprays, from 4 to 5 ft. long............+-...-.....: per spray. 50 cts., < 5.00 

- = in great variety ...-.2 22.2 s cece eee eee ee cee ee sees per doz., 15 to 20, per 100,50 to 1.00 
Statice Incana Hybrida, in beautiful white sprays, and indispensable for making up 

Grass Bouquets. ol. {ORGS Peer Se Se oe ee ee eee re per oz., 20 cts.. per lb. 2.00 
Lycopodium Greens, of extra quality for making Hp EOUGHCIAS 3. ce ce per 1b., 20 cts., per bbl. 4.00 
Everlasting Flowers, of the following varieties: Acroclinium Roseum and Album, Gomphrena 

Alba, Aurea and Purpurea, Helichrysum White, Yellow and mixed colors; Rhodanthe Alba 
and Rosea, Statice Yellow and Blue, and Xeranthemum White and Red. .per bunch, 25 cts., per doz. 2.50 

Cape Flow ers, of a beautifal, pO ho ee CEES per doz., 25 cts., per 1u0 1.50 
oy ee Ea eee Senne eet 2 30 2.00 

Twine, very fine, for tying bouquets..... per lb. .75 | Tin Foil, for bouquet handles...-... Bre asses per lb. .40 
Fine Wire, of different sizesfor “ ...... “9 20 | Match Sticks 20 in. long, 700, per bundle.. 0 
Wooden Tooth Picks................ 2300 per box: 25° | ‘Beuquet Sucks. << 2.2. tn ce ee see c ec ee per 100 .30 
Bouquet Papers, Italiens, assorted 

of different patterns and sizes, 
with 12 turned down scollops, 
extra broad laced edgingof good, 
heavy, white paper...... per doz., from $0.50 to $2.50 

Bouquet Papers, Italiens as above, 
gilt and silver........... per doz., from 1.50 to 3.00 

Bonquet Papers, Pasted Cortons, 
assorted of different patternsand 
Te aes ee ea perdoz.,from 20to .50 

Bouquet Papers, with 3B in. Silk 
Fringe, White, Pink, and Blue, 
for bridal B uquets, 3 sizes. .each 7 75, $1.00 and 1.25 

Bouquet Holders of heavy, pate 
white paper.........-... per doz.,from .25to .50 

Silk Cord and Tassels to match above.each, .75 to 1.00 ——— 
Glass Tubes, for button-hole Henquehs. sae scsi bs issey Satie as sods each, 10 cts. , per dozen $1.00 

- “i plain bands Nata teletes wie ss 6 ae cpee ws saipede pe dhe 10 1.00 
- Sip < = PMN eats See once ac, sino ni ae pa eee es ye pen ah ce 1.50 
< «< yg < “ HOEIU NEAL AARON OL 28 nn oc tusete toe sates ane eo eo se - 2.50 

Ladies’ Brooch or Flower-holder, fern-frond, bronze........2.....00.2.eaceececes each hae oe 7.50 
Wi ‘ire Baskets, oval, for Cut Flowers, 8, 10, iz. 14 and 16 ANGHERY Sees ee poe ae “ 25, 30, 40, 50 and 60 cts. 

Table Baskets, round, “ : 6S and IO ttebes. « ..5 225. 6233 csc oe egine aoece 35, 50 60 
“  Plateaux, oval, = 12, 4 and 16 inches...... PR ese = 25,30 “40 “ 
* Crosses, se 9, Pind. 15, MChes: .. . aP eae oa alee w sede <¢ 15,20 Saas “26 
“ Wreaths, Oe QO And 15 tiches. .. aagces assacs 0-2 -- 0+. “ 15, 20,25 “* 30 * 
“© Anchors, € BE isd IS ames. Ss esos oo ce sree aoe 30, 40. * 50° 
“ Stars, << $073 Zaid ldanches. .. Seesipe nes cesar cose ASS 225" aa 
“ Hearts, - 5-40 and 12. mehes. .. .Siao se see seen Been 25,30" “= 35): 
“ Crowns, double, YF 4,8 and, 8-inches.... saessdeaeee ea aren = 40,50 “ 75 “ 
“ Harps, ss £Z'and’l5 inches... .seaesssesee aces awe! 40 “ 50 * 
“«  Lyres, 3 a2 and 1S'inehes... -beaamt «cee, he go. 
“ Faith, Hope & Charity, “ f 1Giand §Siimnches 23.. Siesaseses ase dwems - rs Sy tay Ge 

Willow Baskets, oval, 41:78, 10,42 and 1l43nches. . Saker ore os “g 65, 85, $1.00 $1. 
“Stands, round, & GOS AN aE FRONCR 3 on os sett ones ccceece ve ee 60,75, 90 1.40 
- Plateaux, oval, - ghee LA a SICUON «22 ons » ail e's oo wate nail ce 75, 85, 1.00 1.25 
a Plateaux, round, = 10. 12, Lee ee ae ee aes ene nee, te 75, 85, 1.00. 1.25 

Straw Work of various designs, attractive and LULA bLini ee alee ae 1.00 to 8.00 
Among the many beautiful designs of straw work, the Sheaf of Wheat or Oats 
(price $2 and $2.50) filled with natural white flowers, is very appropriate for 
funerals; the price of filling is from $2 to $5, according to the season. 

Fancy White and Gilt Work—Baskets. Plateaux, Stands, and various other 
designs, very beautifully made and highly ornamental, from...... Saat Ao 50 to 10.00 
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HYACINTH GLASSES. 
EACH. PER DOZ. 

Plain: poreelain, RRA GRR idee ieee eee eee eee eee ea ocsacans 15 = $1 25 
Ameriean, flint or clear, blue, green and violet..........00 a Rane nanan. caiovsciasnas searing 15 1 50 
Bohemian, flint or clear, blue, green, purple, small Me Papp bhcsieatieds Sed aatee 20 2 00 

Ke flint or clear, blue, gneen, purple, Vari « 2 4) \.ckeceveccdasecbecseescev's 25 2 50 
a ruby, amber, and clear, with rose-bud, small a... eeceeecoeeee 35 3 50 
i Huby andiampen Marve: sa) Ty Cuma aceon rene ot 40 4 00 
a mipy and amber. engraved and Gilcrsiiall ecg we Vises cpnpciaee. coewe 50 5 00 
ms ruby, amber, green and blue, engraved, enameled and gilt, large 

Handsomerornamented: classes .. ...v...coadec thereon rete scec stake sabe bbeese 60 6 00 
“3 vase-shaped, ruby, green and blue, large os cs eeseeeeceeseeeseees 65 6 50 
3 ruby, green and blue, engraved, enameled and gilt, large 75 7 50 
a Luby, Sree ANU Ole SMaley .  leccsew. sacotescalseete era ateananeNe ee ae 50 5 00 
oe ruby, green and blue, engraved, enameled and gilt Beco) OD 6 50 

Belgian, vase-shaped, clear, green, blue and purple............sccceeseccee secceeeeeees 30 3 00 
Tye’s style, flint or clear, blue, green and Violet..............0--ceesecceceencee sooeeeees 30 3 00 

HANGING-BASKETS AND FLOWER-POTS. 
ORNAMENTAL LAVA HANGING-BASKETS. ne 

8 to 10 inches in diameter, assorted patterns, with chains................00++ from $0 75 to 1 50 
6 to 10 inches in diameter, rustic patterns, With Chains......... ccsscesceseeseeee  1°00' to 2°08 
9 inches in diameter, fancy patterns, with chains = aw. + 2 00 
Fancy patterns, with extra pot for planting, with chains.............sssce-s+ ssesases 2 00to 3 00 
Imitation of logs, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 15 inches long, with chains........ 75, 100, 1 25,150 and 1 75 
Wire Hanging-Baskets, 8, 10 and 12. IncCheS.......... seccscssessscee saves conees each 25, 40 and 50 cts. 

ORNAMENTAL LAVA FLOWER-POTS, sige 

Glinchesfywrithssaucene Weer Wisc. .ccccescowseewdoaccned Senvae suesaaecnee emote ea reseac from $0 75 to 2 50 
9 Gnehes! with SauGene ica acres deicons dernaladaanseiseaasacnes assesses soni peeiees ame tates eae aE on 1 25 
G inches, with base San Getrreccss-rtens:s<nacp cpiascir opritaar Saale erotic seraepidmanee bs ay oun cua tara aeege anbiaes 79 
9 anehes, with: base. sam€er ssa. <iddsoastcisn eles ob tos toRscenueds Liasue de shaasel Uretuan Steaks sone texkn Mecoemaeeece 1 25 
Deer’s' lheady warty bases sau cet st. eccc gate Cudene eelsiasssoceee cee ncct cence ieee conc een are 1 00to 2 00 
Janey, Patterns Of VarLOUS SEZES MEOW a taraq-caese on stense senses esses nearer enn aces 75.to 3.00 
Fancy open gilt work, with extra inside pot for planting.............:0crseasscses senaceeeeees 2, 50 
Fancy Hyacinth, with extra inside pot 7 inches deep, 43 inches dia........... doz.7 50 7 
10 to 12 inches; taney, for-large howse-plants.:.......-cas«<-ce--ses---+ oc eevemeuteesteeeneess 3 00 3 50 

ORNAMENTAL LAVA CROCUS POTS, ETC. ante 

Bee WHaMeS ir se scae pate eee eters Bide neeatas c.cceese Givvac cdcdbdvonceeddroutouesuce from $1 00 to 2 50 
Hed geliierersranw il abe rise pam ieee bere itienc a- 0.00, 50reeivocnsyopsinnssouctndenpusesicosssnaca=+cvomancier 1 00 
Hegeciae sec olonod ieee se matnectince et iete doa. cows sovess ensens ns osishaijanepods saatee 1 50to 3 00 
Sn owaleop, Or avalolepeP alia. Way herr cen... --cosnec cescconcneccoscouian.» sp Semdauitepninienes bles hea: 21 600 
Rusii@RRrec: Sina p aeRO SUG ieee. cere atee-- on abiesaer ou covons conde ce ewe sceeSeaevinds dussavientsubses 1 00 
Ruistieece cas taaanpy pana tele IZ OM orem eee. vai occ as<cclnose+caceccoccooe na conv ngetns saetoecssicgrenessensehes 80 
‘Large Rustic Bulb or Fern Dish _s.......= saa spies kabuseedMeme 2s se eera as eoactae =e encase ceded 3 00 
Micnonette Wid ove iiebiey ... 0. rovsce santana site -setelera ne lecomescenies cen sesec ee patra teraeeeee 1 00 to 2 00 
Large Rustic Plant or Bulb Window Box, 19incheslong esses see ee ee 2 00to 3 00 
Large Rustic Plant or Bulb Window Box, imitation of logs, 25 inches long.............. 3 50 
Vases for the House, of neat patterns, round and diamond shape, 19 in. high, 10 in., 

diameter) and lt Gi nwide, ainaty Lom esa. cece seasectenr se teocesaemnee teers sets taiean tebe \ocremeaoe 4 00 
Window Boxes of the finest English tiles, very ornamental, of various sizes and 

patterns, each contains a zine pan for the soil and plants................ from $7 00 to 25 00 
Terra Cotta Fern Stands for glass shades, 

which make beautiful small fernerics, ard 
are much in demand. The stand is made 
with a rim for the shade to rest on. 
Rustic in imitation of wood as per cut, 

for att inch shade....<c.ss-«ssesesssss $2 50 
Rustie in imitation of wood, very 

ornamental, 11 inch shade............ 2 50 
Rustic ornamented, 9? inch shade...... 1 50 
Rustic 7 to 9 in. shades, from 75¢. to 1 00 

==  ODark colored, with grape vine, $3 
TNGN SADC. 5 0 wns ses coos atchtaests picasa 1°75 

We also have on hand a fine assortment of different sizes and styles, very handsomely 
ornamented ; ranging 1M PYicCe...........eceee ce eeeen eee e tees wo eteteeececeeeneeeenes from 1 00 to $3 50 

Glass shades for the above according to size of Fern Dish, each.............from 75 to 2 50° 

We also fill the above Fern Dishes with suitable plants for from $2 to $5, according to size. 
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WARDIAN CASE. 

Made in the best manner and style, of black walnut. Very 
popular for the growing of plants, ferns, ete., during the 
winter. The plants being under glass are protected from 
dust, and require but little care, or water. A movable 
tray, lined with zinc, contains the pots, or earth ; a perfect 
security against soiling carpets with dirty water ; ‘and being 
upon castors, may be “moved about as desired (see figure). i 
The legs can "be disconnected, and the whole makes but a 
small package for transportation. 

Size, 4 ft. high, 2} ft. long, and 20 in. wide; .......... $25 00 = 
We fill this size case, very handsome, for............ 10 00 ¥ 

Size, 15 by 20 inches, Do Cn ee ee 15 00 i 
We fill ‘this size case, very handsome, for............ 8 00 § 

Size, 12 by 12 inches, Without fect.......csscssseeceeees qt 08 
Ww e fill this size case, very handsome, for........... 7% (9 0D 

HEXAGON SHAPE, and beautiful revolving stand... 30 00 
We fill this size case handsomely for...............++ 10 00 

BULB TABLE, the same as figure, “without the Glass Cover.....2e.ccccoossesescce sooe-eeee $12 00 
We fill this table with hyacinths, ‘tulips, and crocus, beautifully arranged, from $6 te 10 00 

f= 31.00 charge is made for packing. “5a 
We also fill Hanging Baskets, Pots, Rustic Stands, ete., with pea to order. 

BELL, OR PROPAGATING GLASSES. 

Made very strong, with an extra heavy rim at the bottom, 

clear white flint glass, and of uniform shape as represented by 

the figure. 

4 inch, 25 cents, per. doz. $2 50 7 inch, 50 cents, per. doz. $5 00 
§ eae |= ae 8“ GO 6 00 
6 © aT = 450 10 “ $1 00 “10 50 

PLANT STANDS. 

A useful and cheap folding-stand for arranging plants 
both in and out doors (see figure). Neatly made and 
painted green. The frame folds together, making a com- 
pact and convenient article for transportation and : storage. 

36 in. high, 40 in. wide, 4 shelves. $4.00. 
60 in. high, 48 in. wide, 5 shelves. $6.00. 
Chestnut oiled, 34 in. high, 34 in. wide, 3 shelves. $2.00 

WIRE PLANT STANDS. 

Light, strong, durable, and very ornamental. 

Half round, three shelves, painted greem...............+. $5 00 
fancy, bronzed and green. 6 0) 

Square, three shelves, painted green..........--+-+seeeseees 6 00 
o fancy, bronzed and green....... 7 00 

IRON FLOWER-POT BRACKETS. 
These swing so that they can be easily swung 

out of the way of the curtain. 

NO. EACH 
2. §& inch tray, bronze..e.0..... eee cacaee. (OO) 
a sy 6" Si 3,5, 75 
eee we ee S.4 90 
4. 2 trays, 5 5 and 6 inch trays, bronze... 2 00 
5. 3 225 «& 
6. 4 “ec “é “ ‘“ “ 2 50 i 

7. 1 tray, gilt and bronze, big Hele ok pedione 1 50 | 
8. 2 trays, pee eee - - 2 50 
tes”. Oe otinnpraxsathtee o 3 50 
Flower-pot shelves and brackets, 3 feet E 

long (see illustration), each 1 50 and 2 50 

The shelf is movable, so that the plants 
can be kept in the sun. longer than if the 
shelf was stationary, and at night the shelf can be drawn far enough out from the window, 
so that the curtain can be drawn down, between window and plants, thus protecting tLe 
lants = the eold. We also have numerous other patterns of Brackets from 50 cts. to 
50 eac 
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USTIC WORK, 

HANGING-BASKETS,, ROSS, WITH ARM CHAIRS, 
of various sizes and patterns. POT, FOR IVY. of various patterns. 

Ni 
ike Z SS 

a= 

KET, PLANT STAND, 

i 

PLANT STAND, LAWN BAS 
of various designs. of different sizes. ef various sizes. 

IT ANGING= BASKETS, LTC. 
No. 1. Round Bowl, plain, 6 in.. $1 25 Crosses, for pots and cemeteries.$1 00 to 2 00 
No. 2. Round Bowl, plain, 8 in.. 1 50| Fern Stands, for shades............ 4 00 to 6 00 
No. 3. Round Bowl, extra, 8 in.. 200} Arm Stands, for six & ten pots. 6 00 to 10 00 
No. 4 and 5 Round Bowl, extra..$2 50 to 3 00 | Large Plant Stands.................. 5 00 to 20 00 
No. 6. Pentagon Bowl.............. 1.50 | Brackets. :....... Absa dagwaak arate colleen ee 1 25 to 200 
No:7 and 8. Hexagon Bowl........ 2/00 tou@50;| Arm ‘Ohairs. 212.0 /4..05. 0008 ssoes soos 5 00 to 10 00 
No. 9 and 10. Oval Bowl......... 1 25 to 150 | Rocking Chairs.......... Lites eesesieeyO 00) to, 10,005 
No. 11 and 12. Oval Bowl......... 200 to 2 50 | Settees, four feet long...........00 8 00 to 10 00 
No. 13 and 14. Lawn Baskets.... 4 50 to 5 00 | Settees, six feet long........0. 0000+ 12 00 to 15 00 
Flower pots, very neat............. 100 to 200} Small Table Stands for Ferneries 4 50 to 5 00 
Cutpilowert Vases: sc o-csappecsmos oc 1.00 to 3 00 | Tables, oval or Round and Vari- ; 
(ross, with pot, for Ivy........:... 3 00 to 400 ous Sizes, from...........+--+0«. 8 00 to 20 00 

Window Boxes, 24 in. $3 50. 30 in. $400. 36 in. $4 50. 
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WOODEN TRELLISES FOR FLOWER-POTS AND GARDEN. 
THESE trellises are in all cases made of reeds painted green, instead of wire. They retain their shape and 

form Letter, are much lighter and equally durable. From their peculiar shape, large numbers cau be 
put into a small space; thus making freight charges, even to most distant points, come very low. 

Ai 
9 \ V, () 

is V 4 

: J i NA, 
A 

Aer) ; 
i fl 

No. 034. No. 0, wide. No. 2. No. 334. No. 1. Verandah. Faun. 

No. 0, wide, 243 in. wide. .each 15 cts. per doz$1.50 | Ivy shape, 16 in. diamcter.cach CO cts. p< r doz. $5.09 
No. 04%, 924X714 in. wide “ 20 “ . 2.00 7% etbeal | ax Fs Sterile. 2 Ia: ia 8.20 
No. 1. 3010 in. “ “ 39 «= “ 3.00 “ ‘“ 24 % ‘“ ie $1.09 “ce ‘ 10.69 

No. 2, 30x14 “* ~ sien. | Nl = 4.00 Verandah shape, 2 ft. high. “ ei Sis fe 410 
No. 31%, 42 ~14 oe “ “ 60 “ce “ 6.00 “ oe 3 i _ = “ 59 “ sc A 3) 

Fan shape, 2 feet high..... ey ee ne a Cross at Voge Seen tear hn ee 4.00 
+ “ 314 oy Tae, pe “ 65 “ “ 6.50 “ “ 3% “ “ 65 * “ 6.50 

BLACK WALNUT TRELLISES FOR POTS AND GARDEN. 
These trellises are neatly made and are adjustable, and can be fastened at various widths or heights, accord- 

ing to the size of the plants to be supported; being oiled, are not injured by exposure to the weather. 

Cross. Lyre. Diamond. Anchor. Gothic. Star. Arch. 

Diamond No. 1, 18 in. high............. each 20 cts. ANCHOL NG.2, 2018, MIT: OSes oe se ee each 40 cts. 
Co: 2 Sale? 5. Sone i Wags |. Cathaes Noo tla © oy AB « 99 « 

Cross No; ts 16 4) lees one ss ist ‘ INGA ne 2 6. ae Ey DS 
“ eS ee Rees act sins eae Star Nagi is Olam. ste seen. . = se ier! Wiis 

Lyre 1 is Ws eed gers See eee le let ted “ BR ce ap Ui pnt S88 a aes eS Vg Uae 
= gy et ee ee ee pits & Archaea No: ti o05 hich 22042 ..-.2: i) OO 
PT AS (CR OS ng ica Ss See ae ce es hea es (UEP AMS Te ta eee eae 

TAPERING FLOWEB-POT AND GARDEN STICKS. 
Made light and of durable wood, painted green. The Daiilia sticks are two-thirds heavier than t- e others. 

1%; ft., tapering....Per doz. 20cts. Per 100, $1.25 4 ft. tapering........ Per doz., $ .85. Per 100, $6.00 
o & meen + “ 35 se 2.25 55S “0 eee ete 55 1.00. 7.00 
I, « ~ 1 eae “ 50 * ss 3.25 3“ = Dahlia “ 8d. £5 6.00 
3 “ “ ing “ 60 “ “ 4.060 4 . a “cr 1.00. “ 7.00 

al, * co eer 70 “ = 5.00 5 * rs - ss 1.25. : 8.50 2 | “* Ke = a 1.50. « 10.00 

WOODEN PLANT AND TREE LABELS. 
Plant 4in. long........ per 100 20 cts. per 10UU $1.00 | Nursery, 12 in. long.....-per 100 $1.00 per 1000 $6.20 

an hikh a3 ber ore ¥ 2 * 7 1.25 | Tree, notched for 
« ¢ ne ees “« 39 « &s 150 | wire, 4 in. long....... = ra | ve ee 1.00 

EXPANDING ADJUSTABLE FLOWER-POT COVERS. 
A convenient article for covering common Pots. They are made of wood, some of the natural colors oiled, 

others painted aud ornamented, with fancy nails; from their construction, they fit pots of several sizes. 

Plain colors, 6, 7 and 8 in.....each 15, 20 and 25 cts. Walnut, 5, 6,7 and 8in.. each 20, 25, 30 and 35 cts. 
aCe eg Lo Sr ens wee ee A aD Gilt, TY eat: Not SE, BO, Gos Go,“ 

EXCELSIOR PUMP AND PORTABLE FIRE-ENGINE. 
This compact, portable Engine can be used for all horticultural purposes, etc. All its working parts are of 

brass, and of easy access to the valves, which can be cleansed at any time. It will draw the water from a 
stream, tank or pail close by or at a distance, of simple construction and easily worked, throwing a continuous 
stream fifty feet. Price $8.50. 
Aquarius Force Pump. A powerful small pump, throws 8 gallons of water per minute from 50 to 

60 feet, drawing the water from a stream, tank, or will lift the water from 20 to 30 feet out of a well. $10.00. 
Biekford’s New Garden Puamp. Constructed so as to do away with Piston and Stuffing Be-, 

hence no Fricti or Lenkag? as in other pumps. It is easily worked by a lever to and fro, throwing a steady 
stream from fu: ty to fifty feet. It will draw the water from a pail or tank close by, or at a distauce. $7.00. 
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AMERICAN IMPROVED BRASS GARDEN SYRINGES. 

Of various sizes and patterns, for the Conservatory, Green-house, Garden, ete.; fitted 
with caps or roses for ejecting water in one stream, or dispersing it in a gentle manner, or 
with force, when required. 

Each 
No. A. Garden, rough finish, with one rose, used for whale oil soap, 12 in. long, and 1 in. diam......... $1.75 
No. O sf “ rf :: et 12% in. long, and 15-16in.diam.. 2.00 
No. 1. ss polished, with one rose; also used by Tobacconists. 1214 in. long, and 15-16 in.diam.. 2.75 
No. 2. Conservatory, with one stream and two extra roses. 1314-in. long, and 1 5-16 in. diam. ........ 42 
No. 4. Green-house, with one stream and three extra roses, to fitin the handle. 18in.long,and114in. diam. 7.00 
No. 5 ss with one stream and two extra roses (balJ-valve). 18 in. long,and 1144 in. diam.... 7.00 
No. 7 ss Knuckle-joint, which can be turned in any direction (ball-valve), with one stream 

and-twomoses:= gS) im. Torso 1075 trap cania gers rete loyal faroleyetcte tate etalelete intel teleetet =) 9.00 
No. 9 e Extra heavy, solid piston with two roses (ball-valve); also used by sugar refiners. 

ESTAS Uline Sooaeons Oacads Ae SOS sic Sena cndas Sedo Seb Cboes andddcec 10.00 
No.10. Tin, improved ball-valve, Japanned syringe, for whale oil soap, etc. 14 in. long, 2in. diam..... 1.00 

Cheap, simple, and effective for watering and syringing plants; not liable to get cut of eae being made 
of brass, with India-rubber Hose to draw the water. $95.00, $8.50 and $10. 

NEW BELLOWS SYRINGE. 

An invention for showering plants with insect-killing liquids—or clear water to cleanse house plants from 
dust and keep the foliage in a healthy condition; operating in the same way as the atomizer or spray-sprink- 
lers. ‘The liquid is put into the brass globe and the bellows worked; a fine spray issues in a copious stream 
that is easy to reach every part of the plant and bedew it with insect-killing liquids; while in the ordinary 
methods a large share is wasted, with this only so much to just moisten the leaves and stems need be used. 
$3.50. 

ELASTIC PLANT SPRINKLER. 
This is a very convenient article—and much preferred by the ladies, as it is so easily worked by pressing the 

rubber together with the hand—for sprinkling Bouquets and Window-Gardening Plants, to cleanse their 
foliage and keep them in a healthy growing condition, as well as for dampening clothes. It is made of Rub- 
ber, with a flat bottom and brass perforated, detachable top. $1.00; by mail, postpaid, $1.25. 

WATERING-POTS, JAPANNED GREEN. 

The French pattern is considered an improvement over the old style of Watering-Pots. 
It being oval, and the handle extending from the side to the opposite side on top, makes it 
convenient to handle, as it can be tilted to any desired angle without any extra exertion. 
We have these pots made of extra heavy tin with an iron-hooped base, to protect the sides 
and bottom from being indented, and japanned both inside and outside; the spout can be 
detached, and the rose or sprinkler put on for watering seedlings and fine plants. 

4 quart...... $2.00. 6 quart. .....$2.50. Srquanteescee $3.00. PZ quartaces. .95.50. 

We also have made especially for our trade the Round Watering-Pot of extra heavy tin, 
and iron-hooped bottom, japanned inside and outside, with two copper roses, fine and coarse. 

Giquanteeseee $2.50. . 8 quart... .. .$3.00. 12 quart. .... .$3.50. Gi quarter se $4.00. 

Common tin round Watering-Pots, japanned inside and outside. 
4 quart...... $0.85. Oiquarteeseee $1.25. S.GUaRL..eseu $1.50. 

SULPHUR BELLOWS; or, Floral and Vintage Duster. 

For fhe extermination of Bugs, Worms, Insects and Mildew upon Grape-vines, etc. By the use of this imple- 
ment the Flour of Sulphur can be evenly distributed over every part of the affected plant. $2.40. 

THE BUREKA FUMIGATOR. 

After many unsuccessful attempts, we have found an effectual appa- 
ratus for the fumigating of green-houses, etc., doing away with the 
unpleasant duty of being smoked almost to death by the old mode, as 
they required constant attention to prevent the tobacco stems from burn- 
ing to a blaze, and destroying the plants in getting rid of the pests that 
infest them. 
This Apparatus is of simple construction, and not liable to get out of order. 

When once lit, it is self-acting, and may be left in the house with perfect safety, as 
flaring is an impossibility, and setting anything on fire out of the question, while all 
the material is completely consumed without waste and given off in a dense smoke, 
filling a house in a short time, thus ensuring the entire destruction of insect life. 

It can be used for the following purposes: Gyeen-houses, Conservatories, Pils, Frames, 
Hospitals, Ships, Poultry Houses, etc.; for destroying Vermin or Purifying Rooms. 
Directions for use sent with each Machine. 

No. 1. Height 12 in., diameter at top, 5 in. Suitable for a house 10x20 feet. Price................... $2.00 
No. 2. Soe eiiGs te oY % ieee Sf fr 12x40 “ Ot ndoans Suraticts, yore Etaueoee 3.00 
No. 3. sean cO dye cs $e Sica * is 15x100 “ HE bionst be feereie-cictepeeatobets arate 4.00 
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WHALE OIL SOAP. 

An Effectual Remedy for Destroying Insects on Plants, Trees, Vines, etc. 
For washing down the bark of Trees, Grape Vines, destroying the Aghia or Plant Louse, 
Slugs on Roses, Thrips on Grape Vines, Mildew, Slugs on Pear Trees. In cans with directions, 
at 30 cents (by mail 60 cents), 60 cents, and 80 cents each. The last two are not mailable. 

CARBOLIC ACID SOAP 
Is the natural enemy of the low forms of insect life and parasites of every description. 
It kills and drives away Lice, Flies, Fleas, Mosquitoes, Ants, Bugs, Worms, Grubs, and all 
kinds of insects that annoy and destroy animals and plants. Per cake, 10 cts., by mail, 20 ets 

GISHURST’S COMPOUND FOR DESTROYING INSECTS. 
This is extensively used in England and on the Continent for the destruction of the 

Green, Brown, and Black Fly, Mildew, Thrip, Mealy Bug and Scale. Per box, 75 
cents. By mail $1. 

BRIDGEFORD’S ANTISEPTIC LIQUID. 

For the removal of all Parasites, Lichens, and Insects. Injurious to Plants, Trees, 
Shrubs, Vines, ete. 
This preparation is quite distinct from any other already before the public. It is quick, 

safe and effectual for the destruction of the Green fly, ‘Mealy Bug, Thrip, Red Spider, 
Mildew, Blight and Scale of every description. It contains nothing deleterious to plants, 
not even staining the leaves or leaving an unpleasant smell in the ‘house. Its application 
is so simple that it can be used with safety by the most inexperienced hand. Instructions 
for application with each bottle. $1.00 each. 

PERUVIAN GUANO—(Pure). 
For pot plants and garden purposes. When used as a liquid manure its effect is almost 

immediate. One pound to 20 gallons of water, and left stand until dissolved. Water the 
plants once a week with the solution. Put up in tin cans, with directions, 15 cents (by mail 
40 cents), 30 cents, and 50 cents each. The last two are not mailable. 

BASS, MATS, TOOLS, ETC. 

Cuba Bass and Roffea, for tying up plants and vines, budding, ete............ per lb. 60 and 75 
Mats (Russian Bass), for tying, ete., second-hand, first quality.. 30 cts. each, per doz. $3 00 
Mats for covering hot-beds “ second “ 20 00 
Tobacco Stems, for fumigating plants. (For machines, see page 46.) Per Ib. 25 cts. 
ROE at isa acs fein speeds fed eneds vane 0is venaus san omsiinséeoku dednsedan arinacecce 00 

Sphagnum Moss for packing plants ; also used for growing Orchids..per bbl. of 5 bush. 2 00 
Jersey Peat for potting house- -plants (to be mixed with the soil)................- te bbl. 2 00 
Saynor’ s Pruning Knives, various patterns and sizes ee Pe Sonatas ee eo each, $1 25 to 2 00 

- Budding Ne de ys ec ee ae a ee each, vt 25 to 1 50 
Hall & Son and other makers’ Pruning Knives, various patterns and sizes,each, 50 to 1 09 

“ Budding “ +” each, 75 to 1 25 
West Chester Hand-Pruning Shears, made of the best material, can be "used for 
en RAED RUUD MUNIN i ag ees maar ee aut iseae sons A Awdaen tu dedapnasindad o2iewerse 1 75 

Hand- Pruning Shears, of different sizes, for pruning Fruit Trees, Grape-Vines, 
Nh eee ahaa a ahs ees pet ta dg sanas decree aceipidaiepaAenarsave ny addstmenatenjarene 100to 3 00 

Hand-Pruning Shears, sliding cut (cuts as clean as a knife)................:0.e0000e 2 00to 3 50 
Pruning Saws, 14, 16 and 22 ‘inches MPs =a daha tasaewageionetp ampiowsnd 1 00,1 25and 1 7a 
Water’s Improved Tree Pruner, with pole and wire attachment for cutting, 6,8 and 
Cn ee ps GF py Bp ot ee en ee sion aesge ee 3 00, 3 25 and 3 50 

Pole Pruning Shears (Averancator), for poles and cord.......... ..... ..from2 50 to 7 00 
Long-Handled Lopping Shears, for pruning Trees, ORE FS: 50 to 5 00 

BOOKS ON WINDOW-GARDENING, GREENHOUSE, ETC., 
Will be mailed free on receipt of price. 

Gardener’s Dictionary (G. W. Johnson), an excellent English work, giving the Botanical 
Sperm aN NMP UERE EE Rh 52S co nem enicidce onswan devadasddd due addeutcnbnens 2s $3 50 

Leuchar’s How to Build and Ventilate Hot-Houses......10.sssessccessses scene ce sesescseececees 1 50 
Rand's Flowers for the Parlor and Garden..................+ a as a SAW aioas aan spd DEA eee 2 50 

See ae ERcmnieg SARUEL “CRISES RMA ER Scns o Gi on So win in ddd danndacien adnsisvane'adutprbn dns pid eobaes 1 50 
SONU OY BAC CUCM soc dee eons cwwecie ospondenceceneeguauseened- au sad 1 00 

Hamedalply 4 Parlor Gardewiee 52622505. 5. ci sooece cc ttanvnncencces see sin dendasnedsapaegadads ta (uieie ses 1 00 
Robinson’s Sub-Tropical Garden, English work...............0++ssscecccsses ceseecececrcesecceseeees 4 50 
oe pe Le ee ee a ee aaa 20 
Window Gardening (H. T. Williams), Elegantly lptrated. fie siacy eee 1 50 
William’ s (B. S.) Choice Stove and Greenhouse Plants, 2 vols. , English 4 de. ae 5 00 

“ Orchid Growers’ Manual, English ROPES ee 2 50 
* “« Select Ferns and Lycopods, BREN WINES oi navctcs nopuercerrantcttesnreaseee 2 5 

For other books, see Dreer’s Garden Calendar, which will be mailed to all applicants. 
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CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS, 
Suitable for sowing during the autumn and winter, thereby securing strong plants for flowering during the 

spring. 

PER PKT. 

ANTIRRHINUM, or Snap-dragon. Mixed.. 
AQUILEGIA UARYOPHYLLOIDES............ 
ALYssuM. White, sweet-scented............ 
Acacia. Choice mixed varieties........... 
AZALEA INDICA. From choice varieties.. 
AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS. Blue (Afri- 

ean Lily). Tuberous rooted............ neg 
BRowALLia ELATA Ca@RULEA. Blue... 
BROWALLIA ELATA ALBA. White........ 
CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA. White fol. 
CENTAUREA GYMNOCARPA. White fol. 
CALCEOLARIA HYBRIDA GRANDIFLORA. 

Beautiful large self-colored flowers...... 
CALCEOLARIA. Superb spotted or tigered 
CALCEOLARIA NANA. Dwarf spotted var. 
CALCEOLARIA RuGosa. Shrubby, for 

bedding; finest mixed varieties........... 
CARNATION. Choice German and French. 
CARNATION REMONTANT, or monthly.... 
CHRYSANTHEMUM INDICUM. Mixed, 

large flowering varieties .........:---ss-s<:° 
CHRYSANTHEMUM POMPONE. 

small flowering varieties 
CINERARIA. Finest mixed hybrid dwarf. 
CINERARIA. Finest mixed lgbrid tall. 
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. A charming ple 

bous-rooted plant; white, crimson eye... 
CYCLAMEN ATRORUBRUM. Extra deep 

crimson; and ALBUM. Pure white, each 
CANARY BrIrRD FLOWER (Tropzolum)..... 
CONVOLVULUS CANTABRICUS. Fine for 

hanging baskets; flowers rosy purple... 
ConvoLVULUS MAURITANICUS. For 

hanging baskets and vases...............0+ 
COLEUS. 
DELPHINIUM FormosuM. Brilliant hlue 
DELPHINIUM IMPERIALE, FLO. PL. New 
Emperor Larkspur. Variegated colors.. 

DELPHINIUM NUDICAULE. Spikes of 
dazzling scarlet flowers....... Lisette epee 

DIANTIIUS. Extra double white, China. 
DIANTHUS HeppEweG! DIADEMATUS. 

Superb double diadem pink................ 
DIANTHUS. Finest English Picotee, mixed 
FERNS. Choice mixed varieties............. 
GLAUCIUM CORNICULATUM. Recurved, 

silvery leaves deeply cut to the rib...... 
GLOXINIA. Choice hybrid varieties....... 
GLOXINIA CRASSIFOLIA. Superb flowers 

(recta, Pendula & Horizontalis), each.. 
GYNERTUM. - Pampas ofasst..c) <2 sdeeecee 
HELIOTROPE. Several varieties, each.... 
HUMEA ELEGANS. A graceful plant...... 
LINARIA CYMBALLARIA (Kenilworth 

Ivy). For hanging baskets, ete.......... : 
LOBELIA ERINUS SPECIOSA. Blue........ 
LOBELIA SNOWFLAKE. Pure white...... 
LOBELIA PicTA. Rose, beautiful foliage 
LOBELIA PUMILA GRANDIFLORA. Blue. 
LOBELIA HETEROPHYLLA. Mixed. Large 

blue and white flowers.........-..00:.:ssc000s 
LoMARIA CILIATA. Dwarf tree fern..... 
LOMARIA GIBBA. Dwarf tree fern........ 

eoeecsstoceessecsen 

Choice mixed and golden var.. 2 

05 
10 
05 

MIMULUS MoscHATUS. Musk plant...... 
MIMULUS. Choice hybrid varieties, mixed 
MIMULUS TIGRINUS, fl. pl. Doublespotted 
MIGNONETTE. Parson’s New White...... 
MIGNONETTE AMELIORATA. Red tint... 
MIGNONETTE. Dwarf compact........... ee 
MIGNONETTE. Bouquet pyramidal........ 
MyYosoTIs ALPESTRIS. Alpine Forget- 

me-not. Flowers bright blue............. : 
MyosotTis PALustris. True Forget-me- 

Nott; Blue dlowersse cewser..nscvsseses cache S 
PELARGONIUM. Choice fancy varieties.. 
POLYANTHUS. Finest English varieties.. 
PRIMULA SINENSIS. Choice mixed........ 
PRIMULA ALBA. White fringed edges... 
PRIMULA ALBA RUBRA STRIATA. W hite, 

red-striped......... hiniihe cu ateBecaubstsa Mew eesti 
PRIMULA ROSEA. peep rose, fringed 

Cees: Nese oa Ce See ele een 
PRIMULA KERMESINA. “Crimson, fringed 

CO OSs scat ec catch cnieeeencenne totem neces 
PRIMULA ERECTA SUPERBA. Rosy ver- 
TIAA Wiis sivanst's caiaay Pose pyates Paes <aneh conte ddonses ae 

PRIMULA PUNCTATA ELEGANTISSIMA. 
Velvety crimson, edges spotted white... 

PRIMULA. Fern-leaved. Fringed mixed 
PRIMULA. Double white fringed... 
PRIMULA. Double crimson fringed. Se tes 

eoocce 

PRIMULA JAPONICA ALBA. Pure white, 
WUE LOW ey Cre scare teal cee ce siesaaee Sonobescn 

PASSIFLORA. Mixed varieties............ 
PETUNIA. Dreer’s extra choice mottled 

varieties, $16.00 per ounce, net......... ite 
PETUNIA, DREER’S DovuBLE Hyprip- 

IZED. Fecundated with the greatest care 
PHORMIUM TENAX. New Zealand Flax. 
SALVIA SPLENDENS. Scarlet sage......... 
SALVIA ARGENTEA. Silvery ........ eauoeee 
SALVIA PATENS. Ccerulean blue...... sae 
SMILAX (Myrsiphyllum Asparagoides)... 

$2.50 per ounce, net. Extensively used 
by florists for the cut-flower business. 

Stocks. New large flowering, ten week.. 
Stocks, BOUQUET DWARF. Mixed....... 
STOCKS, PERPETUAL DwaRF. Mixed.. 
STocks, INTERMEDIATE, or AUTUMNAL. 
STOCKS, EMPEROR, or PERPETUAL 
SWEET WILLIAM. "Choice double, mixed. 
SwEET WILLIAM. Auricula- flowered.. 
TORENIA FoURNIERI. Sky-blue flowers. 
TROPHOLUM LOBBIANUM. Free winter 
blooming vines, miniature flowers, mix. 

TROPHOLUM CAROLINE SCHMIDT. Sear. 
TROPHOLUM GEANT DES BATAILLES. 

Crimson, ShOWy TOWEYS......+ .sececeeeseeeee 
TROPHOLUM COULEUR DE BISMARCK... 
TACSONIA VAN VOLXEMI. Crim. scarlet. 
VERBENA. Extrachoice hybrid varieties. 
Vinca ROSEA, ALBA, and ALBA PURA. 

Fine for bedding out in the summer ea. 
W ALL-FLOWER. Choice German varieties 

Most of the varieties are useful for winter bouquets. For full directions, see Dreer’s Garden Calendar. 

10 
20 
25 
10 
05 
10 
10 



AQUILEGIAS. ‘Rocky Mountain Columbines.) 
Among hardy perennial plants, these may be ranked as the finest, and deserving of cul- 

tiyation in every garden. 
CHRYSANTHA (Golden Spurred). Height 4 feet, producing freely an abundance of bright 

golden-yellow flowers. Per packet, 10 cents. ; 
C@RULEA. The flowers measure 3 inches in diameter; the outer five petals, as well as the 

long spurs, are of a beautiful violet blue; the inner petals are pure white, forming a 
pleasing contrast. Per packet, 10 cents. 

BALSAMS. 

Double White Camellia Flowered. Pure white flowers, very desirable as a bouquet 
flower. Per packet, 20 cents. $2 per ounce, net, 

CINERARIA FLORE PLENO. (New Double Cineraria.) 
This is the beginning of a race of plants which for cut flowers will be unsurpassed. All 

the colors of the single exist in this new double variety. Per packet, $1. 

APPLE-SCENTED GERANIUM. (Pelargonium Odoratissimum.) 

This delightfully fragrant and favorite variety can only be grown from seed, to form a 
fine plant. We have made a specialty of growing this variety, and offer fresh seed. Soak 
the seed twelve hours, and sow in Jight soi], keeping them moist until they germinate. Per 
packet, 25 cents; five packets for one dollar. 
New ZONALE GERANIUM. Saved from our choice collection of the newest and best named 

yarieties. Per packet, 20 cents. 
New ZONALE VARIEGATED GERANIUM. Saved from a celebrated collection of golden and 

bronze-colored varieties. Per packet, 50 cents. 

OUR SUPERB DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS 

Are the admiration of all visitors. Seed saved from the finest double varieties. Seed 
sown early in autumn will produce plants for blooming next summer. Assorted colors, 
mixed, per packet, 10 cents. 

DREER’S PREMIUM PANSY SEED. (Viola Tricolor Maxima.) 

To insure large full blooms, it is necessary to sow in the autumn; full directions will 
accompany each paper of seed. Per packet, 25 cents; five packets for $1. 319 per ounce, net. 

_ LwporTep VARIETIES. EACH. | IMPORTED VARIETIES. EACH, 

PANSY, EMPEROR WILLIAM..........00:0.065 25 Pansy. Purple, white-edged................. 20 
Pansy ODIER. -Five-blotched............... 25> PANSY. Pure Yellow... 5.20. scscsceescesceeere 20 
PANSY, ROI DES NOFRBS............:c..02 sess. 20: Pawssy.-. Pure White...02. 04 se. 0.c000 03.2003. 20 
PANSY... NEw, light blue.....,................ 20 Pansy. Choice mixed. $d per oz., net.. 20 

PETUNIAS. 

DREEPR’s ExTRA CHOICE. Mottled white and purple, and white and crimson varieties. 
We consider this the finest strain of petunias; our collection has always taken the first 

premium at ‘the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society’s Exhibitions. Per packet, 20 cents: 
six packets for $1 ; $16 per ounce, net. ; : 
DREER’s DOUBLE HYBRIDIZED. Fecundated with the greatest care, from our very choice 

collection, and a fair percentage will prove double. Per packet, 25 cents. 

TACSONIA INSIGNIS. 

This splendid novelty is remarkable for its handsome foliage and magnificent flowers; 
of robust, free-flowering habit, a greenhouse evergreen climber, flowers measuring from 6 
to 8 inches across, and hang in festoons on long pendant stalks, color crimson, purple 
shaded, whilst the mouth of the tube is adorned with incurved fringe filaments, which are 

_ blue mottled with white. Four seeds, 50 cents. 

VERBENAS. 

DREER’S STRIPED AMERICAN. Brilliant colors, striped carnation-like, with rose, lilac and 
purple, on various colored grounds. Seed saved from our splendid collection. Per 
packet, 25 cents. 

ExTrRA CHOICE HYBRID VARIETIES. Selected from our newest and finest varieties, and 
richest colors, which occupied over an acre of ground, and was the admiration of all 
visitors this season. Per packet, 25 cents. $5 per ounce, net. 

FLOWER SEEDS IN ASSORTMENTS. 

CARNATIONS. Finest varieties...............0. Sete ccacokes sdacbxasgbagiay tac iatnas es ewtwEcepbess 12 $1 50 
= PEEBMS - Choice Varietics:-9 Sorte $152 2055 occ <p vicstasosvouducsennsl ncuipatsnectts vangoons 16 200 
GREENHOUSE PLANTS. Choice selection. .........0..cccesseceeececeeeees a eee 25 _ 3 00 

= e “ BAS Se ee be Sen Feels igin Rape aay cesaaahes Jeaguieny 12 2 00 
_ HOLtyHocKs. Superb double English, 6 colors, 65 cents.........0es.eeeeses goannas 12—- 125 
_PRIMULA SINENSIS, 6 colors, $t....:...... Oe EON a IO OO 12 2 00 
STOcKs, EMPEROR, or PERPETUAL........05-0+ peat po dauou Pippo Tanalu sanevdashacr spchecane es >= 12 100 

_ WAL1-FLoweR. Fine German double......... winch cuyphowss Pp tant ee et ee 12-125 

=e 

For prices of flower seed in bulk, see “ Dreer’s Garden Calendar” for 1878, page 96. 
Ss DISCOUNT ON FLOWER SEEDS.—We will send Six Dollars’ worth of Flower 

Seeds for a remittance of Five Dollars, excepting those marked by the cape and where 
| five or siz packets are marked for one dollar, or the assortments, which are net. 
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-SELEC 7 List oe 

Sx TANDA ap VEGETABLE Sz 
FoR SOWING IN THE AUTUMN, 

oat be mailed free of postage at the prices quoted.” ‘The ee in SMALL CAPITALS are for sowing in. 

cco the autumn. For complete list see Dr ecr’s Garden Calendar. 

s PER pKT. PE lh_OZ—=PFR LB, 

Asparagus, Conover’s. Colossal =.42.) 6. ee See ote ERA ee =... $0 5- $0 10 $0.60 
Beet, Bastian’ s Extra Harlyoked Turnip: sei) oo se ack ee ee ee Sie Se SS PZ oe 

Halt ons “Blood 2 ons ea Bene Fee ae eS es SO 15 lL 25 
* Barly Blood Turnip: 2a ae per REN Gs aE, Se Alert 00s 

<BROCCO Lie Harly=Pirple: Ga pee > each eS os eae hee ee ee eg 10. =2550 areca: 
CABBAGE; HARLY- OXHEARY (eXtra fine 2. < e  o  e 10 30 300. ~ 

“..”) (DREERS LARGE. BARBY YORK <5. Son A we Se ee ewe Sake 25 <= 200 
és HARLY-JERSEY ;- WAKEFIELD ice. Su. 2s oe NES 2 ore Were SSO es 40S 00E 
us Large-flat Dutch (very. fine). 3255 > 250 ee ee ee ee 102 | =1-30 3. 30 

< CAQLIFLOWER, <DWARE EARLY, -EREURTA ste i oS eee ee on a ee 25 2150 wages 
ss LARGE: LE“NORMAND seer eetes oi SSNS Tae oe Cae 25 L 50 = 
st ThARGHA W ALCHEREN2 <4... 5023s ag Se oe bas ie PS See nba 10 15 ae 

_ Carrot; Early Scarlet: Horn... 2.2: .. Siar PRE See eer ey A a NSH eee oe 058 5 MH5inc Por 
Celery, Dreer’s White Solid...... B teaedeee te a cher oon ceo ae a Seen Se ay SNe Se IOP SAG 4 00'S 

i Turier’s Davari-Waitte Solid 8405 a eee es PISS 10 25--4.2750 
Gorne Sivan, barge Ronnd-Leaveds2 yA ee eee i Sena bras ee eae ayia tis (1 (Os 
Cucumber, Karly White-Spined..... SL Si TS eS a OW teehee cue ANG EE Sa Spee 6A T 252 ie Es 

Hone. Greeu Puree yes sae eg SAO ae ee ee So ee 5 a 150 
"3 English PYiZ8 Vartenles ipa ag! Sete ae eee ce ener ee 25“ uae bere ; 

Egg Plant- Large Round Purple ...... Paine Bide eee ee ie eR ees ee 10 60 se 
Herbs, Sweet Me urjorum, Sage, Summer Savory, and-lbyme. .2..05 000s. cece 5- SONS ee 
Kare, Gieby Curked Scotch eee vk oases PE Sac ef 5 10 1-00 
Kohl-Rabi, or Turnip-Rooted Cabbage ..... 20.2... PEO eA ROR ARC ee ee Ol ree RS ~ 10 30 4 00 | 
LETrUce, Marly Stonelread sons. or Spee ON ee Ne EIR SES cons ies Hat 3 10 30° _ 3-00 

i Early: White Cabbage... 2.22 25. PS RSE iy Rh eT Ae eons Rae oe AQ 30 3 00 t 
fe Hanson (largest and finest head lettnee) sacs tse Gai EE eg AD. 40°. 4 00:4 

Melon, Musk—Netted Citron and Pine Apple. 2.2... ...002. 2200s eee a each 5 i) 1 00 A 
~~~ Purk’s Cap, a: fine large: Variety: 2. ss2..2.. 90 2 i DBE See Soe 5 10-3 00. 

Be ~ Ward’s Nectar and W hite Japan... Cog se aE = eat sae each — 10 15. 150 i 
3 Casaba, the finest andadargest variety. 2.2. ee. ee ea ere, 5) 15 150 -Q@y 

Melon, Water—Mountain Sweets. 22... i LESS sieace Sa 3. 20> 1300) i 
z Tce Créam and Orange ......2. SLIM alg SN nator a  Saeeee each 5 15. 1-80 

Nasturtium, running yaricty-for pickling Bee pnt} a SRP red Oca Geen re acer 41) 2 00 ly 
Oktay D.wart on opadde lA so OAS eo aes pu oe eee eet 52a yg AO ~ 80 is 
Onion, Yellow Str asburg and Red \W ethersfield a ECan Sees he ee eae seach <="10, . 15 150 

oF ES =O W DAD VOLS seo Se ba Ee ee BO TES ed Ge tn ee goes STELO: 15 1 50 is 
ESC WE Ra Ee STLVORSSRIM Sons cen once 2 aie SERS eee Se panes es De ae eres 10 -20 2-00 s 

Parsley, xtra, Curled: = ooh se, tase oo was = Speen: eg a nS ass oS sae 5 A515 29-2 
Parsnip, Large Sugar,-or Hollow-Crow ned LENE S dieters fei sme SAMO oe ae aN es AR SAG 80 ( 
Pepper, Large Sw eet Balls. Se er eee lit ORR ees BN ont OTE ripe ese be Pace Bee © 1) 30... 3 00 
Pumpkins Cashaw.... s+... -2-.s5.2 50. ea AN A GATE et omic Pig Se eee as <= 10. 1 00 ; 
Radish, Early Scarlet and White Olive-Shaped... si... snes tees: See ee each Beene SAN 1°00 

“ ~ Karly White and Red Turnip-Rooted—.. 2... 2.2... Se Mahe See Ry ROACH: | ea) =t0>" 21,00 
“= Yellow Turnip-Rooted..2..22..22 6.0952 45 Sst SS) Wetweeey ee LC I 10. 100 
“Scarlet and White China Winter. ...<........ Se ck Babar ee ee each 5 15- 150 ¢ 

Salsafysor- Oyster. Plants. 25 ee ES oe ee eee poe ee UG) 20 2 00 
Sprnacu, Large Round and Prickly Sed oe Se BA ak cae ons each 5 10 60° 
Squash: Warly Bush, or Patty Pan > 2.0.6.0 SI ee 5 10. «FOL 

“Boston and Hubbard... .... SB are ee Re ee Se oe Te 2 each 5 15 125 
Tomato, Tilden and Cook’s Favorité ©.......21.,.2.. pd oa ete iat Pee era wee en each 10 ~30 3 00. 

“—  Fejee Island and Philadelphia. Morkct: Greases eee + each ><. 30 30. - 3 00 
G2 ‘Trophy, largest and finest variety: ...¢......05..5..5 SERS Stes eae Ce ae 10 50* 9-00 

Turnip, White Flat Dutch and Purple Top Flat ..... PS Pa te aay aac 2 ze neee éach 5 10 165 
«Ruta Baga, Yellow Purple Top... ..2.--s-..--. ss: EP ye RN 5 10 TR 

MusHroom Spawy, best English import-d, per brick, 25 cents; by mail, 50 cents. 
ONION SEtTs, best Philadelphia, white and yellow, per quart, 25 cents ; by mail, 50 cents. 

Dreer’s best mixed LAwn Grass Serp of 14 pounds to the bushel, $5.00, by Express per ana, 35 

cents, at which price it is mailed free to any part.of the United States. 3 ; 

Our mixture of Lawn Grass Seed, for parks, lawns, ete., is everyw here: considered. as the best in the . 

country. Fr om tivo to three bushels 1 is the quantity generally sown to the acre. 

; eee 2S a ne hi 


